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(ABSTRACT)
The purpose of this study is assess the domestic regional

impacts of changes in federal fiscal policies and the nation's trade
deficit.

An attempt is made to fill a gap in the literature of

regional economics by providing an explanation of how economic changes
at national and international levels are transmitted to regions, and

by providing general-equilibrium estimates of the effects of these
changes.

The level of regional economic activity is assumed to be

linked to the federal budget through federal purchases of goods and
services, through intergovernmental transfers, and through net
transfers to households.

Domestic regions are linked to the balance

of trade through shifts in exports and imports and through shifts in
net income transfers from abroad.
An interregional computable general equilibrium (CGE) model is

constructed and calibrated for Virginia and the rest of the United
States (ROUS).

Scenarios approximating federal fiscal policies and

the trade deficit during the period 1981-85 are introduced, and the
model is solved to obtain a new equilibrium.

As a result of these

shocks, it is concluded:

(a) that the magnitude of sectoral effects
'

differed in Virginia versus ROUS,

'
sectors,
added,

(b) that in contrast to non·rural

rural sectors in Virginia experienced slower growth in value

(c) that investment in Virginia and in ROUS increased in

response to the net inflow of savings from abroad, but the increase
was mitigated by the rise in federal spending, and (d)

that a tariff

increase on the output of the apparel and textile industry would

increase output in that industry in Virginia but would decrease it in
other industries if the economy were fully employed.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction to this Chapter

The economy of the United States has become increasingly
integrated with the world economy in recent years.

A partial measure

of this integration is the increased volume of goods and services now
traded with the rest of the world.

The volume of exports and imports

of goods and services as a share of gross national product (GNP) has
risen from the level of 10.2 percent in 1960 to 22.0 percent in 1987
(Department of Commerce, 1962, 1988).

A consequence of this inter-

nationalization is that regional growth in the United States is now
affected to a considerable extent by both the nation's trade policies
and market conditions in the international economy.

Trade and macroeconomic policies at the national level have
always influenced the fortune of individual regions of the country.
A difference in the 1980s arises from the altered role of the federal
government in bearing the burden of adjustment to economic change.
For this study of regional structural adjustment, there are two important aspects of recent federal fiscal policy:

(1) a sharp increase in

federal expenditures on commodities, and (2) an increasing trend of

federalism.

The latter has shifted a greater share of the adjustment

burden to local and state governments.

1

2
”

This study examines the domestic regional effects of the trade

deficits and federal fiscal policies during the period l98l·8S.

The

effects of these regionally exogenous shocks on output, employment,
and wages are estimated and results for Virginia are compared with

results for the rest of the United States.
Transition in regional economics of the United States can be

understood best in the context of changes occurring in the national
and world economics.

To this end, Section 1.2 describes changes in

the 1980s in the nation's balance of trade and in federal fiscal
policies, the background against which the problem of regional
economic adjustment is cast in Section 1.3.

Section 1.4 discusses

possible responses of state and local policy·makers to regionally
exogenous shocks associated with national policies.

In section 1.5,

national trade policy in a regional context is discussed in terms of
efficiency and public goods.

Section 1.6 is a statement of the

problem on which this dissertation focuses, and Section 1.7 lays out
propositions to be evaluated in light of the findings of the study.
Section 1.8 identifies objectives of the research.

Section 1.9 gives

an overview of the model used in the analysis, and Section 1.10
outlines scenarios to be simulated.

The organization of the

dissertation is presented in Section 1.11.

1.2

Macro-Shocks of the 1980s
Growth of the national economy has been strong in the United

States in the 1980s.

Following a recession in 1981-82, the economy

set off on a 65·month growth path, excecding in length any prior

_

'

1

3

‘
peacetime expansion in the history of the nation (Berry, 1988, p. 1).
High real·interest rates threatened growth during the period 1983-86,
but have since receded.

The continuing expansion of the economy is

remarkable not only for its long duration, but also because it has
persisted despite the stock market crash of "Black Tuesday” in

October, 1987, and despite fears about the precariousness of the
dollar's value in world financial markets.
Behind this picture of economic vigor, however, are persistent

deficits in the nation's federal budget and foreign trade accounts.
The purpose of this section is to examine briefly the magnitude and
causes of these deficits.1

Recent Trade Deficits

1.2.1

In the 1970s, the United States had a positive current account

balance in five out of ten years.

When deficits did occur, they were

relatively small, reaching an annual high of $15.4 billion in 1978.
In contrast, much larger deficits occurred in the 1980s, peaking at an
annual level of $115.1 billion in 1985 (Survey of Current Business,
1988).
A current account deficit implies that there is a net

accumulation by foreigners of the nation's assets.
nations,

For developing

a deficit: on current account may persist for relatively long

periods of time because of the scarcity of domestic savings (Chenery,
Lewis, de Melo and Robinson, 1986).

Developed nations, too, may have

1The trade deficit and the changes in federal fiscal policies
during the period 1981-85 are referred to hereafter as "macro-shocks".

_
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periods of current account deficits, but these are ordinarily balanced
by periods of current account surpluses.

In the case of the United

States, it is not the mere existence of trade deficits which is cause
for concern, but their dramatic increase and persistence (Krugman and
Baldwin, 1987, p. l).

The large trade deficits in the 1980s are associated with
events at home and abroad, including the high value of the dollar,
slow growth in the rest of the world, and the debt crisis in developing countries (Council of Economic Advisors,

1985, p. 43).

1984, p. 43; Fieleke,

The relative importance of these three factors in

contributing to the trade deficits is evaluated below.
Consider first the high value of the dollar.

Harris (1985)

estimated that the high value of the dollar was responsible for
two-thirds of the cumulative current account deficit over the period
1980-84, while the Council of Economic Advisors (1985) attributed over
half of the deficit to dollar appreciation.

Estimates of the increase

in the real value of the dollar from the early to mid 1980s range from
35 to 60 percent (Harris, 1985, p. 13; Fieleke, 1985, p. 43; Branson,

1986, p. 175).

The appreciation of the dollar contributed to the

current account deficit by making U.S.

exports more costly overseas,

thereby reducing foreign demand for the nation's goods.

At the same

time, the domestic price of imports declined, thereby encouraging U.S.
consumers to substitute foreign goods for domestic goods.
The evidence of a link—between the high value of the dollar

and the recent trade deficits ought not to obscure a more fundamental
issue: What were the driving forces behind the exchange rate in the

5

1980s?

A major factor in dollar appreciation was an excess of

investment over savings, particularly during the period 1983-84, when
the sharpest increases in the exchange rate occurred (Council of
Economic Advisors, 1987, pp. 97-123).

The private savings surplus,

which fell by $125 billion during this period, was inadequate to
accommodate the rapidly increasing federal deficit (Harris, 1985,

pp. 5-13; HcKinnon, 1988, p. 94).

This investment·savings imbalance

in the United States raised domestic interest rates above world

levels, thereby inducing an inflow of foreign capital.

Between 1980

and 1987, the annual net capital inflow increased from $50.2 billion
to $202.6 billion (Department of Commerce,

1982, 1988).

As capital

was attracted to the U.S., the value of the dollar increased, exports
fell and imports rose.
A second cause of the trade deficit was the slump in income
growth in the developed nations, principally in Japan and the
countries of western Europe.

From 1982 to 1985, annual real GNP

growth in Western Europe was 2.2 percent, approximately half of the
U.S. growth rate of 4.2 percent (Council of Economic Advisors, 1987,

pp. 103-104).

The major industrial nations were slow to expand their

economies, preferring the control of inflation to more rapid economic
growth.

Harris (1985) and the Council of Economic Advisors (1985)

each estimated that slow growth in the rest of the world accounted for
approximately one fourth of the cumulative current account deficit
between 1980 and 1984.
A third cause of the trade deficit was the debt crisis in

developing countries.

The repayment difficulties of Poland in 1981

6
and Mexico, Brazil and Argentina in 1982 were the most visible signs
of a debt overload that hampered growth of many developing nations
(Shane and Stallings, 1987).

In an effort to meet their loan

obligations, many countries curtailed imports, including essential
intermediate and capital goods.

The result was a lowering of growth

rates and income levels in these countries and a reduction in world

trade, including exports from the United States.

According to an

estimate by Marris (1985), approximately one eighth of the cumulative
current account deficit from 1980 to 1984 can be attributed to the
debt crisis.

The Council of Economic Advisors (1985) estimated that

one fourth of the dollar's appreciation was caused by the debt crisis.

1.2.2

Recent Federal Fiscal Policies
The federal government created and funded many programs of

economic development for depressed areas following passage of the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

Federal programs, particularly

those of the Economic Development Administration (EDA) and the Appala1
chian Regional Commission (ARC), attempted to raise the standard of

living in specific urban and rural areas through local public works,
highway construction, business development loans and loan guarantees,
planning grants, and economic adjustment payments (Miernyk, 1980).
Through these initiatives, the federal government assumed unprece-

dented responsibility for altering the pace of change in low·income
rural and urban areas of the country.
The political will to embrace comprehensive federal programs

of economic development or income-maintenance has diminished for

7
reasons that are both philosophical and circumstantial.

On

philosophical grounds, the Reagan administration has argued that
government is most accountable when taxation and public spending are
in the hands of citizens at the state and local levels (Office of
Rural Development Policy, 1983); and policy designed to implement this

philosophy is often referred to as the "New Federa1ism” (Davis and
Noto, 1984, pp. 155-156).

Enthusiasm for a large federal role in

economic and social development was nipped further by a growing
federal budget deficit.
Since 1980, federal programs and transfers benefiting regions
have been reduced.

Funds for rural development were cut by 74

percent; funds for urban and community development were cut by 45

percent (ßlustein and Kenworthy, 1987).
been eliminated.

General revenue·sharing has

The federal share of state and local government

budgets was reduced to 18 percent in 1986 from its peak of 26 percent
in 1978 (Weinstein and Gross, 1987, p. 59).

In addition, income-

maintenance and other transfers benefiting individuals have been
reduced.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that federal

entitlement programs would be cut by $29.9 billion over the period
1981-85 (Bluestone and Havens, 1986, p. 504).

Concurrent with the reduced federal role in assisting regions
and individuals in economic and financial stress has been a rise in
military expenditures.

Defense spending went from S.3 to 6.6 percent

5
of GNP from 1980 to 1986.

Direct employment by the military increased

approximately 22 percent and military-related jobs in the private
sector increased by 45 percent (Henry and Oliver, 1987, p. 3).

8
On the revenue side of fiscal policy, taxes were cut during
‘

this period.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981 and the Tax

Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1982 reduced personal
income taxes by $117.0 billion, though Social Security taxes increased
by $11.0 billion (Bluestone and Havens, 1986, p. 504).

1.3

Need for a Regional Focus
Trade deficits and changes in federal fiscal policies cause

shifts in the sectoral composition of consumption and production, with

associated changes in product and factor prices and in the distribution of factor returns.

However,

sectors represent only one of

several possible disaggregations that are of conceptual importance ln
the study of economic adjustment.

Regions constitute a further level

of disaggregation that may be essential for a realistic understanding
of the gains and losses of adjustment (Jones and Whalley, 1987).
Sectoral effects of national policies become regional effects
by virtue of the geographie concentration of industries (Ruane, 1983).

The share of traded and nontraded goods in total production may vary
by region; consequently output, employment, income, income distribution, and prices may vary regionally in response to changes in the
nation's trade deficit.
The influence of national policies is particularly important
for rural areas.

A recent Senate-mandated study conducted by the

Economic Research Service of the USDA notes: "The rural economy is
now an integral but distinctive part of the national and global
economy.

Thus, policies undertaken to achieve broad national goals

I
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.

have significant implications for the performance of rural
economies....

Rural Interests are not likely to be paramount in

shaping these national policies; but recognition of the unique

economic, social, and Institutional capabilities of rural areas is
essential if they are not to be inadvertently disadvantaged by
national po1icies” (Deavers, 1987, p. 9).
The same USDA study finds that employment in nonmetro areas

is affected more by national fiscal and monetary policies than is
Further,

employment in urban areas (Malley and Hady, 1987, pp. 8-9).

in the South and Northeast, nonmetropolitan jobs are more sensitive to
these policies than in the rest of the country, suggesting that disaggregation by region is important in the study of economic adjustment.

Much of the South depends heavily for employment on naturalresource and manufacturing sectors, which were adversely affected by
the high value of the dollar during the early to mid-1980s (Nolan,
1986a).

This region has a number of nationally declining industries,

such as textiles, apparel, and footwear, in which consumers have increasingly substituted foreign products for domestic products.

While

the difficulties facing these industries preceded the period of the
strong dollar in the l980s, the decline of these industries has likely
been hastened by the nation's recent trade imbalance.

Nolan (1986b)

estimated that in 1983, 13.7 percent of southern jobs were in
W
import-sensitive Industries, particularly apparel.2

2No1an uses a Department of Labor list of 4-digit import·sensitive Industries (see Schoepfle, 1982).

Industries on this list exhib-

15 perited the following trends: (1) import penetration of at least
cent over the period 1972-81, or (2) an average annual increase in

import penetration of at least 1 percent per year from 1972-81.

10
The recent increase in the share of the federal budget
allocated to military expenditures appears to have distinct regional
The shift toward higher defense spending during the period

effects.

1981-85 has had important consequences for the state of Virginia.

For the state as a whole, this shift has resulted in a substantial
increase in economic activity since federal spending in the state is
heavily concentrated in defense; Virginia has a disproportionately high

share of the nation's defense-related activity.

In 1986, federal

military expenditures in Virginia were $13.6 billion, 48.4 percent of
all federal spending in the state; military purchases were 74 percent
of all federal purchases (Cox, 1988, p. 2).

1.4.

Regional Response to Exogenous Shocks

Twenty-five years ago, Fox (1962, pp. 14-15) argued that
state policy·makers regard decisions made at the national level
as exogenous, and that local policy-makers take a similar view
of decisions made at state and national levels.

Today, state and

local policy-makers are less willing to assume exogeneity with
respect to national fiscal, monetary, and trade policies.

The new

view was expressed by John Carlin (1985), former Governor of

Missouri:
We may not be able to write trade policy, but we can
help influence it by participating in the process and by
unilaterally taking actions that accomplish something
positive for others. We have a responsibility to remind
federal policy·makers that in a federal system the
impact of national policies on states must be
considered.

ll

·

Local and state officials can respond to risks imposed by the
international economy in two ways.

First, regional officials can

attempt to "endogenize" foreign trade policy--or at least certain
aspects of it--by applying political pressure to influence commercial
trade policies and the monetary and fiscal policies that affect the
value of the dollar (Kline, 1983).

A full-page advertisement, sponsored by the United States
Conference of Mayors, the National Association of Counties, the
National League of Cities, and a labor union provides an example of
such lobbying by regional policy-makers.

The message of this

Wgsbiggggn Zgst advertisement, appearing on the day that the House of
Representatives voted on the 1988 ommibus trade bill, was that national
trade policy is a local issue:

”Just as the national trade deficit

affects every American, the vote in Congress on national trade policy

touches every American community no matter how small.”
Second, regional officials can attempt to alter incrementally
the structure of their regional economies in order to make them less
susceptible to influence from national and international forces.

Sectoral diversification, for example, may make total local
employment less vulnerable to national and international business
cycles.

A problem with diversification as regional policy, however,

is that studies have failed to find a general pattern of diversification that stabilizes regional income (Conroy,
1986).

1974; Bolton,
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1.5

National Policy·Making in a Federalist System

The economic case for a regional approach to the evaluation of
national policy alternatives is presented in this section.

The

advantages of a regional approach are argued, first, on grounds of

national efficiency and, second, on the basis of the public·goods
aspects of trade and macroeconomic policies.

1.5.1

The Efficiency Case for a Regional Approach
On efficiency grounds, economic transition that increases the

level of national income improves national welfare even if certain

regions suffer net losses from change.

If additional income could

be taxed and revenues redistributed to compensate losers, any income

in excess of previous levels represents a net gain to the nation.
Restructuring of the national economy, however, may be inefficient if
the changes cannot be sustained.

Harris (1985, p. xxiv) expresses this

concern with respect to the recent trade deficits:
Structural change involves costs: skills become redundant,

plant is written off, people have to move. Normally these costs
are well worth the benefits. But much of the structural
change...will have to be reversed when the time comes to restore
the US trade balance to a sustainable level.
When a small community experiences income and population losses,

providers of private services to households and businesses may move
elsewhere or go out of business permanently.

Per capita costs of

public services increase, as well, when the population base over which
these costs are distributed diminishes.

For many such communities,

there is a deérease in both the quantity and quality of public
services.

_

V
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Because of effects on public and private services, comunities
that decline in income and population during a sustained trade defieit
may be less attractive places to live by the time that the macro-

economic imbalance is corrected.

Public infrastructure, plant and

equipment, and housing are then utilized less intensively than before;
transactions costs prohibit much or all of these resources from being
transferred to other locations.

The efficiency argument for a regional approach to evaluating
national policy alternatives, then, is based on the relative geographie

immobility of resources, which eauses them to lose value when the
regional economy deelines, and the cost to the national economy of
moving those factors of production that are geographically mobile.
Though this argument could be applied to struetural change induced by
any national policy, it is applied in this dissertation specifically to
macroeconomic imbalances that are the result of inconsistent national
policies, such as a persistent federal deficit, and that are not
associated with secular trends in the economy.

1.5.2

The Public·Goods Case for a Regional Approach
A second economic rationale for a regional approach to

evaluating national policies draws on the work of several authors who
have argued recently that the international trading system has publicgoods eharaeteristics (Kindleberger, 1986; Silk, 1987).

Certain

groups, nations or regions benefit from free international trade while

others bear substantial costs of an open economic system.

Where the

possibility of free-riding exists, rules for sharing the costs of

g

‘
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public good provision may be vital to the cooperation of all members of
the group (Runge, 1984; Sugden, 1984; Sen, 1967).

The resolution of

this "assurance problem" may be necessary to reduce protectionism among
nations (Runge, von Witzke and Thompson, 1987, p. 7).

_

A similar analysis applies also to regions.

Unless potential

regional impacts of trade are considered in the making of national
policy, eitizens and policy-makers in local areas are likely to oppose
the nation's openness to the international economy, blaming it for
adverse local economic conditions (see, for example, Bluestone and
Harrison, 1982).

Bhagwati (1988) argues that the 1988 trade bill, even

in its final version, is dangerously protectionistic and that measures
to reduce the burden of trade adjustment on communities may be necessary to preserve the benefits of a national free-trade policy.
The regional ”assurance problem" with respect to free trade is
made more acute by the new federalism.

This trend in federal-local

relations weakens the federal obligation for sharing losses and gains
from economic adjustments, shifting the burden of adjustment to state
and local areas.

At issue is more than trade adjustment assistance;

cutbacks in block grants and income maintenance programs and the
elimination of revenue-sharing increase the risks inherent in regional
economic transitions.
The geographie system of representation in Congress was designed

so that regional interests receive a fair hearing at the national
level.

On policy matters affecting multiple sectors within a region,

however, there are seldom regional coalitions that are able to represent broad regional interests as effectively as coalitions representing
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narrow sectoral interests.

Instead, trade union and industry repre-

sentative often conduct effective lobbying efforts, aimed at members of
Congress representing regions where import·competing industries are

located, to restrict the free importation of the goods or services
produced by those industries.

A sectoral focus, by ignorlng regional

comparative advantage, provides an inadequate means of evaluating trade
adjustment; losses from trade in specific sectors tend to be emphasized

while gains in other sectors are ignored.

1.6

Problem Statement
Aside from secular trends in the national and world economy that

make demand for the output of rural sectors increasingly inelastic,

1

regional economies of the United States have been adversely affected in
the l980s by macroeconomic shocks originating at the level of the
national and international economies.

Specifically, the nation's trade

deficits and changes in federal fiscal policies have initiated unintended costly regional economic adjustment that is not associated
with long-run efficiency improvements in the national economy.
As a result of these macro—shocks, some areas of the United
States have undergone extensive restructuring.

The adjustment induced

by the trade deficit of the 1980s is particularly important for those
states with large traded·goods sectors.

For a state, such as Virginia,

with continuing dependence on natural·resources and low·wage
traditional manufactures whose goods are readily substituted by foreign
goods, the decline in exports and the increase in imports has resulted
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in sectoral output and employment adjustments that cannot be remedied

easily by state and local policy initiatives.
The problem, then, of adjustment to macro·shocks is both
sectoral and regional.

For regions with little diversification, the

consequences of trade imbalance and declining federal assistance is

often devaluation of fixed assets and the costly transfer of mobile
resources (Brown and Deavers, 1987; Dow, 1986).

1.7
.

Propositions of this Study
The design of the study is based on several propositions, which

serve a role similiar to hypotheses.

These propositions are statements

ywhose validity is to be assessed in the light of evidence provided by
quantitative analysis.

The propositions differ from hypotheses in that

the assessment will be based on results of a non-stochastic simulation,

rather than methods of inferential statistics.3

The following

propositions pertain to the period 1981-85:

1.

The magnitude of sectoral output changes induced by the
combination of federal fiscal policies and the trade

deficit differed in Virginia versus the rest-of-theUnited States (ROUS).

2.

Rural areas in Virginia experienced slower growth
in value added than non-rural areas as a result of
the trade deficit. This decline was mitigated, to
some extent, by the rise in federal spending in the
state.

3This study uses simulation, whose methodological intent differs
from that of hypothesis-testing. Simulation is particularly well
suited for illustrating the implications of economic processes that
affect many sectors or regions, but it cannot be used to test

hypotheses.
propositions.

The statements in this section are thus called
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3.

While the foreign savings inflow associated with the
trade deficit resulted in increased investment in
Virginia and ROUS, the increase was mitigated by the
rise in federal spending.

4.

A tariff increase on the apparel and textile commodity
would result in decreases in output and employment in
other sectors in Virginia.

1.8.

Research Objectives

Specific objectives of this study include the following: (1) to
describe the nature of major national-level macroeconomic forces that
have contributed to the high rate of regional economic adjustment in
the 1980s,

(2) to present and evaluate the theoretical links between

the federal budget deficit and the trade deficit of the United States,
(3) to construct an economy-wide economic model suitable for the study

of regional and sectoral adjustment to macro·shocks originating at the
level of the national economy,

(4) to determine the quantitative

regional effects in Virginia of the nation's recent trade deficit,
(5) to determine the quantitative regional effects in Virginia of the
recent shift in federal fiscal policies, (6) to compare and contrast
the state-level effects in Virginia with those in ROUS, and (7) for

Virginia, to compare and contrast the impacts on ”rural" sectors with
the impacts on all other sectors.

1.9

Brief Description of Model Developed in this Study
A computable general equillbrium (CGE) model of the type

developed for international trade applications is used in this study.
The model is disaggregated both by industry and by region, including
five production sectors and two regions.
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Production sectors are chosen so as to focus on three
industrles, agriculture and wood products, mining, and textiles and
apparel, that are located primarily in rural areas.

The regions

represented are Virginia and the rest of the United States (ROUS).

The model developed and used in this study differs from other
contemporary CGE models chiefly in its spatial content.

Separate

product and factor prices are determined endogenously for each of the

two regions.

These price differences are based on distinctly spatial

aspects of the economy, including regional differences in factor
supplies, product mix, taxes, and the distribution of government
expenditures.
In addition to capturing spatial aspects of the economy, the
regional dimension of the model provides a framework in which to link
the operation of the national and international economies with the

economy of a single region, represented in this study by the Virginia
economy. ”The interactions of the national and regional economy are
captured in interregional trade flows, region·specific purchases of
the federal government, intergovernmental transfers, transfers to
individuals, and in the relative·price shifts induced by trade
imbalance.

1.10

Simulation Scenarios

For the sake of clarity, a distinction is drawn in this
dissertation between the origin and the effects of macro—shocks.
The focus of the study is on the effects rather than the origin.
The assertion and evidence presented in Section 1.2.1, that the

l

·
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federal deficit of the period 1981-85 contributed to the nation's
trade deficit, is accepted as a credible macroeconomic explanation.
From this stance, simulation experiments are conducted to determine

the regional structural effects of macro-shocks of the types observed
in the early to mid—l980s.

Key aspects of the scenarios that are

simulated in the interregional CGE model include:

(1)

Experiment One: Federal fiscal policies and the current

account deficit for the year 1985.
(2)

Experigepr_[ge: 1985 federal fiscal policies only.

(3)

Experigepr_1hree: 1985 current account deficit only.

(4)

Experiment Four: An increase in the tariff rate on apparel
and textiles.

The fourth scenario examines the impacts of a national-sectoral
policy response to declining output and employment in a sector facing

I

import penetration.

This policy response is an increase in the tariff

rate on the apparel-and-textile commodity.

The purpose of this simu-

lation is to determine whether the interests of the region and the
Interests of the industry coincide or diverge with respect to this type
of trade protection.

1.11

Organization of this Dissertation
Chapter Two presents a detailed discussion of the theory of

interregional general equilibrium, focusing on model closure, the
incorporation of federal and regional government sectors, the
specification of the foreign sector, and the treatment of regions as
distinct economic entities.

In Chapter Three,

economic accounts and
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data for interregional analysis are presented.

In Chapter Four, an

interregional computable general equilibrium model is developed and
described.

Results and interpretation of model simulations are

presented in Chapter Five.

Chapter Six summarizes conclusions of the

study and presents suggestions for further research.

Chapter Two
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF INTERREGIONAL GENERAL
EQUILIBRIUH ANALYSIS

2.1

Introduction to this Chapter
The previous chapter identified two macro-shocks inducing

regional economic adjustment in the 1980s: the nation's trade deficit
and an altered pattern of federal expenditures.

The purpose of this

chapter is to lay a conceptual foundation for empirical analysis of
these problems.

Section 2.2 establishes the need for a general equilibrium
approach to the regional impacts of macro-shocks.

Section 2.3

presents an overview of the basic structure of a computable
general equilibrium (CGE) model.

Section 2.4 examines alter-

native macroeconomic assumptions underlying the CGE model,
relating these assumptions to differing conceptual views of
the determination of output, employment, and income distribution.
Section 2.5 investigates channels by which shocks in the
international economy are transmitted to the domestic economy and

ways that these channels are represented in CGE models.

Section 2.6

focuses on conceptual problems arising in regional applications of the
CGE model.

l
2l
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2.2

General Equilibrium Effects of Macro-Shocks

Macro-shocks introduce widespread processes of adjustment
in national and regional economies.

In some production sectors,

macro-shocks create direct effeets by shifting demand for their
output.

In other sectors, macro-shocks generate fgeifeet effects

through interindustry linkages and through substitution induced by
relative price shifts in factor and product markets.

Households, as

suppliers of inputs and recipients of transfers, experience fgeege

effects from macro·shocks.

Together these complex interactions

involving production and consumption constitute the economy-wide

total effeete of economic shocks such as those identified in the first
chapter.

The need for an economy·wide approach to the study of economic
change was recognized by early economists, such as Cournot (1838,
In 1874, Léon Walras introduced the first formal general

p. 198).

equilibrium model, which specified a complete set of demand and supply

relations for n markets comprising the entire economy.

In the

twentieth century, a voluminous theoretical literature has appeared,

establishing general equilibrium as a major sub-discipline of economics.

Even more important than its own standing, however, is the

influence that general equilibrium theory has had on other areas of
economics.

In microeconomic theory, for example, the behavior of

individual economic agents is set in the context of interrelated

'
factor and product markets.

Macroeconomic theory, particularly in the

past decade, has borrowed heavily from general equilibrium in the

'
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attempt to create a "microfoundation" on which to base an explanation

of the behavior of macroeconomic aggregates.
Despite its role as exemplar in the development of modern

economic theory, the Walrasian general equilibrium model has had
surprisingly limited impact on empirical economic analysis.

Numerical

estimation of economic change typically proceeds on the partial
equilibrium assumption of ceteris paribus, which restricts the scope
of analysis to one or, at most, several markets.
The fields of rural development and regional analysis, like
other areas of economics, continue to rely on the tools of partial
equilibrium analysis.

Though several methods of economy-wide

analysis, such as input-output and mathematical programming, have been
developed since the l930s and have been used in rural development and
regional analysis, these methods embody a highly restricted general
equilibrium, reflecting few of the advances in economic theories of
the behavior of economic agents.1
Recent improvements in numerical solution techniques have made

the use of a particular type of applied general equilibrium model
increasingly attractive.

The computable general equilibrium (CGE)

model has been employed to analyze, among many other policy issues,
the effects of American agricultural price and trade policies (Adelman
and Robinson, 1987; Hertel and Tsigas, 1987).

At the time of this

writing, however, there are no known CGE applications in the study of

1For a discussion of the limitations of the static input•output
model, see Dorfman (1954).

Even the dynamic input-output model em-

bodies a highly restrictive general equilibrium. For a discussion of
these limitations, see Dervis, de Melo and Robinson, 1984, pp. 31-47.
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regional economic adjustment to macro-shocks in the United States.
This dissertation attempts to fill a gap in the literature of regional
economics by providing an explanation of how economic changes at
national and international levels are transmitted to regions, and by

estimating the effects of these changes through the use of an
interregional CGE model.

2.3

The Computable General Equilibrium Model
In recent years computable general equilibrium (CGE) models,

incorporating multiple production sectors and multiple household
categories in an economy-wide framework, have been used to generate
numerical estimates of changes in trade, tax, energy, and agricultural
policies (for surveys of CGE literature, see Dervis, de Melo and

Robinson, 1984; Shoven and Whalley, 1984; Piggott and Whalley, 1985;
Fretz, Srinivasan, and Whalley, 1986; Robinson, 1986).

This section

describes the basic structure of the CGE model, the nature of the

equilibrium it generates, and the method of policy evaluation.
The CGE model simulates the behavior of economic agents in
decentralized markets, drawing on fundamental resource-allocation

concepts of neoclassical general equilibrium theory.L°

Two features,

2The term ”general equilibrium theory" refers, throughout this
dissertation, to its general expression as found in Arrow and Debreu
(1954) and Debreu (1959).

See Arrow (1974) and Weintraub (1977) for

summary statements of the Arrow-Debreu model.
3CGE models always contain core elements, particularly resourceallocation mechanisms, that are closely related to neoclassical general
equilibrium theory.

To these initial elements, however, have been

added a wide range of non·neoc1assical elements, some of which are
discussed in Section 2.6.2.
Even in CGE models that depart sharply
from neoclassical tradition, general equilibrium theory remains a vital
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in particular, distinguish the CGE model from earlier applied general
equilibrium models, such as the input-output model.

These features

are (a) supply-constrained production, and (b) nonlinear specification
of production and demand relations.
On the demand side of the model, product demand functions are

derived in a framework of either utility maximization or of cost
minimization.

Consistent with general equilibrium theory, the budget

of the consumer is endogenously determined by income earned in factor
markets (Arrow, 1974, p. 255).

Demand is a function of endogenous

income, initial endowments, relative prices, and consumer preferences.
Producers are assumed to maximize profits subject to constant
returns-to-scale technology.

”

In doing so, producers substitute

between primary factors, labor and capital, according to specified
values of relative factor costs and substitution parameters.

From

the constrained minimization of cost, demands for inputs are

derived.
Intermediate inputs, which are assumed weakly separable with
respect to labor and capital, are combined in fixed proportions in
most models.

Vanek (1963, pp. 133-35) showed that under these

assumptions the product transformation curve maintains its general

equilibrium property that the marginal rate of transformation equals
relative product prices at profit•maximizing output levels; however,

the degree of curvature of the net production possibilities surface is

frame of reference, since there is no alternative framework for
disaggregated, economy~wide analysis that rivals it in terms of detail,

äggäistency, and mathematization (Taylor, Bacha, Cardoso, and Lysy,
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greater than it would be if there were substitution among intermediate
inputs (p. 133).

The structure of the model is completed by specifying three
equilibrium conditions.

Two of these conditions require demand to

equal supply in factor and product markets.

Excess profits are ruled

out in the third condition, thereby implying a competitive

equilibrium.
The basic economic relations of a CGE model are presented
below in equation form, emphasizing the optimizing behavior of
economic agents.

This presentation focuses on the microeconomic

structure of the model; macroeconomic assumptions and constraints are

discussed in a later section of this chapter.

2.3.1

Formal Microeconomic Structure
The model below represents an economy with two goods (X), two

factors of production, capital (K) and labor (L); and two consumers
(C).

For ease of exposition,

intermediate inputs, government and the

balance of trade are suppressed in this section.

Commodity and

industry categories are identical, and each firm is assumed to produce
a single commodity.
Firms are assumed to minimize costs of production, subject to
the following constant returns-to-scale technology:

(2.1)

xi- xi[1.,,x<,; 61,

1 - 1,2

,
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where xi 1s the commodity output of the 1th industry, L1 1s labor un1ts
employed 1n industry 1, Ki 1s capital units employed in industry 1,
and 0 is a vector of scale, share, and subst1tut1on parameters that
vary according to the functional form chosen to represent technology.
l

Industry and commodity categories are identical, and f1rms are assumed

to produce a single commod1ty.
Factor demands are derived from the producer's cost
m1n1m1zat1on problem as follows:

V

(2.2)

Li

(2.3)

Ki

R, W; 0],
- L1[Xi,

1

K1[Xi, R, W; 0],

1

-

-

-

1,2

1,2

where W 1s the nominal wage rate and R 1s the nominal rental rate.
The consumer's utility function 1s g1ven by

(2.4)

Uc

-

6],

1

-

1,2

where Xic is the quantity of good 1 demanded by consumer c and 6 1s a
vector of share and substitution parameters for consumer c.

Ut1l1ty 1s maximized subject to the following budget
constraintz

(2.5)

ä Pixic s WI; + RK; - Yc,
1-1

c

-

1,2

l

‘
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where L: is the initial labor endowment of consumer c, K: is the
initial capital endowment of consumer c, and Y: is the income of
consumer c.
From the consumer's utility maximization problem, consumer
demand functions are derived:

(2.6)

Xi:

-

X„[P1,P2,Y:; 6],

i

-

1,2; c

·

1,2

Equation (2.6) completes the specification of behavior of

economic agents.

The remainder of the model concerns the behavior of

markets, as specified in the following three sets of equilibrium
'
conditions:

Facgo; yggkgg ßgujlibrgum Qonggggon

(2.7)

(2.8)

2

-

2

—

S
E Ki(W, R, Xi) - K
i-1
S
E Li(W, R, Xi) - L
1-1

where K1(W, R, X:) is given by (2.3) and L1(W, R, X:) is given by
(2.2).

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) state that in equilibrium, factor

demands equal factor supplies.

ßgodggt yggjggt §gu;'l;'Q;;;um Qong,Lt;'gn

(2.9)

2
21Xic

-

Xi‘(Ph, W, R)

,

i

-

1,2; c

-

1,2
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where xi is given by (2.1) and Xu is given by (2.6).

Equation

(2.9) states that product demands equal product supplies in
equilibrium.

gego frofig Cogdition

RKi(W, R, X?) + WLi(W, R, X?)
P?X? ,
-

(2.10)

1

-

1,2

Equation (2.10) 1s the zero·prof1t condition of competitive markets,

according to which inputs are used up to the point where their
marginal cost equals marginal revenue.

In each market, there is an excess demand function E?:

E?(P1, P2, R, W)

(2.11)

-

Di(P1, P2, R, W) - S?(P1, P2, R, W)

1 -1,2

where Di 1s total market demand for good 1, and S? 1s total market
supply of good 1.

Excess demand functions (2.11) possess the property
Since each consumer must

of homogeneity of degree zero in prices.

observe budget constraint (2.5), an economy-wide constraint, known as
Walras' Law, 1s also satisfied (Arrow, 1974, p. 258; Manne, 1985,
This constraint 1s expressed as:

pp. 3-4.).

(2.12)

ä PiE?(P1, P2, R, W)

•

0,

1

1-1

-

1,2

Equilibrium occurs when the vector of prices (P1, P2, R, W) results in

_

zero excess demands:

(2.13)

E?(PI, R, W)

-

O,

1

-

1,2

·
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The model 1s solved for endogenous values of Pi, W, R, Xi, Xic, K1, and
Li, where 1

2.3.2

-

1,2; c — 1,2.

Interpretation of CGE Equilibrium
The solution of most CGE models represents a stat1c,

single-period equ1l1br1um.

Adelman and Robinson (1978, p. 4)

characterize th1s equ111br1um as "intermediate-run," s1nce slow-

adjusting resources are typ1cal1y considered fixed 1n their 1n1t1al
sectors in CGE models, while more rapidly adjusting resources are
considered mob1le. Investment 1s treated as a category of final demand
and does not increase the productive capacity of the economy in the
current period.

3

Recently, a number of CGE models have incorporated temporal
elements by "dynamic sequenc1ng" of s1ng1e·per1od equ111br1a,
connected by savings decisions that change the capital stock between
periods (Goulder et al., 1985; Hamilton, 198&).‘

The consumer opti-

mizes over present and future consumption during each period; the
portion of current income allocated to future consumption 1s held 1n
the form of one or more assets.

In virtually all cases, expectations

1n CGE models are assumed to be myopic; that 1s, future returns on
assets are expected to be the same as current returns.5

‘See H1cks (1965) for a detailed comparison of th1s approach
with other approaches to dynamic analysis. The method that some CGE
modelers call "dynamic sequenc1ng," Hicks calls the "static method of
dynamic ana1ys1s" (pp. 28-35).
5See Auerbach ec al (1983) for an example of a dynamic CGE model
See Ballard and Goulder (1985) for a tax model
with perfect foresight.
1n which the effects of differing degrees of foresight are examined.

,
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In sequenced models, variables representing labor supply,
technology, or price indices are sometimes updated between periods.

Updating is based on behavioral responses calculated in a separate
submodel, on historical data, or on independent projections.

In a

study of rural-urban migration in Sweden, for example, Karlström
(1982) updated migration flows and natural population increases
between sequential equilibria in separate calculations outside the
model.
The incorporation of dynamics in CGE models, and in other

types of simulation models, remains problematic.

The examples

discussed in this section are not fully dynamic.

Period-by-period

sequencing fails to adequately portray the inter-temporal nature of
decision-making.

Because of these difficulties, many CGE models of

the comparative-static variety continue to be used.

\/”2.3.3

Counterfactual Policy Analysis
Before policy analysis is undertaken in a CGE model, the data

set for the base period is adjusted by the researcher so that it
represents a benchmark equilibrium (Mansur and Whalley, l98&; St.
Hilaire and Whalley, 1983).

The conditions for the benchmark

equilibrium are identical to equations (2.7)-(2.10).6

In a subsequent

step, policy changes are introduced and the CGE model is solved for a
counterfactual equilibrium, which is compared with the benchmark

Bln an open-economy model, the benchmark equilibrium must satisfy
A more com·
the additional condition of zero foreign-sector balance.
plete discussion of the open·economy model is reserved for Section 2.5.

1
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equilibrium.

The differences between the two equilibria are the

result of policy intervention, a plausible interpretation since
economic behavior is specified for all markets.

The counterfactual

solution represents endogenous responses of the economy to the policy
change that was introduced.

2.4

Macroeconomic Structure of the CGE Model

As a system of equations, an economic model must satisfy a
particular mathematical sufficiency condition in order for a determinate solution to exist.

Stated in inexact but intuitively obvious

terms, the number of equations must equal the number of unknown
variables.?

This condition is not generally fulfilled by models whose

construction is guided by static general equilibrium theory.
To satisfy the aforementioned sufficiency condition in static
general equilibrium models, it is necessary to drop one or more
These alterations required to ”close" the system of

equations.

equations have far—reaching implications for the macroeconomic
mechanisms which determine output, employment, and income distribution

7The mathematical sufficiency condition for a determinate solution
states that in the following system of equations,
A X

-

b ,

a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution is
that the rank of the A matrix must equal the rank of the A matrix aug-

mented by the b column-vector (Henderson and Quandt, 1980, p. 363).
conditions
When analytic methods of model solution are used, additional
nonuniqueare required to ensure uniqueness of the solution; however,

ness has never been found to exist in the numerically generated solutions of CGE models

(Kehoe,

1985;

Shoven and Whalley,

1984).

·

°
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in the CGE model.

This section describes and interprets alternative

comparative-static CGB closures.°
CGE models represent the circular flow of income (Y) and
expenditure (E) among all sectors and institutions.

Despite their

patina of microeconomics, these models have an inevitable macroeconomic dimension because they span the entire economy.

In the

language of national accounts, the following macro-accounting identity
must hold:

(2.14)

Y

-

E

In a closed economy without government, expenditure consists of
consumption (C) and investment (I).

By substitution, identity (2.14)

may then be expressed as a relation between savings (S) and
investment, as follows:

(2.15)

Y-C+I

(2.16)

I
Y - C
-

(2.17)

S

-

I

Identity (2.17) is a necessary macroeconomic sufficiency condition
for a complete accounting of income and expenditure flows in an

°This discussion of closure is limited to flow equilibrium in
production and factor markets.

More complex views of equilibrium,

incorporating asset stock equilibrium and intertemporal consumptioninvestment equilibrium are found in Dewatripont and Michel (1987),

Robinson (1986), Robinson and Tyson (1984), Lysy (1983), Bourguignon,
Michel and Miqueu (1983).

l

°
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economy-wide model.

_

A valid CGE closure must satisfy both the

mathematical sufficiency condition (footnote 7) and the macroeconomic
sufficiency condition (identity 2.17).

A Taxonomy of Closures

2.4.1

Amartya Sen (1963) demonstrated that an economy·wide

static model can be closed in several ways that satisfy both
sufficiency conditions described above.

To classify alternative

closures, Sen proposed a taxonomy that has played a prominent role
in recent discussion about closures of CGE models and their
interpretations (Dewatripont and Michel, 1987; Rattso, 1982; Taylor

and Lysy, 1979).9
Sen illustrated the closures in his taxonomy with a singlesector, closed-economy model, that is presented below (p. 54; Rattso,
1982, p. 87).1°

Additional complications associated with the intro-

duction of a foreign sector are reserved for the following section.
The Sen model consists of the following equations:

(2.18)

X

(2.19)

Pf}

(2.20)

PX

-

f(L, K)
-

W
RK + WL

°For surveys of macroeconomic closure of CGE models, see Robinson
(1986), Lysy (1983), and Rattso (1982).
1°CGE models typically include additional equations, such as a

wage-dependent labor supply function, government tax and revenue
functions, and a foreign sector with balance of payments. As
Dewatripont and Michel (1987) point out, the addition of such equations
does not generally alter the fundamental overdetermination of CGE
models built on the basis of static general equilibrium theory.
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(2.21)

PI

(2.22)

1 -1

(2.23)

L-E

(2.24)

x - E

where X

skRK + s„WL

-

— output of a single commodity

labor
L
capital
K
-

P

W

-

-

price of the single commodity X

'

nominal wage rate

nominal rental rate
R
—
sk
savings rate of capital owners

s„
savings rate of labor
real net investment
I
A bar over a symbol indicates a fixed quantity.
The above system has 7 equations and 6 unknowns: X, L, K, W/P,

The overdetermination of this system can be seen by

R/P, and I.

substituting (2.22),

(2.23),

(2.24) into (2.18),

(2.19),

(2.20),

(2.21) to obtain:

f(L,K)

(2.18*)

X

(2.19*)

Pf;

(2.20*)

PX-RK+WL

(2.21*)

PI

-

-

-

W

5kRE + s„WL

There are now 4 equations and 3 unknowns: W, R, and X.

The

closure problem in this model arises because, given (2.19*), the
values of R that satisfy equation (2.20*) will not,
satisfy equation (2.21*).

in general,
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Using the model of equations (2.18)-(2.24), Sen identified the

following 4 approaches to satisfying both the mathematical condition
l
and the macroeconomic condition of closure:
(a)

Ngoglggsical.

Equation (2.22) is dropped, lmplying that

investment adjusts to the level of savings.
(b)

Keygesian.

Equation (2.23) is dropped, implying that the

economy is not always at full employment.
(c)

Egg-Keygesian.11 Equation (2.19) is dropped, implying
rejection of marginal productivity theory.

(d)

Jghgnsen.12 Equation (2.21) is dropped, implying that
investment does not necessarily equal the level of
savings.

Closures (a)-(c) are associated with particular macroeconomic
approaches, indicated by their assigned names, though none of these
CGE closures describes its namesake fully.

A complete representation

of alternative macroeconomic approaches requires a specification of
money-holding behavior, which is beyond the scope of this discussion.

Macroeconomic Balance in the Closed Economy

2.4.2

The closures in Sen's taxonomy are based on differing
assumptions about the mechanisms that determine output and employment.
In the neoclassical (NC) and Johansen (J) closures, full-employment is

assumed to occur.

Output is then determined in the labor market by

marginal productivity, and it is limited by the size of the labor
force.

Demand plays no effective role in the determination of the

11The neo-Keynesian closure is sometimes referred to as a
dorian" closure.

”Kal-

See Dewatripont and Michel (1987) and Lysy (1983).

“Johansen (1960, 1974) developed an early CGE model of the Norwegian economy in which he used the closure now associated with his name.

1
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°output level.

In the Keynesian (K) closure, full—employment is not

assumed, so that demand has a determining influence on the level of
output.

The neo·Keynesian (NK) closure is based on the assumption of

full employment.
More importantly, the macro-accounting identity (2.17) is

satisfied through differing mechanisms in the four closures.

In the

NC closure, investment adjusts endogenously to accommodate the level
of savings; presumably there is a financial market in which an
interest rate equilibrates the market for loanable funds, though no
such market is specified in most CGE models (Rattso, 1982).13

In the J

closure, investment is exogenous and is equated with the overall level
of savings through adjustment, by the CGE modeler, of tax revenues and
government expenditures.

This amounts to fiscal policy accommodating

gaps appearing between levels of private spending and private income.

In the K closure, real investment is exogenous and the price
level (P) changes in response to net total savings.

When investment

exceeds savings, the price level rises; when savings exceeds investment, the price level falls.

Labor supply is a function of nominal

wages, while labor demand is a function of real wages,

Then, if

investment exceeds savings, excess demand for goods raises the price

level, causing the real wage rate to fall.

Firms demand more labor

3
13The Adelman and Robinson (1978) model of South Korea and the

Taylor et al (1980) model of Brazil are among the few models that
incorporate financial markets with a short-run interest rate; i.e., a

variable that equilibrates the demand and supply for money in each
period. Most CGE models have a rate of return on capital, that can be
interpreted as a long-run interest rate, but this rate is not deter-

mined in financial markets.
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since their costs have fallen, while households supply more labor in
response to the higher nominal wage rate.

The resulting increase in

employment increases the supply of savings.

The price level is the

critical equilibrating variable that restores balance between savings
and investment.

In the NK closure, real investment is exogenous, but

savings adjusts to the level of investment by means of a macroeconomic
·

mechanism of income distribution suggested by Kaldor (1955-56, p. 95).
If investment exceeds savings, excess aggregate demand raises the
price level, lowering the real wage and increasing the real rate of
return on capital.

Then, on the assumption that the profit·savings

rate exceeds the wage-savings rate, the total supply of savings
increases.
investment.

The price level continues to adjust until savings equals
In the NK closure, then, there are two equilibrating

variables that restore savings-investment balance: the price level and
the functional distribution of income.
The four closures, with their differing macroeconomic
mechanisms, have important policy implications.

The output effects of

demand-increasing policies are highly circumscribed in the NC and J
closures since full employment is assumed.

Under NC and Johansen

closures, the primary effect of fiscal policy is to alter the composition of output.

An increase in net government expenditure lowers the

level of savings in equation (2.21).

Private investment is then

reduced, since it is savings·driven, resulting in complete ”crowding
out" (Adelman and Robinson, 1987, pp. 8-9).

‘

In the K closure, an increase in government spending increases

output.

If unemployment is present as assumed, there is room for
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.

expansion, and increased government demand does not completely crowd

out private investment.

Under the NK closure, however, government

spending has a surprisingly negative effect on labor; the increase in
aggregate demand favors profit recipients at the expense of wage
recipients, as explained above for investment increases.

Taylor et

al., 1980, pp. 8·l2) argue that neo-Keynesian effects of government
spending and investment have played an important role in creating the

currently skewed distribution of income in Latin American countries.

2.5

The Open-Economy CGE Model

The international economy represents a source of leakages and
injections to the circular flow of income and expenditure in the
The mechanisms equating savings and investment in

national economy.

the closed economy become correspondingly more complex.

This section

examines the problem of macroeconomic closure in the open·economy
budget
model, identifying a relationship between the government
specification
deficit and the trade deficit, and addressing issues in

of the foreign sector of CGE models.

2.5.1

Closing the Open-Economy Model

The fundamental macro-accounting identity (2.17) is now
expressed as:

s*’
(2.25)

s° +

-

1 ,

·

l
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SF is foreign savings (Taylor, 1983,
where S° is domestic savings and
p. 6).

In addition to this identity, a balance of payments constraint

must be satisfied in the open-economy model, as follows:

(2.26)

6*- -16

,

where SF is the capital account surplus (i.e., hat foreign savings
inflow ), and B is the current account deficit.
Alternative model closures that satisfy identities (2.25) and

(2.26), while also satisfying the mathematical sufficiency condition
of Section 2.4, are illustrated below in an open-economy model with a
government sector.“
'

Note that the domestic price is now an index of

two prices, one representing domestic value·added and the other
representing the price of imports.

The open-economy model consists of the following equations:

f(L,K)

(2.27)

V

(2.28)

P„fL

(2.29)

P;V

(2.30)

Pal

(2.31)

V

(2.32)

X-C+I+G+E

(2.33)

Pd

(2.34)

B

(2.35)

D

p.

-

W

•

-

-

RK + WL
sK(l-tK)RK + s„(l-t„)WL · D +,B

vX

vP„ + mPm

-

Pdmx - P•E

-

PdG - t„W"L - tkRK

89?This model is an adaptation of one developed by Rattso (1982,
.
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(2.36)

1-Y

(2.37)

1.-E

(2.38)

1<-E

where

domestic value-added
V
price of domestic value-added
PV
-

employment
L
— real capital
K
nominal wage rate
W
-

nominal rental rate
R
real net investment
I
savings ratio for profits
sx
tx

-

rate of tax on profits

s„
savings ratio for labor income
— rate of tax on labor income
t„ government budget deficit
D
balance of trade deficit
B
domestic value·added share in total output
v
—

X

output of a single commodity

C
private consumption
public expenditures
G
exports
E
—-

Pd

output price

(- 1-v) import coefficient for intermediate imports
m
domestic price of noncompetitive imports
Pd
—
domestic price of exports
P.

Domestic value-added consists of the value of labor and
capital inputs.

For simplicity, all intermediate inputs are assumed

to be imported and noncompetitive.15

Imports are linear functions of

output, as shown in equation (2.34); they are used only in production.
The above model has 12 equations in 17 variables: X, V, L, K,
I, C, G, E, B, P, PV, Pd, P., W, R tx, t„.

Assuming that the economy is

small relative to the rest of the world, Pd and P. are exogenous.

15Taylor (1983) defines noncompetitive commodities as ones that
"cannot be produced domestically within a reasonable time period (for
example, a year) or without reasonable changes in existing techniques"
(p. 209).
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Fiscal policy variables t„, tx, and G are also exogenous.

There are

now 12 equations and 12 unknowns.
V/ The "small economy" assumption implies that the nation faces
perfectly elastic demand for its exports and perfectly elastic supply
of its imports in world markets. Thus, functional specifications of
demand and supply for ROW are not required; world prices are taken
as fixed.

Under the small country assumption, it is necessary to

specify only export supply and import demand relations for the home
country.

Setting either B or E closes the foreign sector of the above
Fullerton et al.

model.1°

(1981), for example, fix the balance of

trade B, implying the following relation:

B - B,

(2.39)

There are now 13 equations in 12 unknowns.
The complete open·economy model consists of equations
(2.27)-(2.38) plus equation (2.39), a total of 13 equations in 12

unknowns.

Just as in the closed·economy case, the comparative-static,

open-economy model is fundamentally overdetermined.

The closures in

Sen's taxonomy are again applicable: the NC closure drops equation
(2.36); the J closure drops equation (2.30); the K closure drops
equation (2.37); and the NK closure drops equation (2.28).

Each of

‘°Note that import demand has already been specified implicitly in
equations

(2.31) and (2.34) since, by definition, m-1-v.

A3

D
these four closures produces a determinate system of 12 equations in
.

,

12 unknowns.

2.5.2

Hacroeconomic Balance in the Open Economy

The mechanisms of aggregate output and employment determina~
tion are not altered greatly under the NC and J closures when the
closed-economy model is opened to world trade.
assumed both in open and in closed cases.

Full employment is

Output, however, may

increase in the open economy since the country can now produce more
efficiently, according to its comparative advantage.

Under the K closure, significant changes in both output and

A

employment are possible, since they are influenced by the level of
demand, which can either increase or decrease according to the level
of net exports.

The price level, influenced by world prices in an

open economy, plays an important role in macroeconomic adjustment in
both the K and NK closures, as explained earlier.
More important changes occur in the balancing of investment
and savings in the open economy.

The balance of payments represents a

flow of injections and leakages capable of introducing macroeconomic
imbalance, as can be seen in equation (2.30).

A balance of trade

deficit increases total savings through an inflow of foreign capital,
while a balance of trade surplus decreases total savings.

Under the

NC closure, a trade deficit results in an increase in the level of
investment, since investment adjusts to the level of savings.

Under

the J closure, the savings increase associated with a trade deficit is
accomodated by expansionary fiscal policy.
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Under the K and NK closures, investment is assumed fixed and

The effect of trade

the impact of the trade balance falls on savings.

on total savings depends heavily, however, on the marginal propensity
to import out of the increased income from exports; in Keynesian

models the import propensity is generally assumed to be relatively
high.

2.5.3

Government Budget Deficit and the Trade Deficit
The relationship between the government budget deficit and the

trade deficit can be seen by rewriting equation (2.30) as follows:

D + Pdl · sK(l·tK)RK + s„(l-t„)WL

(2.40)

-

B

From this accounting identity, it can be seen that an increase in the
account
government deficit (D) results in an increase in the current
previous
deficit (B) if private savings and investment remain at

levels.

Since a current account deficit is always balanced by a

capital account surplus, savings-investment balance is maintained,
despite the increased government deficit.
An obvious question then arises: Do trade deficits matter?
other in
The current account and the capital account accommodate each
each period.

Over time, periods of trade deficits alternate with

periods of trade surpluses.

The exchange rate provides the necessary

equilibrate
price signal both in domestic and in foreign markets to
the balance of trade in the long run.

Thus, as an accounting problem,

,
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the trade deficit is sometimes viewed as a short-term loan that
smoothes the flow of national income over time (DiLorenzo, 1988).

This view, however, ignores structural shifts in domestic
markets brought about by the trade deficit.

The process of adjustment

toward trade-account balance involves more than a simple summation

over foreign-sector deficits and surpluses.

A view long held by many

international trade economists is that a process of domestic relative-

price adjustment is set in train by the changes in real income which
the trade imbalance induces.

To explain how shifts in domestic

relative prices contribute to eventual restoration of the trade

balance, it is necessary to distinguish between traded and nontraded
goods.

2.5.4

Nontraded Goods and the Balance of Trade
When the nation runs a balance of trade deficit, the foreign

savings inflow in the capital account is equivalent to a transfer of
income, thereby permitting domestic expenditure to exceed domestic

income.

In order to restore the balance between spending and income,

an expenditure-reducing process of adjustment must occur in the
national economy.

An important theoretical mechanism bringing about

this process of adjustment is a shift in the price of tradable goods
relative to the price of nontradables (Neary, 1988; Corden,
pp. 7-20; Dornbusch, 1975; Salter,

1959).

1986,

The following explanation

of the role of nontraded goods in balance of trade adjustment borrows
from the analysis of Salter,

'

A6

Salter's 'dependent economy” model assumes that the home
country is "small" with respect to ROW.

Traded goods, shown on the

abscissa in Figure 2.1, are produced in both the home country and ROW.

Though excess demand for traded goods cannot exist at the world level,
it may exist for individual countries.

Nontraded goods, shown on the

ordinate, are also produced and consumed at home.

Markets for these

goods must clear domestically, since they are not traded

internationally.

Initially, given production possibilities frontier

FF and indifference curve U, the economy is in equilibrium at point P,
where excess demand is zero in each market.

At this point, income

equals expenditure as shown by the coincidence of income line IO and
expenditure line EO.

Suppose, then, that an inflow of foreign savings occurs in
the home country, as was the case in the United States during the
l980s.

This capital inflow is shown by the shift of the expenditure

line from EO to E1.

Expenditure now exceeds income, resulting in

excess demand in both markets as consumption rises to point C'.

In

the nontraded goods market, production remains at level NTOP (point P).

In the traded goods market, the size of the trade deficit is shown as
•

The excess demand for traded goods can be satisfied in the
international market.

Immediate fulfillment of the excess demand for

nontraded goods, on the other hand, is generally impossible at the
original price ratio, and the relative price of nontraded goods rises
until excess demand is eliminated.

The new price ratio is shown in

Figure 2.1 as I1 with production at point P' and consumption at point
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C".

At this price ratio, "internal balance" in the nontraded goods

market has been achieved by the relative price shift.

however, it is

important to recognize that "external balance" in the traded goods
market cannot be achieved as long as the transfer of foreign savings
persists.
To summarize the Salter model,

it is the income transfer

effect of the foreign savings inflow that initiates imbalance in the
two markets.

The relative price of traded to nontraded goods, known

in trade theory as the "real exchange rate," is the critical variable
in the economy's adjustment to the transfer (Komiya, 1967; Krueger,

1983, pp. 51-53).17

Empirically, appreciation of the real exchange

rate following an inflow of foreign savings was confirmed in a study
of developing countries by Michaely (1981).
The real exchange rate is a critical link between macro-shocks
and regional adjustment in the 1980s.

The production of traded goods

is distributed unevenly across regions of the country, particularly
rural and urban regions, as shown in Chapter One.

In general, rural

areas have relatively low production levels of services (Castle, 1988,
pp. 20-22) and relatively high production levels of traded goods.

If the relative price of traded goods falls in response to a trade

UThe concept of trade imbalance being induced by real incomes
changes (such as international or interregional transfers) has a long

history, that can be traced back at least to the Swedish economist
Ohlin (1933).

Ohlin was one of the few economic theorists who

attempted to integrate international and interregional trade theories.
Oh1in's emphasis on the real income (transfer) effect of trade changes
is of particular interest here since he also extended the concept to
domestic interregional trade.

'

(
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.

deficit, rural areas then bear a greater burden of adjustment than the
rest of the country.

v/

2.5.5

Product Differentiation by Location
This section addresses common CGE specifications of export

supply functions and import demand functions for a "sma1l" country.1°
The specific functional forms discussed in the present section replace
the exogenous export supply function implied by equatlon (2.36) and

the fixed-coefficient import demand function implied by equations
(2.31) and (2.36).

A critical assumption on which foreign·sector specification is
based in most CGE models is that domestically produced goods are

lmperfect substitutes for foreign·produced goods.

The following

discussion explains why the perfect·substitution assumption of pure

trade theory is generally rejected in empirical trade modeling.
Samuelson (1953) showed that in a general equilibrium trade

model, a "small" economy with constant returns-to·scale technology and
intersectoral mobility of factors of production cannot produce more

goods than the number of factors.

As dlscussed in Section 2.6, the

number of equations in a model must equal the number of unknown

1°When the "small economy” assumption is not made, it is necessary

to specify relations with ROW so that the model can determine world
prices. This is often done in cursory fashion. For example, Ginsberg
and van der Hayden (1985, p. 28) specify ROW preferences for exports
and imports, but not for ROW production and consumption.

Alterna·

tively, the home country is sometimes assumed to face a horizontal
supply curve for its imports, but a downward·sloping demand curve with
constant elasticity for its exports (for example, see Boadway and

Treddenick,

1978).
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variables in order for a determinate solution to exist.

Thus, a model

economy with n goods and m factors of production, where n > m, will
specialize in the production of just m goods.
This constraint on the size of the small-country, open-economy
trade model poses serious problems for multisector modeling since
available input data are highly aggregated, while product data are
highly disaggregated.

Thus, it would appear necessary to restrict

by a relatively small number of
model dimensions to an upper bound set

inputs and to undergo a regrettable loss of information in the process
of aggregating the available detailed product data to the number of
sectors just equaling the number of factors of production.
Specialization can be avoided, however, in a model where n > m

_

if the trade-theory assumption that foreign-produced goods are perfect
substitutes for domestically produced goods is dropped (de Melo and

Robinson, 1985, p. 94).19

Thus, most CGE models differentiate goods by

place of production, in addition to the conventional differentiation
of goods by commodity type (for example, see Ballard et al., 1985;
Dervis et al., 1984, pp. 221-24; Dixon et al., 1982).
are ten commodity types and two producer countries,

Then, if there

the model has a

total of 20 goods.
/9An
operational representation of product-differentiation-bycountry-of-origin was suggested by Armington (1969).

First, let

19Dropping the perfect substitutability assumption is supported
does
empirically. Perfect substitutability implies that cross·hauling
in
occurs
not occur. Grubel and Lloyd (1975) found that cross-hauling
international trade even at the 7-digit Standardized International
Trade Classification (SITC) level.

Sl
the term commodity be defined as a bas1c product unit not to be
broken down further 1n the analysis; let the term ”bundle" be defined

as an aggregate of goods of the same commodity type (e.g. , coal).
Then, each consumer bundle 1 1s composed of two constituents, the

domestically produced good, 1.e. , Xu,, and the foreign-produced good
Xu,.

Substitution in consumption 1s assumed to occur across goods

Xu, and Xu, in response to relative prices differences of these two
goods.

Following Armington, the two goods, Xu, and Xu,, are aggregated
to form the bundle X, using a constant-elasticity-of-substitution
(CES) aggregation function, as follows:

X,

(2.44)
where

X,
A,

Xu,

-

'li

-

A,[5,DX,D

'Ii

+ (l·6,¤)Xu,

]

'1/(1

, 1

-

1,...n

Armington good 1
scale parameter

consumer good 1 produced at home

Xu,
consumer good 1 produced by ROW
base-period share of domestically produced
6,,,
consumption

1

6,

-

consumer good 1 in total home·country
substitution parameter; trade elasticity of substitution

For any given level of consumption of good X1, the consumer 1s
assumed to minimize expenditures on goods Xu, and Xu,, subject to the
CES aggregation function.
Formally, the consumer's opt1m1zat1on problem can be stated
as:

1
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(2.45)

Min PHXH + Pmxm

i - 1,.. .,n

subject to X,

The import demand function is derived from the first-order conditions
of the optimization problem (2.45).2°
On the production side of some open-economy CGE models,
the specification of export supply is based on the assumption of
product differentiation by place of destination, using a constant
elasticity-of-transformation (CET) aggregation function (for example,
see de Melo and Robinson, 1987, 1985; Deardorff and Stern, 1986;
Condon et al., 1985).21

This approach provides an export supply

function that is price responsive without the need to specify the

world market.

In many cases, assuming spatial differentiation in

production seems warranted given the differences of financing mechalnisms, product standards, and marketing administration required in
domestic and foreign markets (Arpan, 1986).

The CET function, originally developed by Powell and Gruen
(1968), is algebraically similar to the CES function.
produces an aggregate bundle Xi,

_

The firm

a proportion for the export market

and the remaining share for the domestic market.

The CET function is

specified as:

1
2°For a complete derivation of consumer demand functions in an

Armington framework, see Shiells, Stern, and Deardorff (1986).

mühile product differentiation is assumed almost universally on
the consumption side in CGE models, it is less common on the production

side, where a variety of export supply mechanisms have been used.
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where

ni

ni

X1S · Blmlzxxz

(2-#6)

xi

Bi
ßiz
X1;
XÄD
Oi

-

+ <1·ßm)Xm

1

1/01

•

1 · 1„---•¤

composite producer commodity i

scale parameter
proportion of total production going to export market
quantity of good i for export market
quantity of good i for domestic market
-

production substitution parameter

Firms maximize profits by setting the marginal rate of transformation
between Xig and Xin equal to the relative price ratio, supplying
optimal levels of output to each of the two markets, domestic and
foreign.

The export supply function is derived from the first·order

conditions of the producer's cost-minimization problem.
The above CES and CET aggregation functions avoid the problem

of speclalization by lmposing an implicit preference structure in the
form of elasticities.

These elasticities, embedded in the consumption

parameter ci and the production parameter 0,, restrict the extent of
price-induced substitution that can occur around the initial

_

consumption ratio Xu,/XM and the initial production ratio Xi!/Xw,
thereby avoiding the problem of extreme specialization.

l

”/
2.5.6

Price Formation

In the small-country model of pure trade theory, domestic
prices of traded goods are determined by world prices.

Assuming

perfect substitution between domestic goods and foreign goods of the
same comodity type, arbitrage ensures that the domestic price equals
the fixed world price.
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The degree of domination, implied by trade theory, of the
domestic price system by the world price system is unrealistic, even
for small countries (de Melo and Robinson, 1985).22

The CES

aggregation function (2.44) permits the degree to which the domestic
price system is influenced by the world price system to vary according
to the value of the trade-consumption elasticity of substitution ai
embedded in the parameter 6, (Whalley and Yeung, 1984, p. 125).
Expenditures on consumer bundle X^, equal the sum of purchases
of the domestically produced good XÄD and the foreign-produced good

Xi", as follows:

(2.47)

Pix,

,
- Pibxib + PXMXM

i

-

1,...,n

where Pi is the price of the consumer bundle i.
Following de Melo and Robinson (1985, pp. 97-98), the cost
function from the consumer’s constrained optimization in (2.45)
represents a price for consumer bundle i.

(2.48)

‘

P1 - [6,§*(P,„)“'°*)+ (1-6,,,)°tP,,,)

This price is

“”°]‘° 1/“'Ü‘)1
-

1,...,I1

where ai is the trade-consumption elasticity of substitution, defined
in equation (2.44).

As can be seen in (2.48), varying elasticity ai

zzlsard (1977) found that the law—of-one-price does not hold even

for goods defined at the 5-digit SITC level. Based on perfect substi·
tutability of goods across countries and based on arbitrage in the
goods market, the law-of-one·price of pure trade theory says that the
foreign price converted by the equilibrium exchange rate should equal
the domestic price.
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determines the extent of world-price domination of the domestic price
system.

At one extreme, pure trade theory assumes that 0,

-

0.

In

CGE models, 6, is set at a value greater than zero, reflecting
observed degrees of independence of domestic price systems from prices
in world markets.

—/

The Exchange Rate

2.5.7

,

The nominal exchange rate, as it is commonly defined, is the
domestic currency price of foreign exchange (Krueger, 1983, p. 16).
This exchange rate is a variable that, in principle, equilibrates the
market for foreign exchange both in commodity markets and in financial
markets.
'

Defined in this way, short-term capital flows play a crucial

role in determining the value of the exchange rate.

The exchange rate in barter models, including those of pure
trade theory and those in CGE models, differs from the nominal
exchange rate since barter models do not incorporate short-term flows

of capital in international financial market (Whalley and Yeung, l98&,
p. 126).

The exchange rate is defined, instead, with respect to

international ”real" flows: values of goods and services, factor
payments, and transfers.

An appropriate exchange rate,

then,

for a

CGE model is the variable, described in Section 2.5.h, that
equilibrates the trade balance with respect to real foreign·sector
flows.

This variable is the price of traded goods relative to the

price of nontraded goods in the domestic economy.23

23The "real exchange rate" as it is defined here should not be
confused with another definition of the real exchange rate, which is
See
the nominal exchange rate divided by a domestic price index.
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In practice, it is hut necessary to classify goods into traded

and nontraded categories in order to have a real exchange rate.

If

product differentiation by country of production is assumed, all
domestically consumed goods produced at home play the role of
nontraded goods (de Melo and Robinson, 1987).
Without distinguishing between traded and nontraded goods, de

Melo and Robinson derive a real exchange rate ER, beginning with the
nominal exchange rate Q, as follows:

Ph
Q--;-T

(2.49)

-

P°
*:7*

,

where Ph is the domestic price of imports, P' is the domestic price of
exports, EP is the fixed world price of imports, and ;° is the fixed
world price of exports.

that ;•

-

ih
-

l.

Export and import units are then chosen so

An increase in Q represents a depreciation of the

domestic currency.
1

Taking Pd as numeraire, the real exchange rate is

Q

(2.50)

Ph

P'

1:*--;;--;,;--;.;-

,

where Pd is the domestic price of domestically produced goods.

By

ER is
appropriate selection of the numéraire, the real exchange rate

now stated as a monotonic transformation of the nominal exchange rate.

Krueger (1983, pp. 17-18, 51), Dervis et al. (1984, pp. 195-96), and
Harberger (1986) for attempts to clarify the many definitions of the
exchange rate.
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b; 2.5.8

Normalization

l

A CGE mcdel with n excess-demand functions determines n-1
relative prices.

Absolute prices, however, remain indeterminant

because of the zero-degree homogeneity property of the excess-demand
functions (Sargent, 1979, pp. 42-43).

In order to compare counter-

factual solutions of the model with benchmark solutions, absolute
prices are determined by normalizing all money·va1ued variables with
respect to a single money·valued variable, the numéraire.

Any factor

or commodity price can serve as numéraire without affecting the value

of real variables, as long as all excess demand functions are zerodegree homogeneous in prices and income.

Most CGE models incorporate "real" behavior only, abstracting
from money and the money-holding behavior that generates inflationary
processes.

In models with a neoclassical closure, the price level is

not determined endogenously but is rather held fixed or determined
outside the model.2‘

In order to be able to manipulate the price level

in this way, a price index is usually chosen as the normalizing
variable.
Choosing a price index as numéraire facilitates the modeling
of fix-price markets, a topic discussed later in section 2.6.2.

If

the wage rate were chosen as numéraire, as in the Norwegian model by
Johansen (1974, p. 150), it would still be necessary to create a price

2‘This statement does not apply to models employing Keynesian or
neo-Keynesian closures. As explained in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.5.2, the
price level is a crucial equilibrating variable in these models, imply·
ing that it is determined endogenously. In such models, the numéraire
is often the nominal wage rate, and the price·level adjusts to maintain
savings-investment balance.
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index in order to fix the real wage rate (Dervis et al., 1984,

p. 192).

With a price index as numéraire, real magnitudes can be

fixed directly for markets in which quantity rationing is assumed.
The normalizing price index F is a simple weighted average, as

followst

(2.51)

SE riw, - E

1-1

where P1 is the domestic price of commodity i and Wi are price weights.
Commodities may include either the entire set or a subset of goods

sold on domestic markets, depending on the definition of the exchange
rate.

In a model using the real exchange rate defined in equation

1

(2.50), the appropriate price index is the weighted average domestic
price of domestically produced goods.

2.6

Regionalizing the OCE Model

The region is an important economic dimension in this
dissertation.

The research problem defined in Chapter One focuses on

regions of the United States, in general, and on the state of Virginia, in particular.

This section addresses eoneeptual issues

arising when regions are introduced into the basic CGE framework of
the previous sections.

2.6.1

Top-down versus Bottom-Up Regional Models
Either the nation or the region can be taken as the basic

geographie unit of analysis in regional modeling (Nijkamp, Rietveld
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and Snickars, 1985; Bolton, 1980; Klein and Glickman, 1977).
"Top-down" regional models determine national-level impacts of policy
changes in an initial stage.

National·level outputs are then allo-

cated recursively to regions in a second stage, with the sum of the
regional lmpacts constrained to equal the national total.

”Bottom—up"

regional models determine regional impacts in a single stage; regional
impacts are then summed to determine national·level impacts, with no

adding-up constraint on the national total.
An example of the top-down approach is found in Dixon, Parmenter, and Sutton (1978, pp. 35-86) in an analysis of regional impacts

of tariff reductions in Australia.

ORANI, a large CGE model supported

by Australia's Industries Assistance Commission, was used to determine
national-level impacts in stage one.

Production and consumption of

"national" goods, defined as goods that are traded among the country's
six regions (states), are allocated in stage two to each of the
regions on the basis of fixed regional shares.

In a third and final

stage, estimated regional outputs of national goods are used to

"drive" six regionalized versions of ORANI, one for each region.
These regional models determine the regional output of "local" goods,
in a manner similar to economic·base multiplier models.
costs of model construction in stage three,

To lower the

technology and consumer

preferences in each region are assumed ldentical to those of the
nation.

Commodity balance conditions in the third stage force the sum

of regional outputs of each "local" good to equal economy-wide output.
The main virtue of the top-down model is its low cost,

especially when a tested national model already exists. Against its
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low cost, however, several drawbacks of the top·down model must be
weighed.

First, regional factor supply conditions are assumed to be

similar to those of the nation.

This assumption ignores regional

factor supply differences, which are of particular importance in
markets in which there are strong limitations on mobility, particularly in raw material and labor markets (Nijkamp, Rietveld and
Snickars, 1985, p. 30).

Second, there is assumed to be no feedback between the region
and the nation.25

In general, the larger the region relative to the

nation, the greater the importance of interregional feedback in total
regional output (Miller and Blair, 1983, pp. 245-246).

The importance

of feedback in an eight-region input·output model of the United States
was estimated by Greytak (1970), who found that feedback accounted, on

average, for 27 percent of total regional output.
Third, production technology is assumed identical to the
national average for each sector, an assumption demonstrated untenable
in several state-level industrial surveys (Miernyk et al., 1970;
Bourque and Conway, 1977).

Fourth, regional consumption patterns are

assumed identical to national averages.

Empirical evidence addressing

the latter assumption is sparse, though Andersson and Lundqvist (1976)

found differences among urban areas in Sweden in average family
expenditure elasticities for thirteen major household budget items.

25Feedback to the region is the change in the nation’s imports
from the region when a shift in the region's imports from the nation
alters the level of national income (Siebert, 1969, p. 149).

Feedback

from the standpoint of the nation is the reverse of this definition.
Theories of interregional feedback are treated exhaustively by van
Duijn (1972).
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In contrast to the top·down approach, the bottom-up approach
is mare elegant from a theoretical standpoint; in principle, all four
of the above drawbacks of the top-down approach are avoided.

Factor

supplies are specified for each region, allowing immobility of factors
and differences in factor endowments to affect regional impacts.

In

the model of section 2.3.1, factor immobility would be represented by
specifying a set of factor·market equilibrium conditions (2.7)-(2.8)
for each region.

Feedback effects could be accounted for by incor-

porating interregional flows of commodities and government transfer

payments.

Differences in regional production technology and

consumption patterns exist if production and demand functions are
specified for each region; this is expressed as a separate set of
equations (2.1)-(2.6) for each region.
A bottom·up CGE model of the six Australian states (regions)

was constructed by Liew (198äa, 1984b, 1982).

Regional factor sup-

plies are treated in the following manner: Labor and buildings are
assumed to be regionally immobile but sectorally mobile, while
machines are assumed regionally mobile but sectorally immobile.
Intermediate inputs are assumed mobile both regionally and sectorally.
Interregional feedback is accounted for in the model: however,

these

effects are based on crude estimates of interregional
comodity flows.26

Unfortunately, Liew assumes homogeneity of

2°Liew uses the Leontief·Strout (1963) gravity model to estimate
interregional commodity flows, since trade·flow matrices were not
available for Australia.

I
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production technology and consumption patterns across the six
states, since region-specific data were not available.

Variations

in responses of the same industry in different regions must be
explained entirely by differing regional factor prices and
differences in transport costs facing the regions (Liew, 1982,
·

pp. 29-30).

«

In a later study, Liew (1984b) compares his bottom-up model
with the top-down model of Dixon, Parmenter, and Sutton in an analysis
of regional impacts of tariff reductions.

The bottom-up model indi-

cates smaller changes in gross state output and less diversity across
states than the top·down model.

Employment projections between the

two models, on the other hand, were relatively close in level and
almost identical in variability across states.
Because of its bottom-up structure, the Liew model has a

stronger theoretical foundation than the top-down model by Dixon,
Parmenter, and Sutton; however, the application fails to exploit

several of the fundamental advantages of the model.

In the last of

three articles on his model, Liew (1984b) concludes that the

additional effort invested in constructing a bottom-up model is not
worthwhile unless region-specific data are available: "Unless we have
a complete primary set of multi·region, multi·industry accounts, where
one could take into account state variations in sales patterns,

technology, expenditure and price elasticities, its appears that it
is not profitable to invest in formulating a bottom-up model"
(p. 365).

—
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Thus, both theoretical considerations and data availability

need to be taken into account in choosing between bottom·up and

_

top-down approaches to regional modeling.

The theoretical superiority

of the bottom·up approach relative to the top·down approach was
established earlier in this section.

Whether the bottom-up approach

is appropriate in a particular instance, however, depends largely on
the availability of region·specific data.
Currently, in the United States, detailed and consistent
accounts describing production, value-added, interregional trade·flow,
and final-demand are available at the national and state levels.27

Unfortunately, similar data are not available for substate regions; in
order to implement a bottom-up model for parts of states, it would be

necessary to use ad hoc disaggregation techniques similar to those
that Liew employed and which he ultimately judged to be inadequate.
Applying Liew's conclusions in the Australian context, then, to the
current data situation in the United States, it appears that imple-

mentation of the bottom·up regional model is viable at the state
level.

For interregional analysis below the state level, the best

z7These accounts are the multiregional input-output (MPIO)
accounts, constructed by the Harvard Economic Research Project under
the direction of Karen R. Polenske (1980).

For each of 51 regions (50

states plus the District of Columbia), the MPIO accounts provide use
matrices, make matrices, interregional trade-flow matrices, and final-

demand vectors. Though originally constructed for 1963, the MIO
accounts have been updated to 1977 by Jack Faucett Associates (U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, 1983).

.

The 1977 data set is

currently used in an on-going interregional modeling project at Boston
College (Bluestone and Havens, 1986). As described in Chapter Three,
the
the data set for this dissertation is constructed, in part, from
1977 update of the MIO accounts.

,

y
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choice appears to be disaggregation of state·leve1 results by means of
a top·down procedure.

Thus, general equilibrium interactions are

explicitly specified and estimated at as fine a level of regional
disaggregation as the available data support.

This approach is

consistent with the objective of this dissertation to represent a
broad range of general equilibrium interactions between the
international economy and domestic regions within the nation.2°

Aside from the Liew model, described above, a number of
bottom-up interregional CGE models have been formulated.2°
Harrison (1984)

included two regions,

Kimball and

consisting of California and the

rest of the United States, in a model used to assess interregional tax
incidence issues.

Mutti, Morgan, and Partridge (1987) constructed a

six·region linearized model of the United States, also to study interregional tax incidence.

Buckley (1988) examined the impacts of acid

rain controls in a two-region model of the United States.

Jones and

Whalley (1986) included six regions, comprising the whole of Canada
and a seventh region consisting of ROW, in a model used to assess a
wide range of tax, expenditure, and energy policies initiated both by
federal and by provincial governments.

Only the last of these models

incorporates an external sector that links domestic prices to world
prices.

2°Nijkamp, Rietveld and Snickars (1985, p. 30) point out that
virtually no interregional models are entirely bottoms—up, in large
part, because of data constraints.

2°In addition, several single-state CGE models have been developed,
including one by Hertel (1985, 1983) for New York and one by Despotakis
and Fisher (1987) for California.
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2.6.2

Regional and Sectoral Rigidities in the CGE Model
The persistence of labor unemployment and excess capacity in

certain regions of the United States and of other nations suggests
that substitution and price elasticities may be low in some regional
markets (Johansson and Stromquist, 1981).

Regional market rigidities

l

can be incorporated in a bottom-up regional CGE model in which
separate technologies or separate factors are specified for each
·

region.

Equations (2.1)-(2.13) illustrate the basic neoclassical
microeconomic structure on which all CGE models are built.

To this

basic structure, however, a variety of adaptations have been made,

representing differing degrees of departure from standard neoclassical
theories.

Two departures most commonly found in CGE models are (a)

the use of low values for price and substitution elasticities in
certain markets, and (b) the incorporation of fixed prices with
quantity rationing (Robinson, 1986, pp. &l·&4).
The view that price and substitution elasticities tend to be

low is generally associated with "structuralist" approaches to economic development (Taylor, 1983; Herrick and Kindleberger, 1983,

p. 53).3°ß1 Low elasticities in certain markets lmply that only

3°Structural1st theories include, but are not limited to, the view
Robinson (1986, pp. #9-63) distinthat elasticities tend to be low.
guishes between ”micro-structuralist" models, which incorporate low

elasticities and real-price rigidities while employing a baslcally
neoclassical closure, and ”macro·structuralist” models, which contain

strong links between nominal and real variables. These links are based
on the fixing of one or more nominal variables, such as the nominal
wage rate. Taylor (1983, p. 8-9) gives a list of key elements in
structuralist theories.
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limited price or technical substltution occurs in response to changing
policies and other exogenous forces; market adjustment then occurs
through quantity rationing rather than through price flexibility
(Chenery and Raduchel, 1979).

For example, in a structuralist CGE

model of the Venezuelan economy, Bourguignon, Michel and Miqueu (1983)
used ”putty·c1ay" production functions with relatively inelastic
substitution between labor and capital, causing unemployment in the

short-run.
Rigidities in the form of fixed prices, particularly wages,

represent a departure from neoclassical theory that may be important
in the modeling of small regions.32

When prices are not allowed to

equilibrate markets, it is necessary to specify a rationing mechanism
(Robinson, 1986, p. 50).

In the case of labor markets with downward

wage rigidity, Ginsburgh and van der Heyden (1985) in their CGE model
of Belgium, allowed the firm's demand for labor to determine employment, with the residual labor force remaining unemployed.

They

assumed an exogenous labor force, though a common alternative in
deve1oping·country models is to incorporate a Harris-Todaro mechanism

31 Whether or not elasticities are low, in general or in select
To date, empirimarkets, ought to be determined on empirical grounds.

cal research has not settled this issue because of the technical and
data·availabi1ity problems with which elasticity estimation is fraught.

For discussion of the problems of elasticity estimation in international trade, see Abbott (1988).

32Fixing the real wage by maintaining a constant ratio between the
nominal wage rate and the numéraire price index does not affect the

underlying macroeconomic closure of the model. Fixing the nominal wage
rate relative to the numéraire price index is more complicated, since
the choice of price index now affects real variables (Robinson,
pp. 54-55).

1986,
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that adjusts the labor force endogenously in response to the rate of
unemployment (Harris and Todaro, 1970; Karlstrom, 1982).
Product market rigidities created by mark-up pricing and by

government price controls have also been incorporated in CGE models.
In the ORANI model, mark—up pricing is implemented in some model runs

by fixing the rate of return to capital (Dixon et al., 1982, p. 35).
In those sectors where mark-up pricing occurs, the neoclassical
marginal productivity condition for factor employment is dropped,
since profit maximization is ruled out by the mark—up assumption.
In a single-region CGE model of New York state, Hertel (1983) assumed

that the output of certain sectors is determined in national oligopolistic markets; price of output is then exogenous to the state.

The

zero-excess-profit condition for equilibrium is replaced by a locational sub-model that determines how much output will be produced

within the state.

Production in these ”fixprice”, oligopolistic

sectors is allocated to the state on the basis of relative interstate

factor costs.

2.6.3

State and Local Government
Government appears in CGE models in the form of taxes and

expenditures.

Government expenditures are often treated as exogenous

variables, whose values are manipulated in counterfactual policy

analysis (for example, see Ginsburgh and van der Heyden, 1985; Adelman
and Robinson, 1987).

Taxes are generally determined endogenously as a

function of the level of economic activity.

In some cases, however,

government is treated as an optimizing behavioral agent that buys

·
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intermediate goods and primary factors of production and combines them
·
into a public good.
l

Two of the three "bottom·up" regional CGE models cited in

Section 2.6.1 incorporate public goods.

The two-region Kimball and

Harrison (1984) model has two government sectors, one federal and the

other regional (state and local),

The regional government sector in

each of the two regions produces a fixed quantity of a local public
good whose production is financed by taxes levied by the regional
government.

The federal government sector produces a fixed quantity

of a national public good whose production is financed by taxes levied
Public goods are defined as those that are

by the federal government.

not rivalrously consumed (p. 279).

These goods enter the utility

A

function of the household, which maximizes utility over both public

and private goods.
In the seven-region Canadian model by Jones and Whalley
(Whalley and Trela, 1986), the federal government provides a national
public good according to the following optimality condition suggested
by Samuelson (1954):

,

C

(49)
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where the left-hand term is the consumer's marginal rate of substi·
tution between private and public goods and the right·hand term is the
government's marginal rate of transformation in the production of the

public good.

At the regional level, net income of provincial and

local governments appears in the budget of each region's single
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.

consumer, who maximizes utility over the regional public good and the
numerous private goods.

2.6.4

Conclusion to this Chapter
The CGE model is a means of analyzing the disaggregated

general equilibrium impacts of exogenous shocks.

While most previous

analyzes have focused on interactions among industries, the CGE model
can be extended to incorporate interactions among regions.
The CGE approach is particularly well-suited to examining the
links among economies at different levels: the world, the nation, and
domestic regions.

This general equilibrium framework is capable of

capturing the relative price shifts that play an important role in
bringing about adjustment in the balance of trade and in the exchange
rate.

Within the national economy, the CGE model is able to
incorporate numerous factors that alter regional levels of income and
employment.

From a regional perspective, the ability to incorporate

interregional transfers between levels of government and between
households and governments is of particular importance.

1

Chapter Three
INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ACCOUNTS AND MICROCONSISTENT DATA

Introduction to this Chapter

x/3.1

This chapter describes economic accounts appropriate for
interregional computable general equilibrium analysis and presents a
microconsistent, benchmark data set for Virginia and the rest-of-theUnited States (ROUS) for the year 198l.i
The economic accounts provide an explicit and rigorous data

framework that focuses on the interactions of region-specific economic
l

agents.

In the collection and refinement of the numerical data base

for this study, the accounts identified variables for which data were
required and indicated desirable levels of aggregation.
The data set on which the accounts are based provides
region·specific statistical information used in three distinct phases
of the study:

(1) in calibration of structural parameters of the

interregional CGE model,

(2) in testing the logical consistency of

the model, and most importantly,

(3) in counterfactual policy

experiments.

1The term "micro-consistent" refers to economic accounts

representing multiple markets, each of which satisfies specified
equilibrium conditions (St. Hilaire and Whalley, 1983, 1987).
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Section 3.2 describes the separate economic accounts and the

preparation of the benchmark data for the year 1981.

Section 3.3

describes adjustments made to the data to ensure that equilibrium
conditions are satisfied.

Section 3.4 presents the data in a unifying

social accounting matrix (SAM).

ß'

3.2

Economic Accounts for Interregional Analysis

Three objectives were considered in the selection of accounts.
First, the accounts must explicitly identify regional flows of
products,

factors,

and income;

second,

the accounts must correspond to

basic variables of the general equilibrium model of section 2.3.1;
third, the number of accounts should be as small as possible without

relinquishing the first two objectives.
The following six types of regional accounts were
chosen:

1.

Labor account

2.

Capital (factor) account

3.

Industry account
a.

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and basic wood
products (AGWOOD)

b.

Mining (MINING)

c.

Apparel and textiles (APPTEX)

d.

Other manufacturing (OMANUF)

e.

Services (SERV)
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4.

Commodity account
a.

Agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and basic wood
products

(AGWOOD)

b.

Mining (MINING)

c.

Apparel and textiles (APPTEX)

d.

Other manufacturing (OMANUF)

e.

Services

(SERV)

5.

Household account

6.

State and local government account

Of the six types of regional accounts, the industry and commodity
accounts are each disaggregated into sub-accounts representing the

five industries and commodities chosen for this study.

A set of

regional accounts is constructed for each of two regions, Virginia and
ROUS.

In addition to the region-specific accounts, the following
four accounts represent economy-wide transactions:

l.

Federal government account

2.

Consolidated capital (savings) account

3.

ROW current account

4.

ROW capital account

‘
3.2.1

The Data Preparation Strategy
Data sets for CGE analysis are generally built on the

foundation of input—output (I·O) accounts produced by national

·

j
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statistical agencies, such as the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of

the U.S. Department of Commerce.

'

I-O accounts consist of detailed

industry, commodity, factor, and final demand transactions refined so
as to embody market—1eve1 equilibrium, as well as economy-wide incomeexpenditure equilibrium.

The input-output data is then augmented by

information from a variety of other sources: national income and
product accounts (NIPA), official censuses, household surveys, and
expert judgement.

Numerous adjustments to the data are inevitably

required to fit together disparate pieces that are assumed, in the
aggregate, to add up to available control totals.

In assembling and

balancing accounts for this dissertation, less reliable data were
adjusted by priority over more reliable data in cases where such a
judgement could be made.2

-

Two sets of I-O accounts, one prepared by Jack Faucett
Associates (JFA) for the year 1977 and one prepared by BEA for the

year 1981, provided much of the detailed production data. The JFA data
consists of state-level interindustry, value·added, final demand,
employment, and interregional trade accounts (U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services, 1983).&‘

Data on regional shares and

2The procedures used in the following sections to scale the data to
NIPA levels and to ensure microconsistency are standard ones used by
Principal references on data preparation techniques
CGE researchers.
are St. Hillaire and Whalley (1987, 1983); Ballard, Fullerton, Shoven,
and Whalley (1985); and Mansur and Whalley (1984).

3The JFA data set is a 1977 update of the Multiregional InputOutput (MIO) accounts prepared for the year 1972 by the Harvard
Separate accounts are
Economic Research Project (Polenske, 1980).
provided for each of 50 states and the District of Columbia.

'

7A
regional technology were obtained from the JFA data set, as well as
other sources, and applied to national control totals obtained from

the 1981 BEA I-O accounts to produce a set of interregional I-O
accounts for Virginia and ROUS for the year 1981.5

3.2.2

Labor Account
The labor account records income flows arising from the

employment of labor and the subsequent distribution of this income.
The sources of labor income are industries, state-local government,

and the federal government.

The major recipient of income from the

labor account is the household.

In addition, a small proportion of

labor income accrues to the federal government as employee and
employer contributions for social security.
Labor income receipts, including wages, salaries, and employer

and employee contributions for social security, are shown in Table
3.1.

Receipts from industries were estimated by scaling the employ-

ment compensation row vector in the JFA regional use tables to BEA
estimates of state value·added for 1981 (Renshaw, Trott, and

‘For most industrial sectors,

the state estimates of technology

in the JFA use matrices incorporate detailed information on state-

specific product mix. This approach to regionalizing the use matrix
assumes that at highly disaggregated levels of industrial production,
technology in the region is identical to technology in the nation.
Disaggregated employment information from Qggg;y_ßg;;gg;;_£g;;g;g§ and
other sources is used to identify the particular product mix of each

sector in the region. Differences between regional and national
technical coefficients are thus attributed to differences in product
mix.

?Aggregation of the JFA tables to the level required for this
study was carried out by Dennis Robinson at the Institute for Water
Resources, Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
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Friedenberg, 1988).

Labor income receipts from state and local

governments were estimated by multiplying the NIPA total for state and

local government payroll expenditures by regional shares for this
category of expenditures (Bureau of the Census, 1982c).

Federal

government employment compensation, arising from employment contracted
within the home region by federal agencies, was estimated by allocating federal wage and salary expenditures from NIPA to Virginia and
ROUS on the basis of state—level information made available through
the Consolidated Federal Funds Report Act of 1982 (Bureau of the
Census, l983a).°
On the expenditure side, social security contributions were
derived from BEA estimates of the components of personal income (U.S.

Department of Commerce, 1985).

After subtracting social security

payments from regional labor income, the remaining labor income was
allocated to the household account.

3.2.3

Capital Account
The capital account records the receipts and expenditures of

income arising from the employment of capital as a factor of production.

Capital income, shown in Table 3.2, is defined to include

Bln an earlier version of the accounts, labor income earned out of

state by commuters was also estimated. This transboundary flow was
based on a BEA adjustment for commuting in its annual state personal
income series (U.S. Department of Comerce, 1985).

In a later phase of

the project, it was necessary to simplify the accounts in order to
bring the model within the size limitation of available computing
The implications of transboundary flows remain an important
resources.
topic for further research (see Rose and Stevens, 1988).

.
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Table 3.1:

Labor Receipts and Expenditures, Virginia and ROUS, 1981
(Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

ksaiatä
31,380.3

l,51l,276.0

Employment compensation from state
and local government

4,735.8

208,094.6

Employment compensation from the

7,691.8

87,688.5

43,807.9

1,807,039.l

4,829.9

199,228.1

38,978.0

1,607,81l.O

43,807.9

1,807,039.l

Employment compensation from home-

region industries

federal government

Total Labor Income

Social security payments to Federal
Government

Wage and salary payments net of
social security to households

Total Labor Payments
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Table 3.2:
'

Capital Receipts and Expenditures, Virginia and ROUS,
1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

Esssiß
Capital income from home—region
industries
Net income on foreign assets

18,882.1

945,201.4

1,180.9

46,099.1

20,063.0

991,300.5

owned by regional residents

Total Capital Income

State corporate income tax
Federal corporate income tax
Payments of capital income to
households

Total Capital Payments

182.3

13,961.2

1,299.1

64,401.9

18,581.6

912,937.4

20,063.0

991,300.5

,
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pre-tax profits, capital consumption allowances, and inventory

valuation adjustment.
Income from capital employed in industries in the home
region was derived by scaling the JFA property-type income row
vector of the regional use matrices by BEA estimates of state·level
proprietors' income and capital charges (Renshaw, Trott, and
Friedenberg, 1988).

Estimates of foreign investment income were

obtained from NIPA for 1981 and were allocated to the regions using
the regional share of total national ”dividends, interest and rents”
from BEA estimates of state personal income (U.S. Department of
Comerce, 1985).
On the expenditure side of the capital account, state
corporate income tax payments were obtained from annual estimates
of the Bureau of the Census (1982a).

Federal income tax payments

by industry for the nation as a whole were obtained from the NIPA
accounts.

Industry payments were then allocated to regions using the

JFA estimates of regional industry output.
Information on payments of income from foreign holdings of
regional assets are available at the industry level for the nation
(Survey of Current Business, 1985).

The national industry totals

were allocated to regions using the JFA shares of total industry
output in 1977.

The remaining and largest capital expenditure

item is payments of capital income to households.

This entry was

calculated as a residual after subtracting taxes from regional
capital receipts.

'

_
3.2.4
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Industry Account
Industry accounts were created by updating output levels in

the JFA use matrices and make matrices to 1981 levels of industry and
comodity output.7

National industry control totals from the 1981 BEA

input-output accounts were allocated to regions using the JFA shares

of industry output in l977.&°

Technical coefficients for

interindustry transactions in each region were then applied to the
regional industry control totals to obtain the ~atr1x of interindustry

transactions for l98l.1°

Commodity output levels were estimated by

7The make matrix is a table showing the output of commodities
(columns) by industries (rows).

°Initial adjustments were required to account for differences in
pricing regime among the various parts of the JFA data set. The JFA
regional use matrices are expressed in purchasers' values, while the
trade and make matrices are expressed in producers' prices.

To estab-

lish a comon pricing regime among the parts of the JFA data set, it
was necessary to "unbundle" the trade and transport margins from each
cell of the use matrix and add the column sum of each margin to the
corresponding margin row (Ritz, 1980, p. 20). For example, transportation margins were subtracted from each cell in the column for MINING
purchases; the column sum of transportation margins was then added to
the transportation row in the MINING column. At the stage of model
solution,

it became necessary to aggregate transportation and trade

margins with the service sector to make the model sufficiently small
to conform to available computer capacity.
°Numerous attempts have been made by other researchers to project
changes in input-output technology from existing interindustry trans-

f

actions matrices by trend projections, by applying specific assumptions about relative price changes, or by using biproportional matrix
balancing techniques (see Bacharach, 1970). These methods of updating
technology were rejected since all appear to have drawbacks that
For a discussion of these issues and a
outweigh their advantages.

similar view of the "distinctly disappointing results" from technology
updating experiments, see Bulmer-Thomas (1982, pp. 158-161).
1°In the language of input-output accounting, the JFA use matrix
is multiregional, implying that it represents·the intermediate input
requirements of regional industries, regardless of the regional origin
of those inputs. Coefficients derived by dividing entries by column
totals are thus regional technical coefficients rather than regional
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applying the 1981 industry output levels to a row-normalized version
of the JFA make matrix.
The receipts of the industry account, shown in Table 3.3,

consist entirely of purchases by the commodity account.

These

transactions can be viewed as a process whereby the output of each
industry is transformed into one or more commodities.11

Estimation of industry payments to factors of production,
labor and capital, was discussed above in sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.3.

The value of total industry purchases of intermediate

goods was obtained by summing across all entries in the updated use
matrix.
Indirect business taxes for each region were estimated by
scaling the row vector of taxes in the JFA use matrix to levels of
total regional indirect business taxes reported in BEA's state product
accounts (Renshaw, Trott, and Friedenberg, 1988).

In each region,

total indirect business taxes collected were then multiplied by the
NIPA shares of national indirect business taxes accruing to the two
levels of government, state-local and federal.

3.2.5

Commodity Account

The receipts of the commodity account in Table 3.4 represent
quantities demanded, while expenditures of the account represent
quantities supplied.

Sales to households for personal consumption

input coefficients (Miller and Blair, 1985, pp. 49-51, 70-72).

11See equation 4.4 for a mathematical statement of this
transformation process.
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Table 3.3:
_

Industry Output and Cost of Production, Virginia and
ROUS, 1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

ßsseivä.
Sales of industry output to the
comodity account

107, 333.2

5,508,531.6

Total Industry Output

107, 333.2

5,508,S31.7

Payments of employment compensation

31,380.3

1,511,276.0

Payments of capital income

18,882.1

945,201.4

Purchases of intermediate inputs

52,426.4

2,813,811.S

State and local indirect business
taxes

3,602.4

184,791.4

Federal indirect business taxes

1,042.0

53,451.3

107,333.2

5,508,531.6

Total Industry Costs
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’

Table 3.4:

Commodity Demands and Supplies, Virginia and ROUS, 1981
(Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

Recelgts

Sales to households for
personal consumption

42,232.3

1,872,973.8

Sales to industries for
intermediate use

52,426.4

2,813,8l1.5

Sales to gross private
investment and inventory

12,819.6

561,623.1

Sales to the other region

36,228.9

46,340.9

Sales to state and local
government

3,644.2

151,121.4

Sales to the federal government

4,543.5

128,997.0

Export sales to ROW

5,958.6

284,129.4

157,853.5

$,858,997.1

107,333.2

$,508,531.6

46,340.9

36,228.9

4,073.8

305,753.2

105.6

8,483.3

Total Commodity Demand
\

Expengituges
Purchases of industry output in the

home region
Purchases of commodities from the

other region
Imports from ROW
Import duties

Total Commodity Supplies

157,853.5

$,858,997.0

.
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were estimated for each region by multiplying the 1981 NIPA (Survey
of Current Business, 1987b) national total for personal consumption
expenditures (PCB) by the JFA regional shares of total PCB to derive

regional control totals.

The JFA vector of PCE in each region was

then scaled to the regional control total to obtain PCE demands in
each commodity market.
Sales of intermediate goods to industries were obtained from
the regional use matrices, updated as described in section 3.2.4.
Gross private investment and inventory changes for 1981 were estimated

for each region using procedures similar to that described in the
previous paragraph for personal consumption expenditures.

Sales of

commodities to the other region were estimated by scaling the values
of the JFA interregional trade matrices by the 1981/1977 ratio of
gross state product of the importing region.
Sales to state and local government were estimated by multiplying the NIPA (Survey of Current Business, 198h) total for this
category by regional shares of total state and local government purchases of goods and services obtained from the Census of Governments
(Bureau of the Census, 1983b).

Sales to the federal government were

estimated for two sub-categories, defense and nondefense, by multiplying the NIPA totals for these categories by regional-share
estimates derived from state·specific information on federal
expenditures (Bureau of the Census, 1983a).
Export sales were estimated by aggregating exports in the

1981 BEA input·output table to the five commodity groups selected

{

_
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for this study.

For each of these commodity groups, the national

total was allocated to regions on the basis of regional shares of the
same commodity groups derived from a recent study of state-level

exports and imports conducted by Jack Faucett Associates for the Army
Corps of Engineers for the year 1985 (Robinson, 1988).
l

By using these

shares, the assumption is made that state shares of exports for each

commodity group did not change between 1981 and 1985.12

The resulting

regional vectors of international exports were then scaled to the
level reported in the BEA current account estimates for 1981 (Krueger,
1988).

Included in the current account are exports of goods and

services, as well as income from U.S. assets abroad.

On the expenditure side, the regional commodity account
purchases all regional industry output.

In addition, commodities are

purchased from the other region and from ROW.

Purchases from the

other region are estimated by scaling the JFA interregional trade
matrix by the ratio of 1981/1977 gross state product for the importing
region.

International imports are estimated using state·by-comodity

shares of imports from the 1985 Faucett study to allocate total
national imports to the regions (Robinson, 1988).

The national

value of import duties was obtained from NIPA for 1981 and allocated

12The 1988 Faucett study appears to be the only available source
on exports and imports disaggregated both by commodity
information
of
region.of origin and destination. This study
domestic
and
by
detail

has several drawbacks: (1) the data cover only waterborne exports and
imports, (2) the estimates are preliminary (and the final report has
not yet been submitted to the Corps), and (3) the study was conducted

for the year 1985 only.

The Bureau of the Census is currently

considering the publication of a regular series of state·level export
and import estimates but has not yet begun this task.

1
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to the regions on the basis of the estimated regional shares of
imports.

3.2.6

Household Account
Households receive payments of labor income net of

employer and employee contributions for social security and payments of capital income net of capital taxes (see Table 3.5).

Estimation of these factor payments was discussed above in sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
Federal transfers are an additional source of household
income.

Two categories of federal transfers are included in the

household account: those made directly to individuals, and those
channeled through programs not administered by state and local
governments.

These transfers include medicare, black lung payments,

subsidies for guaranteed student loans, low-income housing assistance,
social security, veterans’ compensation and health programs, workers'
compensation, food stamps, and other payments in cash or kind (Bureau

of the Census, 1983a, pp. vii·ix, 16-19).

Since the Census breakdown

of federal expenditures by state covers 94 percent of federal government expenditures (p. v), the transfer totals were then scaled to NIPA

levels for 1981.
Procedures for estimating household purchases of
commodities for personal consumption were discussed above in section

3.2.5.

Payments of state personal income tax were obtained from

Census estimates for each state (Bureau of the Census, 1982a).
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Table 3.5:
‘

Household Incomes and Expenditures, Virginia and ROUS,
1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

1*£<z.eLp.¢s
Labor income net of social
security contributions

38,978.0

1,607,81l.O

Capital income net of capital

18,581.6

912,937.4

8,421.4

334,749.6

-22.2

-930.8

65,958.8

2,854,567.2

42,232.3

l,872,973.8

3,405.4

104,412.1

7,190.8

291,511.2

13,130.3

585,670.1

65,958.8

2,854,567.2

taxes

Direct federal transfers to

individuals
Private remittances from
abroad
Total Household Income

ßgpggdiguges
Commodity purchases for personal
consumption
State income taxes and charges

for services
Federal income taxes
Savings

Total Household Expenditures

·
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”Other charges” includes cash payments for hospital and educational
‘

services (Bureau of the Census, 1983b).13

Estimates of federal personal income tax by state (Bureau of
the Census, 1983c) differ slightly from the national total reported in
the NIPA accounts and were, thus, scaled to sum to the NIPA level.
Remittances abroad by households were estimated by allocating the
national total from the balance on current account (Krueger, 1988) to

the regions on the basis of regional shares of total households in
1981 (Bureau of the Census, 198h).

Savings of households were estimated as the balance between
household income and all other expenditure items shown in Table 3.5.
All capital and labor income, net of factor taxes, is paid to house-

holds.

Thus, household savings include retained earnings and capital

consumption allowances of business enterprises.

3.2.7

State and local Government Account
Receipts and expenditures of state and local governments are

y

shown in Table 3.6.

Estimation of state corporate income taxes was

discussed in section 3.2.3; estimation of state and local indirect

1

business taxes was discussed in section 3.2.4.

Federal grants to

state and local governments were estimated by allocating the NIPA
total for such grants on the basis of regional shares derived from
Census information (Bureau of the Census, 1983a).

13See section 3.2.7 below for a discussion of the estimation of
"other charges."

·

_
Table 3.6:
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State and Local Government Receipts and Expenditures,
Virginia and ROUS, 1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

Eääus
State corporate income tax
State personal income tax and

182.3

13,961.2

3,405.4

104,412.1

3,602.4

184,791.3

1,862.0

92,944.0

9,052.1

396,108.6

other charges
State and local indirect business
taxes

Federal grants to state and local
governments

Total Receipts of State and
Local Government

Employment compensation paid to labor

4,735.8

208,094.6

Purchases of goods and services

3,644.3

151,121.4

672.0

36,892.6

9,052.1

396,108.6

Budget surplus

Total Expenditures of State and
Local Government
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Estimation of state personal income tax was discussed

in section 3.2.6.

"Other charges" was treated as a residual,

permitting the allocation of state and local government surpluses to

the regions while constraining the sum of the regional state and
local government surpluses to equal the NIPA total.

This resldual

corresponds to a Census category reported at the state level (Bureau

of the Census, l983b), though the values in Table 3.6 for this item

are less than the reported Census values.-

The difference between the

two values is matched by state and local government taxes, which are
also excluded from the accounts.

These revenues and taxes were

excluded since they are intra-regional transfers of income and
have no bearing on the interregional“estimation of effects of
.

macro-shocks.
All expenditure items of state and local government were
discussed earlier in this chapter:

°

Payments to labor in section 3.2.2

°

Comodity purchases in section 3.2.5

°

Budget surplus in the preceding paragraph of this
section.

3.2.8

Federal Government Account

Four of the five categories of federal receipts, shown in
Table 3.7, were discussed earlier when these items entered as receipts
in other accounts.

These items include:
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Table 3.7:

Federal Government Receipts and Expenditures by Region,
1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

ROW

Total

ßqsiä
Social security
contributions

4,829.9

199,228.1

-

Federal corporate
income tax

1,299.1

64,401.9

-

Federal personal
income tax

7,190.8

291,511.2

-

Federal indirect
business taxes

1,042.0

53,451.3

105.6

8,483,4

Import duties

·

-

204,058.0

65,701.0

298,702.0

54,493.3

8589.0

-

-19,705.0

-19,705.0

14,467.4

617,075.9

-19,705.0

611,838.3

Employment compensation to labor

7,691.8

87,668.5

-

Direct transfers to
individuals

8,421.4

334,749.6

-

343,171.0

Purchases of goods
and services

4,543.5

128,997.0

-

133,540.5

Grants to state and

1,862.0

92,944.0

·

94,806.0

-

-

-55,039.5

644,359.1

-

611,838.3

Net Foreign In-

-

vestment income

Federal Receipts
Eggggdgguges

95,360.3

local governments
Budget surplus

Federal
Expenditures

·

22,518.7
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A

°

Social security contributions in section 3.2.2

°

Corporate income tax in section 3.2.3

°

Indirect business taxes in section 3.2.4

°

Import duties in section 3.2.5

°

Personal income tax in section 3.2.6

Net foreign investment income of the federal government

includes interest accruing from government loans to foreigners and
from federal holdings of official reserve assets (U.S. Department of

Commerce, 1986, p. 18).
On the expenditure side of the federal government account,

the following items were discussed earlier as receipts of other
accounts:

°

Employment compensation to labor in section 3.2.2

°

Purchases of goods and services in section 3.2.5

°

Direct transfers to individuals in section 3.2.6

°

Grants to state and local governments in section 3.2.7

‘

The budget surplus in 1981 is the difference between
government expenditures and government receipts.

3.2.9

Consolidated Capital account
The consolidated capital account collects the savings of

households, state and local governments, the federal government,
and the ROW capital account and channels these savings into

'

1
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investment (see Table 3.8).
-

Receipts of the consolidated capital

account were discussed earlier as expenditures in the following
sections:

°

Household savings in section 3.2.6

°

State and local government surpluses in section 3.2.7

°

Federal government surplus in section 3.2.8

On the expenditure side, investment was discussed as a receipt

of the commodity account in section 3.2.5.

Capital transfers from

abroad are inflows from the ROW capital account, which exactly offset
the U.S. current account surplus for 1981.

3.2.10

ROW Current Account
Transactions in the current account are receipts and

expenditures recorded from the standpoint of ROW.1‘

National totals in

Table 3.9 were taken from BEA balance of payment estimates (Krueger,
1988).

On the receipt side, imports into the United States were

discussed earlier in section 3.2.5.

In addition, the ROW current

account received an inflow through the ROW capital account in 1981.
The U.S. current account recorded a surplus in that year while the ROW
current account recorded a deficit, creating an inflow of investment
from the United States into the ROW capital account.

1‘It is worth emphasizing this point: Current account transactions

are recorded, in terms of direction of flow and the corresponding sign
of the entries, from the standpoint of ROW rather than the United
However, the current account items are expressed in domestic
States.
currency, just as all the other items in the accounts.

'

l
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Table 3.8

Receipts and Expenditures of Consolidated Capital
Account, 1981 (Millions of Dollars)

Virginia

ROUS

Total

Essens;
Household savings

‘

State and local

13,130.3

585,670.1

598,800.4

672.1

36,892.6

37,564.7

government surplus
Federal government

-

-55,039.5

13,802.4

622,562.7

581,325.6

12,819.6

561,623.1

574,442.7

-

surplus

Total Domestic

Savings

Gross private investment

and inventory change
Net investment abroad
Total Investment

12,819.6

—
561,623.1

6,883.0
581,325.7
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Table 3.9:

ROW Current Account Transactions, 1981 (Millions of
Dollars)

ROW Transactions with:

Virginia

ROUS

Fed.Gov.

Total

ßecelptg

Payment for imports
into U.S.
Inflow of capital
from the U.S.

Current Payments

4,073.8 305,753.2

·

-

4,073.8 305,753.2

Abroad by U.S.

Net investment income 1,180.9
payments to U.S.
Net household remittances to U.S.
Payments for U.S.

·

309,827.0

-

6,883.0

-

316,710.0

46099.1 -19,705.0

-930.8

-

5,958.6 284,129.4

-

-22.2

27,575.0

-953.0

290,088.0

exports

Current Receipts

by U.S. from
Abroad

7,117.3 329,297.7 -19,705.0 316,710.0
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The three items on the expenditure side of the ROW current

account were discussed earlier as follows:

°

Net investment income payments to the United States in

sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.8.
°

Payments for United States exports in section 3.2.5

°

Net household remittances to the United States in section
3.2.6

3.2.11

ROW Capital Account
The ROW capital account, shown in Table 3.10, has one entry

for receipts and one entry for expenditures.

Receipts represent net

foreign investment of the United States in ROW.

By definition,

expenditures equal the ROW current account deficit.

3.3

Balancing the Accounts
Achieving balance between receipts and expenditures was

accomplished in the labor, capital, household, and government accounts
by treating one of the expenditure items in each account as a
residual.

Balance between receipts (demand) and expenditures

(supplies) in the commodity account was attained in several steps.

Starting with industry output levels for each region, supplies of
commodities were determined from the make matrix.

Total commodity

demands were then assumed to equal commodity supplies.

Total final

demands, including international and interregional imports and
exports, were subtracted from total commodity demands.

The difference

1
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Table 3.10:
'

ROW Capital Account Transactions, 1981 (Millions of
Dollars)

Net investment

6,883.0

from the U.S.

Current account
deficit

6,883.0

T
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between total and final demands for commodities was then allocated to
,

intermediate purchases.

A biproportional matrix adjustment procedure

was employed to adjust the use matrix to conform with the levels of
commodities allocated to intermediate demands (Bacharach, 1970).

This procedure iteratively multiplies each row and column by a
proportional multiplier until the row and column sums equal desired

levels.

3.4

The Social Accounting Matrix

Separate accounts were presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.10 in
order to focus on the estimation of individual items in the accounts.
In this section, the accounts are presented in a unifying framework,
known as a social accounting matrix (SAM).15

The SAM, in Figure 3.1,

is a single-entry tableau that shows the links between each account
and every other account in the region, the nation, and the rest of the
world.1&17

For each account, there is a row showing receipts and a

corresponding column showing expenditures.

The transaction in the

(i,j)ch cell represents ith-account income received from the jch
account;

at the same time,

this transaction represents a jch-account

expenditure paid to the ich account.

15The concept of social accounting was pioneered by Hicks (1942)
and Stone (1961). The purpose of social accounting is to extend
national income and product accounts to include households and other

institutions which play important roles in the distribution of income.

16The numerical entries in Figure 3.1 are identical to those in
Tables 3.1 through 3.10.
”An
interregional SAM similar to the one in Figure 3.1 is
described in Pyatt and Round (1985) and in Round (1986).

.
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For each account in Figure 3.1, the row sum (total receipts)
equals the column sum (total expenditures).

Since the total of column

sums necessarily equals the total of row sums, the SAM satisfies the
income-expenditure equilibrium condition for macroeconomic balance
(equation 2.14).

3.5

Conclusion to this Chapter

_

The detailed accounts presented in this chapter organize

statistical data for the year 1981 in a manner appropriate for
interregional general equilibrium analysis of the effects of the
federal budget and the nation’s external accounts on domestic regions.
These accounts are important both as a conceptual device and as a

·

practical means of organizing the data.

Conceptually, they serve as

the foundation of the interregional CGE model described in the next
chapter.

Chapter Four
AN INTERREGIONAL COMPUTABLE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

Introduction to this Chapter

4.1

This chapter describes a computable general equilibrium model
emphasizing linkages among regions, sectors, and governmental units of
the national economy.

The model incorporates both domestic and

foreign trade accounts, providing a comprehensive framework in which

to analyze the structural effects of recent trade deficits and federal
fiscal policies.
The CGE model described here embodies explicitly several

microeconomic concepts that are central to the theory of general
equilibrium but that are ignored in most regional multisector models.
These concepts include the scarcity of resources, consumer prefer-

ences, endogenous formation of equilibrium prices, and priceresponsive substitution among goods by producers and consumers.
J'

While the model is firmly neo·c1assica1 in its foundation, it

extends the neoclassical framework in important ways.1

The primary

lbifferences of opinion undoubtedly exist in the definition of a
neoclassical model. Drawing on the classic regional study of Borts
and Stein (1964), Lande and Gordon (1977) identify five assumptions of

the neoclassical model of regional growth: (a) total supply of labor

available to all regions is fixed, (b) a single, homogeneous output is
produced in each region, (c) zero transport costs, (d) identical linear
homogeneous production functions, and (e) costless conversion of output

into capital.
100
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extension is in its introduction of space: by regional disaggre·

gation of the national economy, by specification of Armington
preferences,2 and by allowing for regional differences in production
functions.°
Section 4.2 presents an overview of the structure of the
model.

The spatial structure of demand and production is described in

Section 4.3.

The structure of prices is the topic of Section 4.4.

Section 4.5 explains the production side of the model.
4.6, incomes of economic agents are derived.

allocation of expenditures and savings.
determined in Section 4.8.

In section

Section 4.7 explains the

The level of investment is

Sections 4.9 and 4.10 provide conditions

for equilibrium in commodity markets and the foreign sector.

The

numéraire of the model is presented in Section 4.11.

4.2

Overview of the Model
This section presents a graphical overview of the inter-

regional computable general equilibrium model.

First, at the highest

level of macro linkages, the relationship between the domestic economy
and ROW is shown; second, the basic components of production and

demand within the domestic economy are depicted.
In Figure 4.1, the domestic economy is joined to ROW by flows
of products, income, and savings.

Product flows consist of imports

2See Section 2.5.5.
3Regional differences in production functions are based on
differences in product mix, as explained in footnote 4 in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship Between Domestic Economy and ROW
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and exports of commodities.‘

Current income flows between the United

States and ROW include private·sector payments and receipts from
foreign investment, household remittances, and government payments and

receipts from overseas credit and securities transactions.
Savings plays an important role in the closure of a CGE model.5
Within the domestic economy, contributors to the pool of savings
include the following agents:

°

Households

°

State and local government

°

Federal government

Savings are allocated principally to investment, but only after budget
deficits of the three contributing agents are met.

In the aggregate,

the federal government is the only one of the three that has incurred
repeated deficits, while state and local governments have had
substantial surpluses in recent years.°

The domestic pool of savings is augmented or diminished by
international flows of savings.

Consistent with terminology employed

‘The term ”commodity", as used in the remainder of this
dissertation, refers to both goods and services.

5See Section 2.4 for a detailed discussion of the theoretical role
of savings in macroeconomic closure.

6The separate treatment of state-local and federal governments is
important in a regional model because of the savings issue and because
intergovernmental transfers have distinct regional impacts.

In order

to keep the model dimensions small, state and local governments are
treated as an aggregate in each region.
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in previous SAM and CGE analyses, an inflow of ”foreign savings" into
a country is defined as the equivalent of the current account deficit
(Pyatt and Round, 1984, p. 186; Taylor, 1980, p. 8).
An overview of the domestic economy is presented in Figure

The diagram is constructed from the point of view of a single

4.2.

domestic region, such as Virginia or ROUS.

Components of production

are on the left side of the diagram, while components of demand are on
the right side.

°

Major aspects of production include the following:

Industries purchase intermediate inputs and value added to
produce industry output (use matrix).

°

Industry output is converted into commodity outputs (make

matrix).
°

Value added consists of capital and labor.

Income, net of

taxes, from capital and labor accrues to households.
°

Production-related taxes are levied on labor, capital, and

output.

Revenues accrue to state-local and federal

governments.

On the demand side of the economy, final demand includes the
following components:

°

Investment

°

Interregional exports minus imports

°

International exports minus imports
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_

°

State~1ocal government commodity purchases

°

Federal government commodity purchases

°

Household consumption

In addition to commodity flows, an important element of the demand

side is transfer income flowing from the federal government to the
state-local government and from the federal government to households.
e

The next two sections describe the model mathematically.
To aid in interpretation of symbols, Table 4.l names the subscripts

of the variables of the model.

The reader will note the close

relationship between the elements of this table and the economic
accounts presented in the previous chapter.

At the end of the

chapter, the variables, parameters, and equations of the model are

presented in summary tables.

4.3

The Spatial Structure of Demand and Production
The concept of spatial differentiation of products in

empirical models of trade was discussed in general terms in Section
2.5.5.

The present section describes the implementation of spatial

differentiation in this study.

4.3.1

Demand-Side Product Differentiation
Differentiation of products by both commodity type and

location of production implies the following general utility function:

(4-1)

Ue ' fs

RS ' L2

‘
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Table 4.1:

A

Subscripts in the Interregional CGE Model

§gx_gbo1
Regions

r,s

-

1,2

1. Virginia
2. ROUS

Industries
1. AGWOOD
2. MINING

j

—

1,...,5

3. APPTEX
4. OMANUF
5. SERV

Commodities

1.
2.
3.
4.

i,h

-

1,...,5

AGWOOD
MINING
APPTEX
OMANUF

5. SERV
Governments

1. Virginia state-local
2. ROUS state-local
3. Federal

g,f

-

1,2,3

_
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where U, is the utility of consumers in region s, Qu is the ich
consumer commodity, QL., is the ich consumer commodity produced in

region r and consumed in region s, and Q,,, is the ich consumer
commodity produced and consumed in region s.

The consumer maximizes

utility in a series of nested stages: in an initial stage, utility is
maximized over commodity types i

-

1, . . . ,n; in a secondary stage,

utility is maximized over space by purehasing initial-stage quantities

of each commodity from alternative regional sources r and s.

Further

spatial disaggregation can be introduced if each of the regions is
broken down at the secondary stage into subregions.
In the interregional CGE model, the consumer in region r
chooses commodities in a series of three nested stages, as shown in

Figure 4.3.

In the first stage, the consumer in region s chooses

commodities XL, subject to his budget constraint.

Commodities at this

level are differentiated only by product category, not by geographie
location of production.

Commodities XL will be called stage·one

Armington commodities in the following discussion.
In the second stage, the consumer minimizes the costs of
acquiring his chosen levels of XL, subject to specified preferences
concerning geographie origin of production, by substituting between XL:
from foreign sources and Xi': from domestic sources.
will be called stage·two Armington commodities.

Commodities X2

At the third stage,

the consumer minimizes costs of acquiring his optimal levels of the

domestic stage-two Armington commodity XE by substituting between XL,
from the home region s and XL, from the other region r.

»
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Utility (U )
S

•

I
STAGE ONE

1
1
x,...,x
ns
ls

For Each Good i

STAGE TWO

xii
.

xi';

Domestic
Source

Import
Source

STAGE THREE

xls
Region R
Source

xls
Region S
Source

Figure 4.3: Hierarchical Structure of Demand in Region S
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Consumption of commodities occurs only at level one, where the
Armington commodity X}. is a composite formed by combining the ich
comodity from various geographic origins.

Commodities at stage two

represent inputs into the formation of X}., ·while commodities at stage
Demand for com-

three represent inputs into the formation of Xfg.

modities at stages two and three is thus a derived demand.

M/1

Mathematically, the origin·specific composition of the stage-

one Armington commodity is given by

-

1

1 E-1
°P1•

1

°'1s

1

xi. - ·1·i.16i.x§*2 + <1-6i.>xi2 1 .

1

1 - 1.--..S
1,2

s

-

share
where ¢}. is a shift parameter, 6}. is a parameter expressing the
r, and
of imports in total consumption of the ich commodity in region

p}. is the CES substitution parameter.2
By cost minimization subject to equation 4.2, the ratio of
imported and domestic commodities consumed in region r is

1

xii

Pi: <1-·i.>

1-1---—-5

S ' 1*2

This equation completes stage one.

1The elasticity of substitution ah is derived from the
substitution parameter p}. as follows:

¤i. — 1/<1+pi.>.

lll
For each region s, stage two consists of an Armington function

.

mathematically identical to equation 4.2, with the exception that the
arguments of the function are replaced by XL, and XL,.

From the

stage-two Armington function, the ratio of XL, to XL, is derived in a
manner similar to equation 3.3.8

4.3.2

Production-Side Product Differentlation
There are two steps in the producer's output decision.

The first step permits an industry to produce secondary products
in addition to its primary product.

This step is unrelated to

product differentiation and is introduced because both the JFA and

BEA data sets employ commodity-by·industry accounting.°

In the

second step, the producer decides whether to sell his commodities in

export or domestic markets.
This two-step transformation of industry output to commodities

sold in foreign and domestic markets is shown in Figure 4.4.

The

output Zi! of the jth industry in the rth region is a joint product.
For each industry j, output Eu consists of a primary commodity XRJ,

°See Table 4.3 for a listing of the stage-two CES function
(equation 4.3.2) and cost-minimization function (equation 4.3.4).

°See Chapter 3 for a discussion of these data sets. Commodity—by—
industry accounting allows industries to produce a primary product and

one or more secondary products. Both the 1977 JFA data and the 1981
BEA data on which the data set for this dissertation is based have
equal numbers of commodities and industries. In principle, however,
commodity and industry dimensions do not need to be equal.

_
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Industry Output

Zjr

Stage-One Commodity Production

Primary Good

xT
ir

T
Secondary Good xhr

-

Stage-Two
Commodity Production
I
E

xir
Export

Sales

D

E

xir

xhr

Domestic

Sales

Export

D

Xhr
Domestic

Sales
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A
Figure 4.4: Structure of Production in Region R
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.
where i

-

Production of its primary commodity constitutes the

j.

major share of output in each industry.

In addition, each industry

may produce one or more secondary commodities Xäx, where h ¢ j.1°
Primary and secondary commodities are assumed to be produced in fixed
proportions.

Industry output Z3, is transformed in the model into primary
and secondary products by means of a row-normalized make matrix (Ä).

Diagonal elements of the matrix represent primary production and offdiagonal elements represent secondary production.

The transformation

of the output Z1: of industry j in region r into the ith commodity Xfr
in region r is expressed as

X},.

(4;,)

-j_§

ü1_,„Z_1„ ,

i
T

-

1,...,5
1,2

where dgl! is an element of the row·normalized make matrix, indicating
the amount of commodity i produced per unit of industry output j in

region r.11

1°The secondary-commodity subscript h is introduced in this section
solely for the purpose of exposition. In the interregional CGE model,
the subscript i is defined over primary ggg secondary products.

Sec-

ondary commodities are then pooled with the commodity output of the

industry that is the primary producer of the commodity of interest so
that a unique subscript is not required.
11In matrix notation, equation 4.5 is
xr
-

where

ll'z,

xr is an n x 1 column vector, z is an

mix

l column vector, and Ä

is an m x n row·normalized make matrix. The prime symbol indicates
that M is transposed so that it is of dimension n x m for matrix

multiplication.
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The assumption of spatial differential in production enters in

the second stage in Figure 4.4, where production for the domestic
market and production for the foreign market are considered imperfect
substitutes.

Technical and marketing constraints on selling in the

two markets are represented by a CET transformation function, as

described in Section 2.5.5.

For total output XE: of commodity i in

region r, this function is
1
X1: ' Ä1:[#1:X1:

(*-5)

*‘

(1-#1:)x1r ]

-

1 ' 1-- ·--5

: - 1,2

where XE: is export sales, XE: is domestic sales, Ai: is a shift
parameter,

ui, is the share of exports in total output of commodity i,

and M: is the CET substitution parameter, which may vary by product

category.12
For the rth region, the optimal ratio of exports to domestic

sales is derived by maximizing total revenues subject to equation 4.5,
giving
E
P

1

X?.

P?.

-·..

’ ' l·2‘

„,(*6)

12From the substitution parameter nixv the elasticity of substi-

tution 0„.between domestic sales and export sales is derived as
follows:
01: ' 1/(”1:'l)·
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Prices

4.4
fw

The structure of prices 1n the model is built upon the base

price receiyed by producers.

For each unit X2! of domestic sales of
This 1s an ex-

commodity 1 producers in region r receive price P2!.

factory price that does not include trade or transportation margins.
From PDir , the derivation of other prices is strai ghtforward.

The price of a unit X2! of total commodity output is

PE. -

(4 7)

<P‘£„

XE. + Pi. ><E.> / XL.

1where
P2!, the domestic price of exports X2!, is fixed
markets.

in world

Pfw
The relationship between P2! and the world export price

1s expressed as

11
Pf! -1 P? ER(1+t§) 1 / (1 + 111,,,,),

(4.8)

-

I

•

1,...,s
1,2

where ER is the real exchange rate,13 cf are export subsidies for the
ich comodity, and muß are margins incurred 1n moving commodity 1 from
region r to the port of departure.“

Margins are per-unit costs

arising from transportation, wholesaling, and retailing.

13See Section 2.5.7 for a discussion of exchange rates in CGE

models.
l‘Subs1des and margins are included here in the interest of
generality.

In the preparation of the data set for this dissertation,

trade and transportation margins were calculated; at the stage of model
solution, however, it became necessary to combine the margin sectors
with services (SERV) in order to bring the model within the computing
capacity of the microcomputer used to generate solutions.
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Production decisions in industry j in region r are based on

the following price index Pg, of industry output 21,:

<‘•·9)

P?

-

j

ä 11111 P}

5

l

1 - 1,2

*"

Producers do not sell industry output directly, but rather transform

it into commodities that are then sold.

Thus, Pg, is a price index

used by producers for "in-house" production decisions.

lt is not a

direct market price, but a composite of market prices.
On the demand side, beginning at the bottom (third) stage in
Figure 4.3, the price PL, of a unit of XL, is

(4.10)

1 - 1,...,s
1,2

2},, - 2'},(1+m,,,),

r,s

_

-

where m1,, are margins on the ith commodity produced in the rth region
and consumed in the sth region.
At the second level of preferences, the price Pffof a unit of
X11: is given by
domestically produced
zu

2

:1

:1

zu
s

P1:(4.11)

-

1,2

while the domestic price P?} of a unit of imported commodity Xi? is

22**

1 1:*] (1+11 1m > ,
11 - [2**
11 (1+tM)

1 - 1,...,s

r

-

1,2
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where P'? is the world price of ich import, ci is the tariff

rate on the ich commodity, and mnh is the margin rate for domestic

-

handling of the ich commodity between the port of entry
and region s.
At stage one in Figure 4.3, the price P}: of a unit of X}, is

(A 13)

P}, - (Pi} xi} + Pä xi}> / x},,

1 - 1,...,s
s

FT

KJ}

4.5

P

-

1,2.

Production

Industry technology is represented by a two—leve1 production

The top level process consists of a Leontief production

process.

function in which each intermediate input is combined in fixed
proportions with other intermediate inputs and a value~added

aggregate.

At the bottom level, industries substitute among primary

inputs, subject to Cobb-Douglas technology.15

4.5.1

Determination of Input and Output Levels
At the top level, industry output Zi: is given by the following

production function:

15The aPP ropriateness of anY specific functional form, such as
Mansur and
Cobb-Douglas, can be submitted to empirical testing.

Whalley (1984) note that cross-section studies of manufacturing sectors
frequently produce elasticity of substitution estimates approximating
unity, the value at which the elasticity of substitution is fixed in
the Cobb·Doug1as function.

'

_

(4.14)
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ZJ:-min[

x§—"],

V3',

_
I,j-1,...,5
1,2

x¥J’,..., "
""" *
avjt

*1,1:

*:1:

where, for the jch industry in region r, VJ: is value·added and XJJ: is
the ich intermediate input; a„,J: and au: are technical coefficiencs
expressing the amounts of value·added and intermediate inputs required

per unit of ZJ:.

Underlying this function is the assumption that

value-added and intermediate inputs are weakly separable, as explained

in section 2.3.
The assumption of separability permits the optimal combination
of labor and capital to be determined apart from the intermediate
input decision.

In combination, labor and capital form a value·added

aggregate VJ: , that is "produced" subject to the following
technological relationship:

aJ:1-aJ:

(4.15)

V LJ: KJ:
VJ: - AJ:

Ag: is a shift parameter
,where

and LJ: and KJ: are labor and capital

employed in the jch industry in region r.

The parameter aJ: determines

the extent of substitution between labor and capital.

J

The demand for labor LJ:, determined by minimizing the cost of
producing a given level of value-added, is

_
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L,1:

(4.16)

-

( Z ,1: Pva
J: ,1: ) / W1: ,

.3:-

1,.„,5

1,2

where PX! is the price of a unit of value-added in the jth industry in
Determination of the wage rate W; may take place either

region r.

within or outside the region.

In this dissertation, it is assumed

that wages are determined inside the region.

Determination of the

wages outside the region could be implemented by assuming that wage
rates are ”transmitted" to regions through national labor markets.16

Such a specification of regional labor markets may be important for
the analysis of some regional issues.
Because of separability between primary and intermediate
inputs, labor is a direct input into "production" of value-added
Vit.

Thus, the relevant "product" price in the marginal-

productivity condition of equation 4.16 is the price PZ! of valueadded.

This price, based on Samuelson's nonsubstitution theorem

(1951), is

PVJg _ rzJg-( 1 ° ulJg) Ä aijgplig 1
°i-1

- 1

s

concept of "wage transmission" is a recurring theme in the
i-mThe
Glickman (1977) specified the regional
regional economics literature.

wage rate as a function of the national wage rate and regional unemployment. In a state·level test of the wage transmission hypothesis,
Beaumont (1983) found that a distance·weighted wage transmission
variable, reflecting the influence of both regional and national labor
markets, explained a high proportion (871) of annual wage variation for
local labor markets in Indiana.
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where tx)! is the indirect tax rate on output of the jth industry in

region r.17
In addition to industry demands for labor, state·1ocal and

federal governments also employ labor.

Government employment lg! is

determined by

LE, - < BL,. / W,> .

(4.18)

g - 1.2,3
1,2

r

-

where BLu„ government budgetary expenditure on labor in region r, is
determined exogenously.

The demand for capital Ku! does not change in the short-run
since capital is fixed in its sector of employment.

In the long run,

the demand for capital is simply value-added V}: minus labor lu:.
For intermediate inputs, demand for the ith commodity used by
the jth industry in region r is given by the following linear
function:

(L;_]_9)

Jg 4.5.2

s
xL -J§1a,J„Z„ ,

i
r

—
-

1,...,5
1,2.

Labor Supply and Labor Market Equilibrium

Labor is assumed to be immobile across regions in the short
run.

With a fixed regional supply of labor, equilibrium in the labor

market is expressed as

L
17The indirect tax includes excise, sales, and property taxes, all
of which are treated as ad valorem industry·output taxes,
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3

3

(4.20)

S
L,S -j§1L_,, +s§1L8, ,

r

-

1,2

where lu, is determined by equation 4.16 and LE, is determined by
equation 4.18.18

X

4.6

Income
This section traces the flow of income from factor payments to
The process of production

commodity demands, as shown in Figure 4.2.

creates a flow of income to primary factors, that consist of labor and
capital.

Factor income, in turn, enters as a receipt in the budgets

of households and as factor-tax revenues in the budgets of
Out of their income, households purchase commodities

governments.1°

and governments purchase commodities and labor.

“Changes in the regional supply of labor may occur through changes
in rates of labor market participation and changes in levels of commut·
ing. Thus, as an alternative to equation 4.20, the supply of labor
could be made wage-responsive in the following manner:
s

L ,

-

1,s~

Wr

6*

,

w',

r

-

1,2;

where LE° is the initial labor supply, W; is the initial wage rate, and
ir is a labor-supply response parameter.
18ln addition, there is a leakage of factor income to foreigners.
In recent years, such payments have grown apace as foreign investment
in the United States has grown.

~
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// 4.6.1 Factor Income
Gross labor income YEL, including all pre-tax payments co
labor, is given by

6

([,11)

Y?

l

a

1,2

nä

where the right-hand side terms are determined as explained in Section 4.5.1.
After labor taxes are deducted, net labor income Y'} in region r is

<«.22>

Y? - Y? — TES,

r - 1,2

where Tis is the sum of social security contributions to the federal
government by residents of region r.2°
Yix, defined as pre·tax returns to all
Gross capital income

factors of production other than labor and intermediate inputs, is
expressed as

6

6

r

-

1,2

where R5 represents the foreign currency value of net receipt of
capital income payments from foreign investment abroad.
taxes are deducted, the remaining net capital income is

2°Social security contributions are calculated as

Tfs-tSsY‘jL,

r-1,2

where tss is the social security tax rate.

After capital
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(4%)

r—l,2

Y§‘-Y‘§‘°-°§·r§„,
5-1

.

·'

where Tft represents state and federal capital taxes.2L22

Household Income

4.6.2

Gross income Yin of households in region r is defined as

Y°”-Y'“+Y*“‘+?2T°”+R”E“,

(4.25)

‘

"

"

.-1

R"

r -1,2

"

where TRii is government transfer payments to households in region r
and RE is net household remittances of income received from abroad.
After household taxes are deducted from equation 4.25, the difference,
net (disposable) household income

Yiu,

is

a
(4 . 26)

1·2

6-1

21Capital tax payments are calculated as

TE. -

¤‘§„Y€".

6 --• 1.2.3
1,2
I

where tät is the capital tax rate of the gth government in region r.
z2Capital taxes are corporate income taxes.

Since corporations are

not represented in the model, this tax is applied to capital income.

If tax issues were the subject of analysis, it would be desirable to
create an enterprise account with the corporate income tax applied at
that level.

_
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where TE: represents taxes on households in the form of state and
federal personal income taxes.23

Government Income

4.6.3
“

Income Y? of the federal government is
2

Tis is social
where T" is tariff revenue on international imports,
security revenue from the rth region, T}: is federal capital income tax
receipts, T?: is federal household income tax receipts, and T}: is
federal revenues.Income
indirect tax

Y? of the state—local government is given by

(Q_28)

Y? — If: + TE: + T}: + TR?? ,

g - 2 when r -1
2
g
3 when r
-

-

where T5: is revenue from state taxes on capital income, TE: is revenue
from state taxes on household income, T}: is state and local government
receipts of indirect taxes, and TR?? tcptascuts federal transfers to
state and local governments.

23Household tax payments are calculated as
TE: ° CErYi¤ •

E ° l•2•3
1,2
r
-

where tg: is the household tax rate of the gth government in the
region r.

,
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4.7

Expenditures and Savings
In this section, the income generated in the previous section

and distributed to households and governments is allocated by the
receiving agents to savings and consumption.

4.7.1

Household Expenditures and Savings
Households dispose of their net income in two steps.

First,

households save a proportion of net income; second, they spend their
remaining income on commodities.

Total expenditures on comodities is

given by

1 - 1,...,s
I'

Y? (1-si) ,

-

1,2

where Xgg represents household demands for the ith commodity in region
r, SHAR§„ is the share of household expenditures allocated to the ith
commodity in region r, and sg is the savings rate of households.

4.7.2

Government Expenditures and Savings
While revenues of the federal government and the state-local

government are determined within the model, government expenditures
are set exogenously.2‘

For the federal government,

expenditures are

subject to the following constraint:
s 2

«».so>

2

2

a

Y? -,3,,3, Pä.:<$.. +,3:, mi. +,3:, ME +,3,1Rä + si .

2‘Historical levels of government spending serve as a reference
point for setting the value of this variable in the model.

_
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where Xfu.represencs federal government demands for the ich commodity
in region r and S? is federal savings in the form of a budget surplus.
When the federal government runs a budget deficit, si is negative.
The budget constraint of the state-local government is

(A

2

6 2

31 )
·

Yf -i;:u;1 P},x‘},, +:g:1w,1.§, + sf ,

g - 2 when r -1
3 when r -2

g

-

where the terms on the right-hand side are stace·local analogues of
those in equation 4.30.
Government demand for commodities is determined in the
following manner:

_

1 - 1.,,,s
1,2,3

xi,, - S}·IAR$8,B§, / P},

(l1_32)

g

-

where, for the gth government, SHANL, is a parameter indicating the
commodity shares of procurement in region r and Bf, is the nominal
‘
value of procurement by the gth government in region r.

4.8

Investment
Total savings is given by

(4.33)

S'

2
~,;3,=EYi'”

a

+,;,52 +

S’E“

.

where sr is the inflow of foreign savings expressed in foreign
currency.

SF is equivalent to the
As explained in Section 4.2,

current account deficit and is set exogenously.
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For the nation as a whole, the level of investment adjusts to
the volume of savings net of government deficits.25

Industries invest

by purchasing a capital good CJ: whose composition and price differ by
investing sector.2°

(Inga)

The price PS: of the capital good is

,5

PS: -1%): SHARSJ:

where SHARSJ: is the share of the ith commodity in the capital good
used by industry j in region r.
The level of regional investment is determined by the
following linear function of total national investment:

(4.36)

6,, - <«»,, 11)/ Pi, .

3- 1,....s
I

-

1,2

I1
where ud: is a parameter expressing the share of national investment
allocated to the jth industry in region r.
1

Investment demand X}: for the commodities that make up capital
goods CS: is given by
6

j: suA1z§,, 6,: ,
1 1

1 - 1,...,s
r - 1,2.

25A discussion of the relationship between the government deficit,
the balance of trade, savings, and investment is found in Section

2.5.3.
211Capital good CS: is an aggregate whose components are the five
commodities X}: (1 - l, . . . ,5), joined in proportions that vary by the
investing sector.
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4.9

Commodity Balance
The sum of intermediate, household, government, and investment

demands for the ich commodity in region r constitutes the region's
total demand for the ich Armington commodity XL, as follows:
a

(l‘,_37)

xy, - xy', + xy, + xy, +·;1x'f,, ,

1 - 1,...,5
I

-

1,2.

Commodity markets are in equilibrium when the quantity
produced by a region equals the quantity demanded from that region.
For the ich commodity X2, produced in region r for the domestic market,
the equilibrium condition is

2

_
I

7

4.10

l72'

Foreign Sector Balance

The foreign sector is in equilibrium when the following
condition holds:

<<·-3¤>

s 2

*5*5 *55

s 2

z

2

*5· +.:*.*5 +.*.*5 + *5 +

*·’

·

The balance of payments is in equilibrium when payments for
imports (left·hand side) equals all inflows from abroad (right-hand
side).

SF is equivalent to the surplus on
The foreign savings inflow

capital account.
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Absolute Price Determination

4.11

Prices in the model are normalized by the following price
index:

_

(4.40)

3
P 'Ä6 Ä2 2
•§+"'*=·P*=· ·

.

where Wu, is the share of commodity XL, in total consumption of
domestic commodities in the sth region.2i

The price index holds the

national price level constant, but permits the regional price levels

to vary around this constant.

4.12

V/X

Conclusion to this Chapter

In summary, the interregional CGE model has the following

characteristics:
(l)

It has two regions,

five industries,

five commodities,

two factors of production, two governments, and one
household.
(2)

It has a neoclassical macroeconomic closure.

This

implies that investment adjusts to the level of
savings.
(3)

It is a barter model without money or assets.

Equilibrium thus occurs with respect to flows only.
(4)

The two levels of government (federal and state-local)

are linked to the investment account and to the
external capital account by means of a domestic
consolidated capital account.
rate,

There is no interest

and increases in government borrowing (deficit)

"perfectly crowd out" private investment.
(5)

The national price level is fixed.

Regional price

levels are allowed to vary around this constant value.

27See Section 2.5.8 for a discussion of price indices in
multisector models.
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(6)

Consumers differentiate goods by origin and substitute
across alternative geographie sources in response to
relative price changes.

(7)

Producers differentiate their commodity outputs by
destination and substitute across alternative
geographie destinations in response to relative price

changes.
Capital is fixed in its initial sector and region.

(8)

Labor is immobile across regions but mobile across
sectors. The regional labor supply is fixed.
The nation is assumed to face a horizontal demand for

(9)

its exports and a horizontal supply of its imports.
No attempt is made to determine levels of macroeconomic
variables.

Rather, the interregional CGE model is designed to assess

the regional impacts of macro·shocks of giygg magnitudes.
Three vital elements of a CGE analysis have now been
presented: accounts, data, and a mathematical model.

The task of the

next chapter is to conduct benchmark data replication and simulations
using the interregional CGE model to determine the regional impacts of
the trade deficit and federal fiscal policies during the period
1981-85.
Finally, as a reference, Table 4.2 summarizes the symbols used
in the model.

Table 4.3 presents the full set of equations.
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Table 4.2: Symbols in the Interregional CGE Model

Number
Endogenous (N)

of

Eggggeggus

Egggtions

ßgggogic Aggivgty jévels

(X)

X;}

Stage-one consumer commodity

N

10

XM
XP
Xu

Stage-two imported consumer coumxodity
Stage-two domestic consumer commodity
Stage-one producer commodity

N
N
N

10
10
10

Zi,

Industy output

N

10

Xör

Stage-two export producer commodity

N

10

XY

Stage-two domestic producer commodity

N

10

Xu!
LJ:
KJ,

Intermediate input
Labor employment in private sector
Capital employment

N
N
X

10
10
10

W

Nomimal wage rate

N

2

Li!

Labor employment in public sector

N

4

B

Government expenditure on labor

X

4

Gross labor income
Net labor income

N
N

2
2

Gross capital income

N

2

Rg
T;

Net receipt of capital income from abroad
Social security revenue

X
N

2
2

T r

Capital tax revenue

N

4

Gross household income
Government transfers to households

N
X

2
2

Household tax revenue
Government income
Tariff revenue

N
N
N

4
3
1

Net government receipts of foreign income

X

1

Intergovernmental transfers
Household demand for commodities
Goverment demand for commodities
Government savings (budget surplus)

X
N
N
N

2
10
20
3

Government spending on procurement

X

4

Foreign savings
Capital good
Total national investment
Commodity demand for investment

X
N
N
N

1
10
1
10

va
Yh
YEK

Y;

Rg
T I
vé
TA
RG

TRS?
XB:
Xéu
sé
Ba:

sg
C4!
I
XL

Net household remittances from abroad

_

X

2
_

Brise;
‘
PE

Price of stage·two domestic consumer commodity

N

10

PE

Price of stage-two imported consumer commodity

N

10

PL

Price of stage-one producer commodity
Price of stage-two domestic producer commodity

N
N

10
10

P2:

1
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Table 4.2: Symbols In the Interregional CGE Model (continued)

.
Number

Endogenous (N)

PE
Pia
E
PS.
P .
P?

Pi.
P .
Pé.

of

10
5
1
10
20

Price of stage-two export producer commodity
World price of exports
Real exchange rate
Price of a unit of industry output
Price of stage-three consumer comodity

N
X
N
N
N

World price of Imports

X

5

Price of a unit of value-added
Price of stage-one consumer comodity
Price of capital good

N
N
N

10
10
10

£.a.r.em.¢.¢.er.2
¢g.

Shift parameter In stage-one Armington function

6*.

Import·share parameter In stage-one Armington function

pi.

Substitution parameter In stage-one Armington function

pi.
6..
pi.

Shift parameter In stage-two Armington function
Import-share parameter In stage-two Armington function
Substitution parameter In stage·two Armington function

uh.:

Element of the row-normalized make matrix

Shift parameter In CET function
Export·share parameter In CET function
Substitution parameter In CET function
Export subsidy rate
Factory·to·port margin rate for export sales
Margin rate for domestic sales
Import tariff rate
margin rate for imports
Port-to·consumer
muß
for value-added input
coefficient
Technical
au.
a&„
for Intermediate Input
coeffIcIent
Technical
production function
Cobb-Douglas
In
Shift parameter
Ag.
function
production
Cobb-Douglas
Exponent In
a .
tg.
Indirect tax rate
Comodity composition of household consumption
SHARg.
sg
Household propensity to save
SHAR;u: Commodity composition of government procurement

A1.
pi.
nä.
t.
mrui
mr„„
tg

SHARU.

Commodity composition of capital good

ag.
SHARLH

Share of total national Investment
Commodity composition of Investment demand
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Table 4.3: Equations of the Interregional CGE Model

Eguesism

Number of

Reference

Eguetmnä

gäbe:

_ 1

T
71;

V1:

Pi.

10

(0.3.1)

10

(4.3.2)

10

(4.3.5)

10

(4-3-6)

- (P'}. X'}. + P}. X}.1 / X}.

10

(4-3-8)

Ef" ER (1+tE) 1 / (1 + :11,,.)
- 1

10

(0.2.9)

X}. - -1}.16}.11}*2 + (1—6}.>X§Ü 1
U
1

”'1|

°'1• ä

+ (1-6}.1112,, 1

XL. - ¢}.l6}.X}..

1

1+pilX}?

P}?

(1-6}.1
1

(1·'6ä•)

Piz;

X10

X1: "Jä 031:23:
1

EUR

.1.

X1: ' Ä1:[ß‘1:-X1:

D
+ (1'l*1:)X1:

nifnir

1

XE:

PE:

(1*}*3,;)

01{1

-

10P}.

pf,

5

'
T
Z
P3:
' E1m31:P1:

· 10

(4- 3-10)
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Table 4K3: Equations of the Interregional CGE Model (continued)

Number of

Reference

.bLm..ber

Emßiism
20

(4.3.11)

P3 - <„;,Pi.. xi,. > / xi?

w

(4-3-12)

P?} - [P'; (1+:;*) ER] (1+mi„,)

10

(4.3.13)

Pi, - (P?} x?} + P?} x?}) / xi,

10

(4.3.14)

Ag: LJ: KJ:

10

(4.3.15)

( ZJ:PX:aJ: ) / W:

10

(4.3.16)

10

(4.3.17)

4

(4.3.18)

10

(4.3.19)

2

(4.3.20)

2

(4.3.21)

2

(4.3.22)

2

(4.3.23)

2

(4.3.24)

Pf:. - P'f:(l+m1„)
2

Zi:
LJ:

-

5

P}, - P§,(1-ci,) Hä a„,Pi,
BI}:
Li: - (
/ W:)
5

XT: -J§1aU:Z_1:
3

5

Li --1;]. LJ: +·;1 L2:
5

Yi}-

3

Y}- - P? - vis
riß

-

css Y?

Pix -j>}1 P§,z„ -j§:1w„1.„ + P?
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Table 4.3: Equations of the Interregional CGE Model (continued)

Number of

Reference

EguatjpnsY§*‘-Yi';
ßggaggogs

2

(4.3.25)

4

(6.3.26)

Yi** - Y§T + Y§*< +;11p.ii + 11*;*

2

(4.3.27)

Y*;*‘-Yi*‘ -;:11*;,

2

(4.3.28)

4

(6.3.23)

Yi -;:1 ( 1iS+1*;,+1i,+1i§*° )+1·‘*+R°ER

1

(6. 3.30)

Yi - 1;, + 1*;, + 1;*;** + TR?2

2

(6.3.31)

-;:11*;,

TE. -

TE. -

¤E„Y€"

=E„Y€"

1},xi, - smi, Y;'** (1-sg)

10

(6.3.32)

Yi -i§1;1 p},xi,,6;;:1 W,L§,.-tgl 1Rii„;g°:2 1Rii+si

1

(6. 3 .33)

Yi -;:1;:1 p},xi;, +;:1 W,Li°, + si

2

(6.3.36)

20

(6.3.35)

1

(4.3.36)

10

(4.3.37)

xi,, - suARi,,1s*;,
sT -;:1 SiY§** +;:1 si + sT¤**

ri, -;:1saARij,‘ Pi,
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Table 4.3: Equations of the Interregional CGE Model (continued)

@e¢.i.e¤s
ci:

-

(wk IT) / Pgr

x}: - x*j„ + x§„ + x}, +6>§1xi„

5 2

5 2

_

P

6

2

2

2

2

E G F

Number of

Reference

Emväierä

Ih3m_ber

10

(4.3.38)

10

(4.3.39)

10

(6.3.60)

10

(4.3.41)

1

(4. 3 .42)

l

(4.3.43)

Chapter Five
MODEL SIMULATIONS: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1

Introduction to this Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is (l) to develop scenarios

capturing key aspects of the macro-shocks of the l980s,

(2) to

report results of simulations in which the benchmark equilibrium
of the interregional CGE model is perturbed by these scenarios,
and (3) to analyze the simulation results.

The discussion

emphasizes the regional effects of national·level policies on

industries, factor markets, and households in the Virginia economy.
Comparisons are drawn between effects in Virginia and those in
ROUS.
Section 5.2 describes the implementation of the model.
Section 5.3 outlines the simulation scenarios.

In Section 5.4,

results and analyses of the simulations are presented.
examines the sensitivity of the model to key parameters.

Section 5.5
Section 5.6

summarizes the simulation results.

V, 5.2

Implementation of the Model
This section describes procedures used to calibrate, validate,

and solve the interregional CGE model.
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5.2.1

Parameter Calibration

·

A procedure known as calibration is used in most CGE studies

.

to determine the values of model parameters (Mansur and Whalley,

1984). This procedure can be illustrated by a set of n model
equations:

f(y„ xs ß)
- 0,

(5-1)

where y is a vector of endogenous variables, x is a vector of
exogenous variables, and B is a vector of unknown parameters (Lau,
1984, pp. 128-129).

B

Vectors y and x are calculated from the benchmark

data set.

Calibration consists of solving equation (5.1) for the

vector B.

However, for most comon functional forms, the system is

under-identified with respect to vector B.

-

For this reason, key

parameters, such as elasticities, are specified exogenously from
previous studies so that the remaining parameters can be solved for

determinately (whalley and Trela, 1986, p. 86).
Calibration may be viewed in the context of the optimization
problem of the utility-maximizing consumer and the cost-minimizing
firm (Lau, 1984; Whalley and Trela, 1986, p. 88).

The slope of the

budget line is calculated from the benchmark data set.

The curvatures

of the indifference curve and the isoquant are specified exogenously
in the values chosen for the parameters of the function.

Calibration,

then, is equivalent to scaling the indifference curve of the consumer
and the isoquant of the firm so that they are tangent to their
respective budget lines.
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.It

is common in CGE models to use functional forms of the

constant elasticity of substitution (CES) or Cobb-Douglas (C-D) types,

which have relatively few parameters.

Calibration of the CES func-

tion requires exogenous specification of a single elasticity-ofsubstitution parameter.

Calibration of the C·D function is simpler

since the elasticity of substitution is fixed at unity and its two
parameters (shift and share) are determined directly by calibration;

thus, none of the C-D parameters need to be specified exogenously.
A few studies have used flexible functional forms, such as
translog and generalized Leontief (Hertel, 1985; Despotakis and

Fisher, 1987).

Flexible functions are rarely used, however, since

they require specification of a greater number of parameters, for
which information often is not available.

In this dissertation, the

Cobb-Douglas form is used for the industry value·added functions
(equation 4.15).

The calibrated values of the Cobb-Douglas shift

parameter AK: and share parameter aj, in the interregional CGE model
are shown in Table 5.1.
For calibrating the parameters of the Armington functions, the
chosen exogenous values of the elasticities of substitution are ”best
guesses.”

Although estimates of price elasticities of demand and

elasticities of substitution in international trade are available, the
analyst is faced with the difficult task of choosing elasticity values
that are appropriate for any particular sectorization of the economy.

For many CGE models, trade substitution elasticities have been
calculated from price elasticities in an annotated bibliography
assembled by Stern, Francis, and Schumacher (1976).

From the numerous
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Table 5.1:

Calibrated Parameters of the Interregional CGE Model

1. Cobb·Doug1as Value-Added Functions
Share Parameter (aj,)

Shift Parameter (AX,)

Virginia

ROUS

Virginia

ROUS

AGWOOD
MINING
APPTEX

0.482407
0.403414
0.686477

0.356164
0.267302
0.753239

2.255740
0.865400
2.665624

1.445048
0.642593
3.125139

OMANUF

0.675909

0.683355

2.620594

2.855146

0.627851

1.841332

1.855615

_

V

SERV

0.630626

2. CES Armington Functions at Demand Stage Two
Share Parameter (6},)

”

AGWOOD
MINING
APPTEX
OMANUF
SERV

Shift Parameter (¢},)

Virginia

ROUS

Virginia

ROUS

0.140672
0.470992
0.204384
0.216864
0.000000

0.178668
0.392167
0.278417
0.261861
0.000000

1.318855
1.993291
1.481970
1.514390
1.003449

1.415412
1.911111
1.671686
1.630203
1.003854

3. CES Armington Functions at Demand Stage Three
Share Parameter (6},)

AGWOOD
MINING
APPTEX
OMANUF
SERV

Shift Parameter (wßf,)

Virginia

ROUS

Virginia

ROUS

0.576786
0.505123
0.623025
0.702781
0.000426

0.073474
0.098834
0.152896
0.100712
0.000000

1.953919
1.999790
1.885831
1.717505
1.271299

1.157609
1.216741
1.349597
1.221207
1.003805
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studies reviewed in this bibliography, one of its authors (Stern)

prepared a set of ”best guess" elasticities of substitution between
domestic and imported goods for use in the Michigan Model of World
Trade and Production (Deardorff and Stern, 1986).

A sample of

elasticities used in the Michigan model is shown in Table 5.2.

In

addition, the table lists elasticity values used in a ten·sector CGE
model developed at the Economic Research Service (ERS) of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

To aid in interpretation of this table,

bear in mind that a high elasticity of substitution implies a
relatively high degree of substitution between imported and domestic
goods in response to relative price changes.
A recent study by Shiells, Stern, and Deardorff (1986)

provides econometrically estimated values of international trade
elasticities of substitution for selected 3-digit SIC industries.
After careful assessment of these estimated elasticity values and the
assumed values used in other CGE studies, it was decided to adopt a

value of 2.0 for the elasticity of substitution p}- in the AGWOOD,
MINING, APPTEX, and OMANUF sectors in the stage-one Armington func·
tions (see equation 4.3.1).

For all four sectors, several estimated

or assumed values on both sides of 2.0 were found in previous studies.
For SERV, an elasticity value of 0.2 was chosen to reflect the
relative immobility of services.
No empirical studies are currently available to aid in the

choice of elasticities of substitution pf. in the stage-two Armington
functions specifying substitution between alternative domestic sources
of commodities_(see equation 4.3.2).

In a study of the effects of the
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Table 5.2:

"Best-Guess" Trade Elasticities of Substitution from
Michigan and Economic Research Service Models

Mignignn Mgggl of World Trade ang Progucgign

Industry

Elasticity of
Substitution

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

1.139

Food, Beverages, and Tobacco

1.133

Textiles
Wearing Apparel
Leather Products
Footwear

1.147
4.269
1.810
2.825

Wood Products

1.757

Furniture and Fixtures
Paper and Paper Products
Printing and Publishing
Chemicals
Petrol and Related Products
Rubber Products
Nonmetal Mineral Products
Glass and Glass Products

3.096
1.585
3.013
2.612
2.359
5.707
2.784
1.628

Iron and Steel

1.446

Nonferrous Metals

1.430

Metal Products

3.674

Nonelectric Machinery

1.022

Electric Machinery

2.110

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

1.984

Eggngmig Mesggggh Sggyicg QQE Model
Dairy and Meat
.
Grains
Other Agriculture
Agricultural Processing
Agricultural Inputs
Intermediate Manufacturing
Final·Demand Manufacturing

4.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
0.75
0.75
0.90

Trade and Transport
Services

1.10
0.20

Real Estate

0.20

Sources: Deardorff and Stern, 1986, pp. 42-43 and U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1988.

·
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proposed separation of Quebec from Canada, Hazledine (1979) based his

choice of interregional elasticities on available elasticities for
international trade.1

Whalley and Trela (1986, p.l33) offer the

following comment on Hazledine’s assumption:

This approach is contentious, however, since a shares approach
to elasticity determination, based on a region's share of

international trade, would suggest that interregional trade
elasticities would be considerably higher than nationally based
international trade estimates.
In this dissertation, following Whalley and Trela in their sixregion CGE model of Canada, interregional elasticities were initially
set at the same levels as the assumed international elasticities.

Sensitivity analysis was then performed around this reference point.
After the elasticity of substitution values were chosen,

the values of the CES shift parameter ¢L and the share parameter GL
were calibrated.

The values of these parameters are reported in Table

5.1.

5.2.2

Replication of the Benchmark Data
Solved as a system of simultaneous equations, the calibrated

model was able to replicate precisely the benchmark values of all
endogenous variables.2

This internal validation of the model

demonstrates that the consistency of row sums and column sums in the

1The Hazledine study was not available but is referred to in
Whalley and Trela (1986, p.l29)
2Replication of the benchmark data set was accurate within a
tolerance range of 0.005 of the initial value of each variable.

'
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I

initial SAM is maintained in the solution set.

Violation of accounting

consistency would indicate that one or more equations of the model

contain a logical or mathematical error.
From the benchmark data, it is valuable to note initial
differences in the economies of the two regions, Virginia and ROUS.
First, the share of international trade is lower in Virginia, where
exports represent 9.2 percent of nominal GRP, while in ROUS exports are

10.6 percent of nominal GRP.

International imports are 6.3 percent of

nominal GRP in Virginia and 11.4 percent in ROUS.

Second, the three

"rural sectors," AGWOOD, MINING, AND APPTEX, are slightly more important

in the economy of Virginia, where value added in these sectors
represents 10.9 percent of nominal GRP compared to 10.0 percent in ROUS.

Third, the household consumption share is lower in Virginia, where
household consumption represents 64.8 percent of nominal gross regional
product (GRP) compared to 69.5 percent in ROUS.

Fourth, as expected in

a small economy, Virginia is much more dependent on the outside for its

commodities:

45.2 percent of comodities consumed in Virginia are

imported from outside the region (i.e., from ROUS and ROW), while in

ROUS only 12.3 percent of commodities are imported from outside the
region (i.e., from Virginia and ROW).

5.2.3

Methods of Solution
Since nonlinearities characterize many of the economic relations

in a CGE model, solution techniques are complex.

The earliest approach

was to linearize the model in growth rates so it could be solved by
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matrix inversion (Johansen, 1960).

The linearization approach is still

used in many CGE models, including the large ORANI model of the
Australian economy (Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton, and Vincent, 1982).

This

method, however, suffers from the usual drawback of linearization:

solutions are valid only for small changes around the original benchmark
equllibrium.

A second approach to model solution solves for a set of prices
that create zero excess demand simultaneously in all markets (Dervis, de
Melo, and Robinson, 1984, p. 491).

Scarf's fixed·point method was the

first implementable algorithm of this type; others have since made

improvements on the original Scarf algorithm.

The primary drawback of

this approach is that implementation in large models is more expensive
than with other methods.

In addition, Gauss-Seidel procedures based on

the tätonnement principle, and Jacobian methods based on Newton or

steepest-descent techniques have been used to solve for equilibria
directly from the model's excess demand functions (Dervis, de Melo, and
1
Robinson, 1984, pp. 491-496).
The third approach to model solution uses nonlinear mathe-

matical programing to solve the system of equations in which the model
is expressed.

Writing a highly detailed CGE model in activity-analysis

form can be very tedious (Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson, 1984, p.

491), but recently researchers at the World Bank have made available a
high·1evel modeling language that allows the CGE modeler to express
model equations directly in the familiar, smooth functional forms
used in economic analysis.

This modeling language, the

.
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Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (CAMS), translates a model in

the form shown in Table 4.3 into the form required by standard proThe model in this dissertation

gramming algorithms (Meerhaus, 1983).

was written in CAMS and was solved by MINOS, a nonlinear programing

algorithm.
Because mathematical programing is an optimization technique,
it is necessary to specify an objective function in a CGE model solved

using this approach.

Unlike the typical programming problem, however, a

CGE model is specified as a "square" system, in which the number of
equations equals the number of endogenous variables.

For this reason,

model solutions are invariant with respect to the choice of maximand (or

minimand).

In this study, regional final demand, weighted by initial

shares, was chosen as the maximand.

The irrelevance of the choice of

maximand was confirmed by replacing final demand with a different
variable, household consumption.

As expected, solution values remained

unchanged.

5.3

Scenarios for Model Simulation
A scenario is a statistical specification of exogenous changes

in selected variables of the model.

To conduct an experiment in the

interregional CGE model, a scenario is introduced into the benchmark
economy of 1981.

The scenario represents a shock to the initial

comparative-static equilibrium.

All other exogenous variables besides

those indicated in the scenario are held constant.

The equations of the

model are then solved to obtain new equilibrium values for each of the

endogenous variables.

The difference between the initial and final
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values of these variables is interpreted as the effect of the scenario,

as explained in section 2.3.3.

5.3.1

The Federal Fiscal Policy Shock

Key aspects of federal fiscal policies in the United States in
1985 are shown in Table

5.3.3

In contrast to federal fiscal policies

in effect in 1981, the 1985 federal fiscal shock includes changes in the
following expenditure categories:

(1)

(2)

Federal transfers to individuals: 24.1 percent increase in
Virginia; 25.7 percent increase in ROUS.
Federal transfers to state and local governments:

~

21.0 percent decrease in Virginia; 9.7 percent decrease
in ROUS.
(3)

Federal purchases of goods and services for defense:
55.9 percent increase in Virginia; 44.0 percent increase
in ROUS.

(4)

Federal purchases of goods and services for non·defense:
24.4 percent increase in Virginia; 14.3 percent increase
in ROUS.

(5)

Wage and salary expenditures by federal government:

28.9 percent increase in Virginia; 17.6 percent increase
in ROUS.

In comparison to 1981, changes in revenues for 1985 affect the
following taxes:

3The categories of federal spending and receipts used here are

defined in Chapter Three. The numerical values in Table 5.3 are in
level form, adjusted by GNP deflators and expressed in real terms. The
values reported in the next paragraph of the text are in the form of
percentage changes from 1981 to 1985.

1
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Table 5.3:

Federal Fiscal Policy Shock (ßillions of Dollars)

la

BQJLS

10.447

404.055

2. 1985 transfers to state-local
governments in 1981 dollars

1.471

83.902

3. 1985 federal purchases of goods and
services for defense in 1981 dollars

5.262

125.832

4. 1985 federal purchases of goods and
services for non-defense in 1981
dollars

1.454

47.597

5. 1985 federal expenditures on wages and
salaries in 1981 dollars

9.915

103.101

1. 1985 social security contributions

6.236

257.215

2. 1985 federal personal income tax

7.077

286.908

1.234

63.314

Expenditures

1. 1985 federal transfers to individuals
in 1981 dollars

Revenues

revenues in 1981 dollars
3. 1985 federal corporate income tax
revenues in 1981 dollars

Sources: Survey of Current Business, July 1984 and July 1987.

A
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(1)

Social security contributions: 29.3 percent increase
in Virginia; 29.1 percent increase in ROUS.

(2)

Federal corporate income·tax revenues: 5.2 percent
decrease in Virginia; 0.7 percent decrease in ROUS.

(3)

Federal personal income·tax revenues: 1.5 percent
decrease in Virginia; 1.0 percent increase in ROUS.

5.3.2

The Foreign Savings Shock
The nation's current account deficit in 1985 was $115.1

billion dollars.

For use in the model, this deficit must be converted

to its equivalent in the benchmark year of 1981, as shown in Table
5.4.

Official price deflators are prepared by the U.S. Department

of Comerce for product and income flows, but no price deflator is

prepared specifically for deflating the balance of payments.

Since

foreign savings affect broad sectors of the economy, the implicit
price deflator for GNP was chosen for the task.

Expressed in 1981

dollars, the current account deficit in 1985 is $97.3 billion dollars.

Labor Force and Savings Shifts

5.3.3

As a part of the scenario of experiment one, changes were
made in two parameters on the basis of aggregate historical data.
First, the household rate of savings sgwas lowered by 8.17 percent,
based on the decline of the ratio of gross private savings to GNP
over the period 1981-85.‘

‘As

Second, the size of the labor force

explained in Section 3.2.6, all private savings is attributed

to households. In the initial period, the household rate of savings is
0.237. As a part of the simulation scenarios, the savings rate is re·

duced by 8.17 percent to 0.218.

The reduction in the savings rate was

calculated from NIPA Tables 1.1 and 5.1 (Survey of Current Business,
1987).
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Table 5.4:

Foreign Savings Shock (ßillions of Dollars)

$115.1

1. 1985 current account deficit
in current dollars

1.18298

2. 1985 implicit price deflator for
GNP (1981

3.

— 100)

1985 current account deficit
in 1981 dollars

l

·

$ 97.3

Sources: Survey of Current Business, U.S. International Transactions,
Vol. 68, No. 6, June 1988; Survey of Current
First Quarter 1988.
Business, July 1987; and U.S. Department of Commerce, The National
Income and Product Accounts of the United States, 1929-82.

1
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was increased by 7.06 percent in ROUS and 11.7 percent in
Virginia.5
While numerous other parameters of the model could be altered,
labor force and savings rate were chosen because available data reveal
that each of these parameters underwent relatively large shifts during
the period of analysis.

The exogenous shift in the labor force has an

important effect on output in the lnterregional CGE model.

The level

of output is able to increase, despite the fact that the economy was
fully employed initially, since the labor supply increases as a part
of the scenario.

Outline of the Simulation Scenarios

5.3.4

Four experiments are conducted to assess the sources of

sectoral and regional restructuring during the period 1981-85.

These

experiments differ by the ways in which the macro~shocks, described in
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, are introduced in the scenario for each of
the experiments.

The scenarios for the three experiments include the

shift in the labor force and the savings rate, as described in Section

5.2.2.**
The scenario for the first experiment combines all the

exogenous changes described in Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3, and

5Calculation of the labor force change was based on data in the
(Center for Public Service, 1987).

°These scenarios are "stylized” depictions of 1985 policies. They
capture key aspects of federal fiscal policies and the trade deficit,
but they are not intended to be a comprehensive reconstruction of the
historical record.

1
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comes the closest to representing actual changes in the economy during

the period covered by this analysis.

This scenario consists of the

following shocks:

l.

The federal fiscal policy shock, described in Section
5.3.1.

2.

The foreign savings shock, described in Section 5.3.2.

3.

The labor force and savings rate shifts, described in
Section 5.3.3.

To test for the possibility of non-additivity in the results
of the two macro-shocks, each of these shocks is introduced in
separate scenarios.

The scenario for the second experiment includes:

l.

The federal fiscal policy shock.

2.

The labor force and savings rate shifts.

The scenario for the third experiment includes the macro-shock
not introduced in the previous experiment.

This scenario consists of

the following shocks:

l.

The foreign savings shocks.

2.

The labor force and savings rate shifts.

While, the three scenarios above are based upon actual

changes which occurred in the economy of the United States during the
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period 1981-85, the fourth scenario is designed for counter’

factual policy simulation.

This scenario combines the following

shocks:

1.

The foreign savings shock.

2.

The savings shift and the labor force shift, as described
in Section 5.3.3.

In addition, it is assumed that a

portion of the observed decline in labor occuring in the
APPTEX sector during the period 1981-85 is restored to
employment in the regional economy in Virginia as a result
of the tariff.7
3.

An increase in the tariff rate on the APPTEX commodity.

The purpose of this scenario is to compare sectoral versus regional

.effects of tariff protection for a sector that has been adversely
affected by import competition.

This fourth scenario is described in

greater detail in Section 5.4.4.

Results and Analyses of Model Simulations

5.4

Results of each experiment are reported in a set of three
tables.

The first and second tables display sectoral results for

7Employment in APPTEX in Virginia declined by 1,900 workers during
the period 1981-85 (Center for Public Service).

Based on a BLS survey

during this period, it was assumed that 80 percent of these displaced
APPTEX workers remained in the regional labor force and were reemployed, and that 20 percent either outmigrated or remained unemployed
(Kosters, 1986, p. 61).

I
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Virginia and ROUS, while the third table presents aggregate measures
of economic change for the two regions.

Most of the variables

referred to In the discussion are Identified by their mathematical
symbols and by the lines on which they are located In the relevant
tables.

Results of the first three experiments are reported as ratios

In which the numerator Is the solution value from the simulation and
the denominator is the benchmark value.

5.4.1

Experiment One: Combined Macro-Shocks

The results of experiment one are presented In Tables 5.5,
5.6, and 5.7.

The scenario has a decidedly expansionary effect on

output In Virginia, where nominal CRP Increases by 9.6 percent and
real CRP Increases by 8.9 percent.°

The difference between these two

variables In Virginia Is explained by an increase of 0.6 percent In
the regional price level.

In ROUS, both nominal and real CRP Increase

by approximately four percent.
The federal fiscal portion of the scenario Introduced In this
experiment represents an increase In government commodity demands.

In

addition, the decrease In the rate of private savings Implies an
increase In consumer demands.

The direct and Induced effects of this

demand shift Initiate differential regional Inflation In Virginia, as
Indicated by the rise In the CRP deflator and by the rise In the

regional cost·of-living Index.°

°Table 5.7, lines l and 2.
°Table 5.7, lines 3 and ll.
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Table 5.5:

Virginia Results of Experiment One
(As Ratio to Base·Run Values)

Variable

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

·---·--·----·Commodity Prices and Quantities·------------

1. P}:

.933

.988

.987

1.018

.994

2. P}?

.900

.900

.900

.900

.900

3. P}':

.961

.994

.995

1.018

.997

4. P},.

.900

.900

.900

.900

.900

5. P}:

.961

.999

1.002

1.020

1.001

6. PL

.939

.998

.993

.997

7. P?
8. PT

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.018
1.000
1.000

9. X}:

1.062

1.089

1.110

1.080

1.036

10. X}2

1.001

1.000
1.000

1.075

1.094

1.080

1.031

1.107

1.264

11. X}?

1.142

1.312

1.335

12. X2:
13. X}!

.995

1.037

1.034

1.076

1.016

.872

.841

.834

1.011

.822

14. X}!.
15. X}!.

1.209

1.142

1.143

1.108

1.135

1.049

1.036

1.038

1.058

1.027

16. X}!

.950

1.035

1.017

1.075

1.008

17. xi;

1.336

1.560

1.549

1.391

1.261
1.006
1.081

18. X2}

1.072

1.012

1.013

.983

19. P'}:

1.248

1.126

1.170

1.096

—--·---··-—·-Sectoral Prices and Quantities---··-------·-

20. PX!

.912

1.003

.992

1.028

.994

21. P}!
22. PS,

.939

.998

.994

1.018

.997

1.006

1.006

1.006

1.006

1.006

23. Zu.

.949

1.035

1.016

1.075

1.008

24. LJ:
25. CJ!

.879

1.052

1.024

1.122

1.017

1.028

1.028

1.028

1.028

1.028

-—-~---------—-·-----Income and Wages·-·—·•---·-----——---

26. w,
27. Y?

.985
1.089

28. Y'?

1.100

Y?
Y?

1.100
1.072

Y?
Y'?

1.049
1.055

—
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Table 5.6:

Variable

ROUS Results of Experiment One
(As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

—----···-·-·-Commodity Prices and Quantities-·--~--------

1. PL

.942

.980

.982

1.006

.990

2. Pf':
3. Pig

.900

.900

.900

.900

.900

.993

.993

1.006

.995

.961
_

4. PL

.900

.900

.900

.900

.900

5. PL

.961

.993

.993

1.006

.995

6. PL
7. P?

.959

.988

1.004

.983

1.000

1.000

.985
1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

9. XL

1.034

1.071

1.066

1.057

1.029

10. X}?

.994

1.043

1.042

1.057

1.019

11. Xi}:
12. XL

1.133

1.269

1.269

1.080

1.244

.994

1.044

1.043

1.057

1.019

13. XL

.872

.858

.856

1.000

.835

14. XL

1.141

1.098

1.095

1.069

1.086

15. XL

1.031

1.035

1.034

1.045

1.021

16. XL

.990

1.035

1.026

1.056

.995

17. xi;
18. xi;

1.215
1.061

1.447
1.021

1.429
1.018

1.274
.996

1.161
1.010

19. FL

1.151

1.095

1.106

1.065

1.071

-—-·---------Sectoral Prices and Quantities··-·-··-------

20. PX!

.949

.988

.991

1.010

.970

21. PL

.961

.988

.985

1.004

.983

22. PL

.995

.995

.995

.995

.995

23. Z3;.

.989

1.035

1.026

1.056

.995

24. LJ!
25. CJ;

.961

1.047
1.039

1.038

1.091

.986

1.039

1.039

1.039

1.039

---·----—~--------·--Income and Wages---—·--·—··--—--——··

.978

Y?

1.047

Y?

1.030

27. Y?

1.046

Y?

1.010

Y?

1.031

28. Y?

1.049

26. W:
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Table 5.7:

Aggregate Measures of Regional Economic Change in
Experiment One (As Ratio to Base·Run Values)

Aggregate Heasure

VIRGINIA

ROUS

1. Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.096

1.043

2. Real Gross Regional Product

1.089

1.041

3. Gross Regional Product Deflator

1.006

1.002

4. Real Regional Investment

1.022

1.037

5. Nominal Value of Exports

0.800

0.802

.730

.766

1.142

1.114

1.042

1.062

1.121

1.008

10. Household Consumption Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.029

1.032

11. Regional Cost of Living Index

1.008

.999

12. Value Added at Market Prices
in Rural” Sectors

.937

.961

13. Value Added at Market Prices
in ”Non-Rural” Sectors

1.083

1.052

6. International Export Share of

Nominal Gross Regional Product
7. Nominal Value of Imports
8. International Import Share of

Nominal Gross Regional Product
9. Real Household Consumption

14. Real Exchange Rate for U.S.

.900
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The possibility that large increases in government demand may
_

induce regional inflation or deflation seems plausible.

An extreme

example of government·induced regional price-level changes is the
boom-town effect of large-scale energy projects,

.

_

where prices of

housing and other local services rise considerably.1°

In a similar

manner, though to a lesser extent, it seems likely that the 55.9
percent increase in federal expenditures on comodities for defense,
24.4 percent increase in federal expenditures on commodities for nondefense, and 20.1 percent increase in federal expenditures on labor in

a region as small as Virginia may induce regional price level changes.
As a share of GRP in Virginia, federal spending on commodities,

excluding wages and transfers, rose from 7.0 percent in 1981 to 9.9
percent in 1985.11
Real regional investment increases by 2.2 percent in Virginia

and by 3.7 percent in ROUS.12

By itself, the rise in the federal

government deficit would decrease investment, while the inflow of
foreign savings would increase investment.

The decline in the rate

of private savings (see Section 5.3.3) would decrease the pool of

funds available for investment, while the growth of the labor force

1°Note that in experiment one, it is the price P}: of the service
commodity (SERV) that increases the most (Table 5.5, line 1).

11Derived from information in Table 3.4 and the level results for
experiment one.

12Table $.7, line 4.
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would lead to an increase in the supply of savings and, hence,
investment.“
NIPA statistics show real national investment increasing by
16.9 percent over the period 1981-85 (U.S. Department of Commerce,

1986).

The difference between the historical change in investment and

the model results may be explained, in part, by the assumption of
constant technology and a constant capital stock.

Fixing these

parameters results in a lower rate of growth of output and, hence,

savings than would otherwise occur.

Without altering all the

parameters that affect the state of the economy, a precise replication

of the historical record should not be expected.

The purpose of the

interregional CGE model in this study is to illustrate the effects of
dominant macro adjustment processes at the national and regional

levels in a framework specifying the micro behavior of region-specific
economic agents and markets, not to track or project the movement of
all exogenous variables.
Real household consumption rises by 12 percent in Virginia and
by 0.8 percent in ROUS.“

As a share of nominal GRP, household

consumption increases by 2.9 percent in Virginia and 3.2 percent in
ROUS.15

The consumption increase is partly the result of an increase

“As mentioned in Section 4.12, the assumption that an increase
in the supply of savings increases investment is specific to the neoclassical closure employed in the interregional CGE model.
1‘Tab1e 5.7, line 9.

15Table 5.7, line 10.
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Yäa in both regions.1°
in net household income

Consumption is further

stimulated by the decrease in the household savings rate and the
increase in the labor force, described in Section 5.3.3.
The nominal value of international exports drops by 20 percent
in each region.17

As a share of nominal GRP, this export change

represents a drop of 27.0 percent in Virginia and 23.ä percent in
ROUS.1°

The export decline is related to an exchange rate appreciation

(decrease) of 10 percent.19

As described in Section 2.5.7, the

appreciation of the exchange rate is, in effect, a decline in the

price of traded goods relative to the price of nontraded goods.

This

shift lowers producer-prices in the export sectors, inducing a cutback
in production.
V

Among individual commodity markets in Virginia, the sharpest

decline in exports XE! occurs in the AGWOOD sector, where exports drop
by 17.8 percent.z°

The second largest decline in exports occurs in

the OMANUF sector.

In contrast to the sectors where international

trade is an important factor, the exports of the SERV sector actually
increase by 1.1 percent.

This export increase is induced by an in-

crease in domestic producer-prices PI! of nontraded goods relative to

1°Tables 5.5 and 5.6, line 28.
UTable 5.7, line 5.

1°Table 5.7, 1166 6.
1°Table 5.7, line 14.

2°Tab1e 5.5, 1166 13.

n
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the prices of traded goods.21

The relative price shift is seen in the

1.8 percent rise in the domestic producer-price of the SERV commodity,
while the prices of the other commodities fall.

The nominal value of imports rises by 14.2 percent in Virginia
and by ll.4 percent in ROUS.22

However, because of the increase in

output, the share of international imports in nominal GRP rises by a
smaller amount--4.2 percent in Virginia and by 6.2 percent in ROUS.23
The increase in imports is brought about by the decline in the
domestic price Pfg of imports relative to the price Pfg of goods produced at home.2‘

As the relative prices of international commodities

decline, consumers substitute imports for commodities produced at

home.
·
As described in Chapter One, an objective of this dissertation
is to assess the impacts of macro·shocks on rural areas.

When the

combined scenarios are introduced, value added drops considerably
in the "rural” sectors compared to the benchmark period.

In the

aggregate, the "rural” sectors undergo a 6.3 percent decrease in value
added in Virginia and a 3.9 percent decrease in ROUS.25

The primary

reason for this contraction in the "rural" sectors is the decline in
producer prices Pfr in these sectors following the foreign savings

21T8bl€ 6.6, liflé 6.

22Tabl€ 5.7, 1166 7.
**16616 5.7, 1166 6.
2‘Tables 5;5 and 5.6, lines 2 and 3.

25*161616 5.7, 1166 12.
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inflow.2°

The combined federal fiscal policy shock and the foreign

savings shock impose a greater burden on the "rural" sectors than on
the "non-rural" sectors.
Part of the decline in value added in the "rural" sectors

occurs because of the re-allocation of labor from these sectors to
federal employment and to the "non-rural" sectors.

The increased

federal government demand for labor and for intermediate goods draws
resources from the "rural" sectors, lowering the marginal productivity
of fixed capital and reducing output and employment in those sectors.

The competition for resources following the increase in federal demands also affects the "non-rural" sectors, OMANUF and SERV.

Never-

theless, value added in the "non-rural" sectors increases by 8.3
percent in Virginia and by 5.2 percent in ROUS because a greater share
of private sector employment is shifted from the "rural" sectors to
the ”nonrural" sectors in comparison to the benchmark period.27

Among the "rural" sectors in Virginia, the MINING sector
undergoes a decline of 12.1 percent in employment lat, while employment
increases by 5.2 percent in the APPTEX sector and by 1.7 percent in

the AGWOOD sector.2°

A similar pattern of sectoral employment changes

is observed in ROUS, though the changes are smal1er.2°

Though employ-

ment increases in APPTEX and AGWOOD, it nonetheless is associated with

26Tables 5.5 and 5.6, line 6.
·
27Table 5.7, line 13.

2°Tab1e 6.6, 1166 26.
2°Table 5.6, 1166 24.
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a decline in the share of total regional employment in these two
_

sectors.

-

In the APPTEX sector, for example, employment grew by 4.8

percent, while the labor force increased at a much higher rate of 11.7
A
percent (see Section 5.3.3).
While the combined scenarios introduced in this experiment
represent an increase in regional demand for labor, the increase in

the regional labor supply more than offsets the effects on the wage
rate of the demand increase,

The wage rate W, drops by 1.5 percent

in Virginia and by 2.2 percent in ROUS.3°

In principle, the large

increase in public and private demands for commodities in Virginia

could have induced a considerable rise in the wage rate.
In a preliminary model run in which the regional labor supply
was not increased, the Virginia wage rate rose by over 5 percent.
The potential increase in the wage rate, however, was mitigated in
experiment one by the exogenous increase in the labor supply.
Household income rises in both regions.

In Virginia, net

household income Yfu increases 10.0 percent as a result of the increase
in output.31

Part of the increase in household income is attributable

to changes in factor income.

Net labor income YT‘rises by 7.2 percent

Yüx rises by 5.5 percent.32
in Virginia while net capital income

These

factor income increases account for only a portion of the increase in

household income, however.

The remaining net household income rise of

3°Tab1es s.s ana 5.6, line 26.

31Table 6.6, line 26.
32Table 6.6, line 27.
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approximately 4 percent is explained by the increase in net federal
transfers to households.

Thus, in the combined experiment, the

percentage increase in household income from transfer payments was
nearly as large as the percentage increase in factor payments induced
by the shifts in government and consumer demand.
It would be useful, further, to be able to decompose income

changes by household type to determine changes in income for specific
population groups.

In its current stage of development, however, the

model incorporates a single household.

The addition of multiple

household types is a logical extension that would further distinguish
the interregional CGE model from previous regional and interregional
models.

It would then be possible to decompose income changes by

region and by household type.

5.4.2

Experiment Two: Federal Fiscal Policy Shock
Experiment two examines the impact of the same federal fiscal

policy changes as in experiment one, but without the foreign savings
inflow.

The shock introduced in this experiment is generated and

propagated entirely within the national economy.

It differs from the

first experiment by consisting primarily of a shift in government
demands for commodities, without the large inflow of income that
passed through the nation's external capital account during the period
1981-85.
On the basis of the theoretical discussion in Sections 2.4 and
2.5, there is reason to expect that the adjustment of macro aggregates
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occurs by means of a different mechanism in the case of a
federal spending shift than in the case of a foreign savings inflow.
In the interregional CGE model, the increase in federal spending
results in a shift in the composition of demand.

Macro adjustment

occurs by substituting federal demands for investment demands.
The short-run to medium·run regional impaets of the federal spending
shift depend, in large part, upon the geographie distribution of the
direct expenditures of the federal government and the geographie
location of production of the investment goods whose demand is now
reduced.

The scenario for experiment two causes gross regional product
(GRP) to increase in both Virginia and ROUS.°°

In Virginia, nominal

GRP rises by 8.9 percent; real GRP rises by 8.1 percent.
1

In contrast

to Virginia, nominal and real output rise at a lower rate of
approximately 4 percent in ROUS.

Real regional investment decreases by 14~15 percent in the two
regions as a result of the change in federal fiscal policies.3‘

This

decrease in investment contrasts with the change under the scenario of
experiment one, where investment increases.

Without the inflow of

foreign savings into national capital markets, the rise in federal
expenditures reduces the pool of savings available to the private
sector for investment purposes.

°°Table 5.10, lines 1 and 2.
3‘Table 5.10, line 4.
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Table 5.8:

Virginia Results of Experiment Two
(As Ratio to Base·Run Values)

Variable

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

--·--—··-··—-Commodity Prices and Quantities··—-----—----

1. P}:

1.018

.999

1.000

1.011

1.013

2. P3

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

3. P3

1.028

.998

1.000

1.011

1.013

4. Pf:

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

5. P2:
6. P}:
7. PER

1.025

1.005

1.005

1.014

1.013

1.018

1.005

1.005

1.014

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT"

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
1.000

1.012
1.000

9. X}:

1.056

1.072

1.089

1.063

1.035

1.073

1.089

1.083
1.040

1.058

1.078

1.063
1.065

1.047

1.041

1.059

1.047
1.033

1.041

1.055

1.018

1.131

1.119

1.117
1.043

10. X3
11. X3
12. XE:
13. XE:

1.001

1.000
1.031
1.031

14. Xi':
15. XE:

1.112

1.048
1.133

1.051

1.047

1.047

1.054

16. X}:

1.026

1.047

1.059

1.032

1.225

1.544

1.041
1.528

1.399

1.238

16. xji

.982

1.001

1.000

.989

.967

19. F2:

1.124

1.089

1.123

1.070

.979

17.

-·—------—···Sectoral Prices and Quantities----------·---

20. Pg:

1.022

1.005

1.003

1.018

1.016

21. Pi:

1.018

1.005

1.005

1.014

1.012

22. PS:

1.008

1.008

1.008

1.008

1.008

23. Z3:

1.026

1.047

1.041

1.059

1.032

24. LJ:
25. CJ:

1.065

1.069

1.061

1.096

1.067

.852

.852

.852

.852

.852

-•—-—--———------·—···Income and
Wages-------·—·—·--—--·--

.984

Y?

1.099

Y?

1.064

27. Y?

1.093

Y?

1.072

Y?

1.070

28. Y?

1.104

26. W:

1
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Table 5.9:

Variable

ROUS Results of Experiment Two
(As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

AGWOOD

SERV

···-—·--—·---Commodity Prices and Quantitles ------———----

1. Pit
2. Pig

1.024

.997

1.000

.998

1.013

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

.998

3. Pfg

1.032

.996

.999

4. Pf:

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.005

1.013
1.005

5. P¥:

.996

.999

.997

1.014

6. P}!

1.032
1.031

.996

1.000

.998

1.012

7. P?'

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT'

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

9. X}:
10. Xäg

1.043

1.059

1.042

1.041

1.032

1.027

1.061

1.044

1.041

1.032

11. Xi?
12. X2!

1.081

1.042

1.031

1.040

1.048

1.027

1.062

1.045

1.041

1.032

13. Xi!
14. Xg:

.975

1.092

1.057

1.045

1.015

1.050

1.078

1.075

1.078

1.061

15. Xx:
16. Kit

1.043

1.057

1.044

1.042

1.040

1.025

1.063

1.046

1.041

1.029

17. x§;
18. xfi

1.118
.977

1.422
1.003

1.606
1.000

1.284
1.002

1.135
.987

19. F2:

1.029

1.060

1.040

1.041

’

.990

-----·-—--·--Sectoral Prices and Quantities ------·—----··

20. PX:

1.038

.991

.994

.996

1.024

21. Pi:

1.028

.996

1.000

.998

1.012

22. Fg!

.999

.999

.999

.999

.999

23. Z3:

1.025

1.064

1.046

1.041

1.029

24. lu:
25. CJ!

1.096

1.086

1.068

1.067

1.084

.859

.859

.859

.859

.859

----———-·—---------··Income and Wages --—--·—·—-----·—·---

.972

Y?

1.041

Y?

1.040

27. YEH

1.045

YÜL

1.004

Yfx

1.040

28. Y?

1.048

26. w,

°
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Table 5.10:

,

Aggregate Measures of Regional Economic Change in
Experiment Two (As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

„Aggregate

i

Measure

VIRGINIA

ROUS

1. Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.089

1.039

2. Real Gross Regional Product

1.081

1.041

3. Gross Regional Product Deflator

1.007

.998

4. Real Regional Investment

.846

.861

5. Nominal Value of Exports

1.041

1.053

.953

1.014

1.084

1.051

.994

1.010

1.124

1.079

10. Household Consumption Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.039

1.035

11. Regional Cost of Living Index

1.008

.998

1.049

1.059

1.062

1.041

6. International Export Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product
7. Nominal Value of Imports
8. International Import Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product
9. Real Household Consumption

12. Value Added at Market Prices

in ”Rural" Sectors
13. Value Added at Market Prices
in "Non·Rural" Sectors
14. Real Exchange Rate for U.S.

1.005
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.

So far as final demand in Virginia is concerned, the decline
in regional investment is more than offset by the increase in federal
demand.

Nominal investment demand in the region is reduced by $1.828

billion while federal demand increases by $2.170 billion.

While this analysis of the shift in regional final demands
is important, it should be pointed out that the comparative static
nature of the model precludes analysis of issues of stock equilibrium
implied by the altered composition of final demand.

The long-run

effects of the shift from investment to government spending depends

on the extent to which the latter increases the productive capacity
of the region.35

A full evaluation of stock adjustment issues would

require a dynamic model in which private investment and government

spending in one period add to the stock of capital and infrastructure
of the region in subsequent periods.

It would also require an

evaluation of the productivity of savings allocated to government
spending versus savings allocated to private investment.

The nominal value of exports rises by 4.1 percent in Virginia
and by 5.3 percent in ROUS.°°

However, output increases at an even

higher rate, so that the share of international exports in nominal GRP
decreases by 4.7 percent in Virginia and rises by 1.4 percent in

35Recal1 that in a comparative—statics model, investment does not

increase the stock of productive capital, but is simply an element of
final demand.
36Table 5.10, line 5.
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R0US.37

Exports decline in Virginia because producer domestic prices

percent, while producer export prices
P2t rise between 0.5 and 2.5
The rise in the producer price of

Pf! rise by only 0.5 percent.°°

commodities sold in the domestic market is the result of the increased
commodity demands by the federal government and by households in the
region, as discussed above.

In response to this relative price

change, producers increase sales in the domestic market and decrease
n
market.
export
to
the
sales

The nominal value of imports rises by 8.4 percent in Virginia
and by 5.1 percent in ROUS.°°

As a share of nominal GRP, imports drop

by 0.6 percent in Virginia and rise by 1.0 percent in ROUS.‘°

Though

nominal imports increase in Virginia, the import share declines

because the marginal propensity to import is less than unity.
Comparing experiment two with experiment one, it is apparent
that the federal fiscal policy shock, by itself, has a different
.

effect on exporting sectors than the combined shock does.

While the

share of international exports in regional output declines sharply in
both regions in experiment one, as reported in Section 5.4.1, the
export share in experiment two declines only moderately in Virginia
and actually increases slightly in ROUS.‘1

Also, the share of

°7Tab1e $.10, line 6.
3°Tab1e 5.8, lines 4 and 5.
3°Tab1e 5.10, line 7.
‘°Table 5.10, line 8.
‘1The comparison made here is between line 6 of Table 5.7 and line
6 of Table 5.10.

-
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international imports in regional output increases moderately in the
first experiment, while in the second experiment it decreases slightly

in Virginia and increases slightly in R0US.‘2.

.

The real value of household consumption rises by 12.4 percent
in Virginia and by 7.9 percent in ROUS.‘°

Household consumption as

a share of nominal GRP goes up 3.9 percent in Virginia and by 3.5
percent in ROUS."

After accounting for all expenditures and taxes,

the federal government's net income flows to both regions increase as
a result of the scenario for experiment two.‘5

Either as direct

transfers or as factor payments, a considerable share of the injection
of income from the federal government ends up in household budgets,
where it is spent on commodities.

Under experiment two, value added in the "rura1" sectors
(AGWOOD, MINING, and APPTEX) increases by 4.9 percent in Virginia and
by 5.9 percent in ROUS.‘°

In contrast to the "rural" sectors, value

added in the "non·rural" sectors increases by 6.2 percent in Virginia
and by 4.1 percent in R0US.‘7

‘2The comparison here is between line 8 of Table 5.7 and line 8 of
Table 5.10.
‘°Tab1e 5.10, line 9.

'·‘··rab1e 5.10, uns 10.
"The federal government injects a net inflow of $8.2 billion into
In ROUS, the net inflow is
Virginia in 1981 and $12.5 billion in 1985.
The calculation of
$35.8 billion in 1981 and $95.3 billion in 1985.

the net inflow includes taxes paid by the region, federal expenditures
in the region, and federal transfers to households and to the regional
government.

‘°Table 5.10, line 12.
‘7Table 5.10, line 13.

I
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,

The regional wage rate drops by 1.6 percent in Virginia and by

2.8 percent in ROUS.‘°

In both regions, this decline in the wage rate

is slightly greater than it was in experiment one.

The wage rate dif-

ference between the two experiments is explained by the lower derived

demand for labor in experiment two than in experiment one.

Without

the foreign savings inflow, the quantity demanded of labor is lower.

5.4.3

Experiment Three: Foreign Savings Shock
In experiment three, the foreign savings inflow is introduced

by itself, without any changes in federal fiscal policies.

The

results of the experiment are reported in Tables 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13.

The inflow of foreign savings is hypothesized to induce a
shift in relative sectoral prices for the nation as a whole.

This

shift is potentially diffuse across regions; it has potential to
affect all regions of the nations,

not just those in which the

federal government alters its level of commodity demands.

As

explained in Section 2.5.7, the real exchange rate is an index of the
As

prices of traded goods relative to the prices of nontraded goods.

an effect of the scenario for experiment three, the real exchange rate
for the United States declines (appreciates) by 10.1 percent.‘°

This

decline stands in contrast to a rise (depreciation) of 0.5 percent in

the real exchange rate in experiment two.5°

‘°Table 5.8 and 5.9, line 26.
‘°Tab1e 5.13, line 14.

5°Table 5.10, uns 14.

·
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Virginia Results of Experiment Three

Table 5.11:

(As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

MINING

Variable

APPTEX

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

--——··-------Commodity Prices and Quantities·-—----------

1. PL
2. Pfg

.929

.980

.983

.977

.994

.899

.899

.899

.899

.899

3. Pfg

.954

.986

.990

.997

4. PL
5. PL

.899

.899

.899

.977
.899

.946

.971

.974

.970

.989

.968

.969

.986
1.000

.929

6. PL

.971

.899

7. PE"

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

9. XL

1.082

1.089

1.082

1.089

1.087

10. XE

1.026

1.076

1.067

1.089

1.080

11. X3!

1.154
1.031

1.293

1.107

1.327

1.091

1.292
1.087

1.088

1.079

.932

.936

.927

1.047

.891

1.067

1.064

1.071

1.052

15. XL

1.126
1.080

1.087

1.076

1.081

1.076

16. XL

.994

1.090

1.073

1.087

1.071

17.

1.077

1.020

1.018

1.024

1.006

18.

1.077

1.020

1.018

1.024

1.006

19. FL

1.111

1.091

1.087

1.094

1.135

12. XL
13. XL
14. XL

-—---------·-Sectoral Prices and Quantities·~-·--·-·—---·

l
20. PX:

.909

.955

.947

.962

.987

21. PL

.929

.971

.968

.969

.986
.979

22. PL
23. Zar

.979

.979

.979

.979

.994

1.090

1.073

1.087

1.071

24. LJ!

.985

1.134

1.110

1.141

1.153

25. CJ!

1.216

1.216

1.216

1.216

1.216

---···---·---··--·-··Income and Wages······-··-·-··-·---·

26. w,
27. Y?

.917
1.020

28. Y?

1.020

Y?
Y?

1.024
1.024

Y?
Y?

1.019
1.019
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Table 5.12:

Variable

ROUS Results of Experiment Three
(As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

APPTEX

MINING

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

—----·------·Commodity Prices and Quantities·-·—----—----

1. P2':

.942

.978

.981

1.007

.996

2. P2':
3. P22

.899

.899

.899

.899

.899

.961

.991

.992

1.007

1.001

4. P2:
5. P2:

.899

.899

.899

.899

.899

.991

.992

1.007

6. P2:
7. P2w

.959

.987

.984

1.005

1.001
.988

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

9. X2:

1.036

1.072

1.069

1.065

1.038

10. X22

.995

1.045

1.044

1.065

1.038

11. X2;

1.136

1.268

1.271

1.089

1.272

.961

I

12. X2:
13. X2:

.995

1.044

1.044

1.065

1.028

.872

.859

.858

1.006

.831

14. X2:

1.129

1.087

1.084

1.056

1.068

15. X2:
16. X2:

1.034

1.036

1.038

1.052

1.025

.991

1.035

1.027

1.064

1.002

17.

1.062

1.023

1.019

.993

1.004

18. xf;

1.062

1.023

1.019

.993

1.004

19. F2:

1.107

1.096

1.107

1.075

1.107

--·—·-----—--Sectoral Prices and Quantities-------···---·

.981

.985

1.012
1.005

.995

.995

.995

.995

.990

1.035

1.027

1.064

1.002

24. LJ:

.964

1.046

1.040

1.104

1.006

25. CJ:

1.196

1.196

1.196

1.196

1.196

20. P2:

.949

.985

.989

21. P2:

.961

.987

22. P2:

.995

23. ZJ:

.988

-·----—·—·------·--··Income and Wages-·—·--··-····—···-·-

26. w,
27. Y?
28. Y'?

.975
1.037
1.037

Y?
Y?

1.044
1.044

‘

Y?
Y?

1.037
1.037
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Table 5.13:

Aggregate Measures of Regional Economic Change in
Experiment Three (As Ratio to Base-Run Values)

VIRGINIA

Aggregate Heasure

1. Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.047

1.050

2. Real Gross Regional Product

1.070

1.048

.978

1.002

4. Real Regional Investment

1.243

1.194

5. Nominal Value of Exports

0.862

0.803

.822

.761

7. Nominal Value of Imports

1.121

1.110

8. International Import Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.072

1.056

9. Real Household Consumption

1.073

1.061

.999

1.012

.979

.999

.969

.967

1.041

1.060

3. Gross Regional Product Deflator

V

ROUS

6. International Export Share of

Nominal Gross Regional Product

10. Household Consumption Share of

Nominal Gross Regional Product
11. Regional Cost of Living Index
12. Value Added at Market Prices

in "Rura1" Sectors
13. Value Added at Market Prices

in ”Non-Rura1" Sectors
14. Real Exchange Rate for U.S.

.899
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Since the mechanism of adjustment to a foreign savings inflow
is hypothesized to operate through intersectoral adjustments, disaggregation of sectors is important.51

Furthermore, since regions

differ in their sectoral composition, disaggregation by regions plays
an important role in the analysis.

A further important attribute of

the model is the price-quantity specification, rather than the value
specification of input-output analysis.

A price·quantity formulation

allows relative prices to play a role in the process of real-exchange
rate adjustment, as explained in Section 2.5.7.

Consider, first,

the different effects of federal fiscal

policies (experiment two) and the foreign savings inflow (experiment

three) on the "rural" sectors.

The foreign savings shock in the

present experiment leads to a 3.1 percent decline in value added
in the "rura1" sectors in Virginia and a 3.3 percent decline in

ROUS.52

In contrast, the federal fiscal policy shock of the previous

experiment increases value added in the "rura1" sectors by 4.9 percent in Virginia and by 5.9 percent in ROUS.53

Thus, the "rural" sec-

tors in both regions benefited from the federal fiscal policy changes,
but suffered cutbacks as a result of the foreign savings inflow.
For the "rural" sectors, the effects of the separate macroshocks are now compared with the effects of the combined macro·shocks.
A comparison of the three experiments reveals that the combined

U

51See Section 2.5.4.

°=rab1¢ $.12, line 12.
53Table 5.10, line 12.

1
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macro·shocks are not strictly additive.

If they were additive for

Virginia, for example, the change in value added in the ”rura1”
sectors in experiment one would lie somewhere between the 4.9 percent
increase induced by the federal fiscal policy shock (experiment two)
and the 3.1 percent decline induced by the foreign savings inflow
(experiment three).

Instead, the value added in the "rural” sectors

in Virginia declines by 6.3 percent, even more than it did under the
foreign savings shock.“
The relatively large decrease in ”rural" value-added in
Virginia in experiment one is matched by a relatively large increase
(8.3 percent) in "non·rural" va1ue·added in the state.55

In contrast

to experiment one, value—added in "non·rural" sectors in Virginia

increases by 6.2 percent in experiment two and 4.1 percent in
experiment three.5°

Thus, the unexpected decrease in "rural" value

added in experiment one is a result of a re-allocation of resources to

the "non·rural" sectors.

This sectoral re·al1ocation of resources

occurs because the increase in final demands in experiment one

represents goods that are purchased at different relative prices
(between traded and nontraded goods) in experiment one versus the

relative prices of experiments two and three.

Since the foreign

savings shock lowers the prices of traded goods relative to the prices

5‘The results of the two experiments could have been additive.

The

conclusion that they are not additive suggests that the nonlinear and
intersectoral nature of economic relationships is an important feature
of the interregional CGE model.

55Table 6.7, line 13.
5°Compare line 13 in Tables 5.7, 5.10, and 5.13.

_
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of nontraded goods, rural areas (where traded goods are relatively
_

more important than nontraded goods) receive lower prices for the
fiscal policy-induced final-demand increase in experiment one in
contrast to the prices they receive in experiments two and three.

Note, for example, that the difference between the 1ndustry·output
price Pgt of services and mining is much greater in experiment one than
in experiments two and three.57

Because the price differential

between traded and nontraded goods is greater in experiment one than
in the other two experiments, the profit-maximizing levels of output

and employment are also lower in the traded-goods sectors.5°

Some of

the resources that were previously employed in ”rura1" sectors are
shifted instead to "non-rura1" sectors.

‘

To the extent that the net increase in federal spending in
Virginia from 1981-85 may have contributed to the inflow of foreign
savings, the gains in the region from federally stimulated demand are
cancelled and, moreover, reversed.5°

The macroeconomic consequences of

the foreign savings inflow swamp the benefits that the region would
have appeared initially to experience when net federal spending in
Virginia increased.

57Tab1es 5.5, 5.8, and 5.11, line 21.
’°Compare Tables 5.5, 5.8, and 5.11, lines 23 and 24.
59It is important to repeat a point made in Chapter One.

The view

that the trade deficits of the 1980s are caused, in part, by the federal budget deficit is accepted as a maintained hypothesis in this dissertation. While econometric evidence in support of this hypothesis is
reviewed in Chapter One, the hypothesis can be neither refuted nor
confirmed by the present analysis.

,
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Real investment increases by 24.3 percent in Virginia and by
19.4 percent in ROUS as a result of the scenario for experiment
three.°°

This result may be compared with the 14-15 percent decline

in real regional investment when the federal fiscal policy shock was
introduced alone.°1

While real regional investment in experiment one

increases by 2-4 percent, the increase is lower than a mere summation
of the effects of the separate experiments illustrating the nonadditivity of the separate shocks.
The nominal value of exports declines by 13.8 percent in
Virginia and by 19.7 percent in ROUS.

Converted to a share of nominal

GRP, exports drop by 17.8 percent in Virginia and 23.9 percent in R0US.°2

For Virginia, the decline in the export share of regional output
following the foreign savings inflow is much greater than the drop in
the export share resulting from the federal fiscal policy shock.°3
The nominal value of imports rlses by 12.1 percent in Virginia
and by 11.0 in R0US.6‘

As a share of nominal GRP, imports increase by

approximately 7.2 percent in Virginia and 5.6 percent in ROUS.°5

In

contrast, the federal fiscal policy shock of experiment two resulted

8°Table 5.13, line 4.

°1Table 5.10, line 4.
°2Table 5.13, line 6.

‘

°3Compare line 6, Table 5.13 with line 6, Table 5.10.

°‘Table 5.13, line 7.
°5Table 5.13, line 7.

.
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in a slight (0.6 percent) decrease in the import share in Virginia and
a slight (1.0 percent) increase in R0US.6°

The wage rate drops by 8.3 percent in Virginia and 2.5 percent
in ROUS.°7

The wage rate decline in Virginia contrasts with a much

smaller drop of 1.6 percent in experiment two.

A part of the wage

rate decline may be attributed to the exogenous increase in the labor
force.

Recall, however, that the labor force is shifted by the same

amount in both experiments two and three:°°

Thus, it may be concluded

that the foreign savings inflow, by itself, causes the wage rate to
drop more than the federal fiscal shock does.

5.4.4

Experiment Four: Tariff Protection for a Trade·Affected Sector
It was argued in Section 1.5.2 that sectoral interests

frequently promote trade protection in response to import penetration,

but that, as a whole, a region in which a trade—affected sector is
located may gain little or nothing from such protection.

The

purpose of experiment four is to examine the regional consequences
of an increase in the tariff on the textile and apparel commodity.

The textile and apparel industry has been heavily protected
by trade legislation for more than two decades.

Despite already high

levels of protection, industry and labor groups are calling for still
higher levels (Cline, 1987, p. 1).

66Tab1e 5.10, line 6.

°7Tab1e 5.11 and 5.12, 1166 26.
°°See

description of scenarios in Section 5.3.4.
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The scenario for the fourth and final experiment includes a
14 percent increase in the tariff levied on the apparel and textile
This increase represents approximately a doubling

(APPTEX) commodity.

of the current tariff rate for this commodity.
The results of the tariff experiment are presented in Tables
5.14, 5.15, and 5.16.

The values in these tables are expressed as

ratios to the values in experiment one; for each variable, the numer-

ator of the ratio is the solution value from experiment four and the
denominator is the solution value from experiment one.°°

Thus, a com-

parison is drawn between (1) the effects of the combined macro·shocks,
and (2) the effects of the combined macro-shocks and the tariff

increase.

The discussion focuses primarily on results for Virginia.

First, observe the impacts of the tariff on the protected

industry.

Comodity output X}: in the APPTEX sector in Virginia rises

by 2.3 percent and employment increases by 3.5 percent relative to
output and employment levels in the foreign savings experiment.7°
Note, however, that output and employment decline in Virginia in two

of the other "rural" sectors, MINING and AGWOOD, as well as in the
OMANUF sector.

In this full-employment economy, the production

increase in the protected sector draws resources from the other
sectors, whose output then declines, despite the exogenous increase in
force.71
the labor

sgln

contrast,

the results of experiments one,

two,

and three are

reported as ratios of the results in the benchmark period.

7°Table 5.14, 11661-. 16 and 26.
71A s1m11ai patterns occurs in ROUS though the changes are smaller.
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Table 5.14:

Variable

Virginia Results of Experiment Four
(As Ratio to Experiment One Values)

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

AGWOOD

SERV

··--------—--Commodity Prices and Quantities·--··--------

1. P}:
2. P}?

.997

1.018

1.000

1.000

.999

.996

1.132

.996

.996

.996

3. P}?

.997

1.011

.999

1.000

.999

4. Pf:

.996

.996

.996

.996

.996

5. P2:

.998

1.009

1.000

1.001

1.000

6. P}:

.997

1.009

1.000

1.000

1.000

7. P?°

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT'

1.000

1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000

1.000

9. X}:

1.000

.998

1.001

1.000

1.000
1.000

.999

1.013

1.000

1.000

11. X}?

1.001

.807

1.008

1.001

1.007

12. X2:
13. XE:

.998

1.024

.999

1.000

.999

.994

.997

.991

.998

.991

14. XE:

1.004

.983

1.001

1.000

1.001

15. X}:

.999

1.018

1.000

1.000

1.000

16. X}:

.997

1.023

.998

1.000

.999

1.001
1.001

10. X2

17. xi;
18. xf;

1.003
1.003

.983
.983

1.001
1.001

1.000
1.000

19. F2:

1.003

.986

1.001

1.000

l

1.002

-—-------—·--Sectoral Prices and Quantities ---·----··---~

20. Pg:

.995

1.011

1.000

1.000

.997

21. P}:

.997

1.009

1.000

1.000

1.000

22. PE:

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

23. Z3:

.997

.998

1.000

.999

24. lu:
25. CJ:

.991

1.024
1.035

.997

1.000

.998

1.002

1.002

1.002

1.002

1.002

-----—----·-···-——---Income and Wages ---·---···---------—

26. w,
27. Y?

1.001
1.001

28. Y'?

1.001

Y?
Y'?

1.001
1.001

Y?
Y?

1.000
1.000

°

'
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Table 5.15:

·

ROUS Results of Experiment Four
(As Ratio to Experiment One Values)

Variable

MINING

APPTEX

OMANUF

SERV

AGWOOD

------—------Comodity Prices and Quancities----·-—-—----

1. P},

.997

1.027

.999

1.000

.999

.996

2. PE
3. Pfl:

.996

1.131

.996

.997

1.011

1.000

1.000

.996
.999

4. Pf,

.996

.99F

.996

.996

.996

5. P2,
6. P},
7. Pfw

.997

1.010

1.000

1.000

.999

.997

1.011

.999

1.000

.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

8. PT

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

9. X},

.999

.991

1.000

1.000

1.000

10. xi';

.999

1.022

.999

1.000

.999

11. XK

1.001

.815

1.007

1.001

1.006

12. X2,
13. Xf,

.999

1.021

.999

1.000

.999

.996

.991

.992

.998

.993

1.000

1.001

1.000

.999

14. XY,
15. XL

1.003

.974

.999

1.014

1.001
1.000

16. X},

.999

1.020

.999

1.000

.999

17. xi;

1.003

.974

1.001

1.000

1.001

18. xi;

1.003

.974

1.001

1.000

1.001

19. Fg,

1.003

.977

1.001

1.000

1.001

--—--·--·-···Sectoral Prices and Quantities--—·---———·--·

1.000

.997

1.010

.997
1.000

1.000

.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

23. Z3,

.999

1.021

.999

1.000

.999

24. LJ,
25. CJ,

.995

1.027

.998

1.000

.997

1.002

1.002

1.002

1.002

1.002

20. PX,

.997

1.009

21. Pg,
22. Pg,

.997

-----—·—---—---·----·Income and Wages--··—·-···--··-·-·~-

26. w,

1.000

27. Y?

1.000

28. Y'?

1.000

Yi;
YEL

1.000

Yi"

.999

1.000

Yim

.999
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Table 5.16:

Aggregate Measures of Regional Economic Change in
Experiment Four (As Ratio to Experiment One Values)

Aggregate Heasure

VIRGINIA

ROUS

1. Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.001

1.001

2. Real Gross Regional Product

1.000

1.001

3. Gross Regional Product Deflator

1.000

1.000

4. Real Regional Investment

1.002

1.002

5. Nominal Value of Exports

.990

.990

.989

.989

7. Nominal Value of Imports

.992

.992

8. International Import Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product

.991

.991

1.000

.999

10. Household Consumption Share of
Nominal Gross Regional Product

1.000

.999

ll. Regional Cost of Living Index

1.001

1.000

12. Value Added at Market Prices
in ”Rural” Sectors

1.006

1.000

13. Value Added at Market Prices
in "Non-Rura1" Sectors

1.000

1.000

6. International Export Share of

Nominal Gross Regional Product

9. Real Household Consumption

14. Real Exchange Rate for U.S.

.989
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Now consider the overall regional effects of the tariff.
Output remains unchanged in Virginia in real terms.72
share of nominal GRP decrease by 1.1 percent.73

Exports as a

Relative to

experiment two, the tariff increase induces a slight appreciation
(1.1 percent) of the real exchange rate for the United States7‘,

lowering the price PE: of exports relative to the price Pgr of sales in

the domestic market.75

Producers thus cut back on export sales and

increase domestic sales.

Despite the appreciation of the exchange

rate, imports as a share of nominal GRP decline slightly because of
the sharp decrease in imports of APPTEX.76

Net household income'fF goes up by 0.1 percent but this is
offset exactly by the rise in the regiona1·cost·of-living index.77
‘

Thus, the average household in Virginia is no better off because of
the tariff.
The model has a single, "average" household.

If households

were dlsaggregated, households receiving factor payments from APPTEX

would experience a rise in income.

However, households receiving

income from MINING, OMANUF, and AGWOOD, where value added has
declined, would receive a lower level of income.

72Table 5.16, line 2.
7°Table 5.16, line 6.

7‘Table 5.16, line 14.
75Tab1es 5.14, lines 4 and 5.

7°Tab1e 5.16, 1166 6.
77Table 5.14, line 28 and Table 5.16, line 11.

_

_
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Thus, while the protected industry gains from a tariff, there

is no gain for Virginia as a whole under the assumption of full
employment.

However, in an economy with less than full employment, a

tariff may increase regional output.

5.5

Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, sensitivity analysis is conducted on two

4

parameters of the interregional CGE model.

These are parameters that

play important roles in the conceptual design of the model.
The first of the parameters chosen for sensitivity analysis is

the elasticity of substitution P1; in the stage—one Armington function.
For comodities of any given product category, this parameter governs
the degree of substitution between import and domestic sources.

The

second parameter is the elasticity of substitution Pl; in the stage·two
Armington function.

This parameter specifies the extent to which

commodities produced in Virginia may substitute for commodities
produced in ROUS.

5.5.1

Stage·0ne Elasticity of Substitution

The elasticity of substitution pf, is important because it may
affect the movement of the real exchange rate.

The parameter P1: was

set at 2.0 for AGWOOD, MINING, APPTEX, and OMANUF, and at 0.2 for SERV

in the four simulations described above.7°

7°Choice of these parameter values is discussed in Section 5.2.1.

l
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In the first sensitivity test, the value of pf, was raised to

*’

0.8 for SERV but kept at the initial level in the other sectors.
Experiment one was re-run using the new values of Pl,.

The new

solution values of the model differ very little in most respects from
the previously reported values for experiment one.

For the nation,

the value of the real exchange rate rises (i.e., depreciates) by 0.1
percent.

In response, the value of imports in the SERV sector

increases by 7.6 percent in Virginia and by 6.8 in ROUS.

The share of

international imports in GRP increases by 0.3 percent in Virginia and

by 0.2 percent in ROUS.

Aside from these changes, none of the other

solution values differs by more than 0.2 percent of the initial values
for experiment one.
In a subsequent re·run of experiment one, the values of pf,

for the five commodities were set at the level of 0.8.

Again, the new

solution values were compared with the previously reported values for
experiment one.

This time important differences were detected in the

two sets of solution values.

First, the value of the exchange rate

drops (appreciates) by 5 percent for the nation.

Second, the volume

drops
of international imports Xff rises by 12 percent for SERV but
by 1-8 percent for the other 4 sectors.

Third, the level of inter-

national exports XE! drops by 3-11 percent in the five sectors.
Fourth, the level of sectoral employment varies by up to 2 percent.
In a third re-run of experiment one, the value of Pi; in the
five sectors was set at 2.0.

At these values, however, all potential

solutions were found infeasible.

This result is explained by the

inability of the model economy to achieve macroeconomic balance

l
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between savings and investment when import sources of the service

(SERV) commodity are specified as highly substitutable for domestic
sources of the commodity.

Under these circumstances, the relative

price shift embodied in adjustment of the real exchange rate is
apparently unable to take place to the point where income equals
expenditure following the foreign savings inflow.

Under this

specification there are, in effect, no commodities that are relatively
nontraded in the economy.
This sensitivity analysis of P}, indicates the importance of
nontraded (or relatively nontraded) commodities in the interregional
CGE model.

Macroeconomic adjustment in the model depends on the

assumption that there is one or more sectors in which imports are not

substitutable for the domestic commodity.

However, for this nontraded

commodity, the precise value of the elasticity of substitution appears
to matter little as long as it is within the range of inelasticity
(less than unity).

5.5.2

Stage-Two Elasticity of Substitution

It was suggested in Section 5.2.1 that the elasticity of
substitution between commodities produced in alternative domestic
regions may be higher than international elasticities if commodities
are presumed more mobile within the national economy than between the
nation and the rest of the world.

This section examines the effects

of raising the values of the elasticities of substitution pi. in the
stage·two Armington functions of the model.
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First, for both Virginia and ROUS, the values of pf. for

4

AGWOOD, MINING, APPTEX, and OMANUF were set at 4.0, while the value
of the parameter for SERV was set at 0.8.

re·run using the new parameter values.

Experiment one was

Solution values changed

little in comparison to the previous values for experiment one.
In Virginia, few of the solution values vary by more than one·half
of one percent.

The variable with the largest change is sectoral

employment lur, but even this change (0.9 percent) is less than one
percent.

In ROUS, none of the solution values varies by more than

0.1 percent.
Second, it may be important to set the second-stage elasticity

of substitution in accordance with the relative sizes of the regions.
The shares approach to elasticities, alluded to in Section 5.2.1,
would suggest that the second-stage elasticity of substitution may be
considerably higher for the relatively small region of Virginia than
for the relatively large region of ROUS,
Thus, the values of pf, for AGWOOD, MINING, APPTEX, and OMANUF

were set at 5.0 in Virginia and at 1.2 in ROUS,

For SERV, the value

of P}, was set at 0.8 in Virginia and at 0.2 in ROUS,

The new solution

values of experiment one were compared with the previous solution
values and little change was found.
than one percent.

Again, all values vary by less

Based on the above results, the solution values of

the interregional CGE appear to be relatively insensitive to the
values of the stage—two elasticity of substitution.

-
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5.6
·

_

Conclusion to this Chapter
The following conclusions are drawn from the simulation

results of this chapter.

First, the

nation's borrowing in inter-

national markets goes largely to finance the federal government
deficit in the model.

While Virginia experienced a large increase in

federal government demand for comodities, much of this rise in final
demand is offset by a decline in investment demand.

Virginia would

have benefited to a large extent by increased government spending only
if the increased government demand in Virginia were accompanied by
decreased government demand in ROUS.
Second, for those areas and households that depend heavily on

income from the "rural" sectors, the combined macro·shocks result in a
reduction in value added.

By itself, the federal fiscal policy

scenario raises value added in the "rural" sectors since this scenario
increases demand in all sectors.

When introduced by itself, the

foreign savings scenario reduces the prices of the commodities

produced by the "rural" sectors relative to the prices of comodities
produced by the ”non-rural” sectors.

The decline in product prices

lowers factor prices and, hence, value added.

When both macro·shocks

are combined in a single scenario, value added in the "rural" sectors’
declines even more than it does when the foreign savings shock is

introduced alone.

Furthermore, the incidence of the value added

decline in the "rural" sectors varies by region.

This decline is

greater in Virginia than in ROUS.
Third, the combined macro·shocks contribute to a large reduction in exports both in nominal terms and as a share of GRP.

Virginia

_

_
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experiences a slightly greater drop in the value of exports than ROUS.
Among sectors, AGWOOD exports drops the most.

When the macro-shocks

are introduced separately, both are found to decrease exports.

How-

ever, between the two, the foreign savings shock contributes much more
to the export decline than does the federal fiscal policy shock.

Fourth, increases in net federal transfers to the regions
represent an important part of the increase in household income.

In fact, nearly half of the rise in net household income is explained
by the rise in federal transfers to the region.

When federal cutbacks

in transfers to state·local governments during the period 1981-85 are
compared with increases in net transfers to households, the regions'
transactions with the federal government became more favorable from
the standpoint of both Virginia and ROUS.

It is important, however,

to remember that the federal government was able to undertake such
”beneficence" only by borrowing in national financial markets.

Thus,

higher incomes in the regions are closely linked to the macroeconomic
imbalances which contributed to regional and sectoral restructuring in
the 1980s.
Fifth, Virginia as a region would gain little from an increase
in the United States tariff on apparel and textiles if the regional
economy were nearly fully employed.

While output and employment in

the protected sector would increase, it would do so by competing for
the resources of other sectors.

While this conclusion is valid for

areas with relatively low unemployment, it is less valid for those
areas with excess capacity in the APPTEX industry and with local

unemployment.

Chapter Six
CONCLUSION

6.1

Introduction to this Chapter

This chapter examines the research propositions set out in the
initial chapter of the dissertation and assesses their validity in
Section 6.2 presents

light of the results of the previous chapter.

conclusions from the model simulations.
implications of the conclusions.

Section 6.3 discusses policy

Sections 6.4 identifies contribu-

tions this research makes to regional modeling.

limitations of the research.

Section 6.5 describes

Finally, Section 6.6 provides sugges-

tions for further research.

6.2

Conclusions from the Model Simulations
Several propositions concerning the regional effects of the

macro-shocks of the 1980s were laid out in Chapter One.
propositions pertain to the period 1981-85.

These

They are repeated here

for convenience:

1.

The magnitude of sectoral output changes induced by
the combination of federal fiscal policies and the
trade deficit differed in Virginia versus ROUS.

2.

Rural areas in Virginia experienced slower growth in
value added than non-rural areas as a result of the
trade deficit. This decline was mitigated, to some
extent, by the rise in federal spending in the state.

1
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3.

The foreign savings inflow associated with the trade
deficit resulted in increased investment in Virginia
and ROUS, out the increase was mitigated by the rise
in federal spending.

A.

A tariff increase on the apparel and textile commodity
would result in decreases in output and employment in

other sectors in Virginia.

6.2.1

Proposition One
In the model simulations, the combined effects of federal

fiscal policies and the trade deficit do, in fact, affect sectoral
output and employment differently in the two regions.

There are

regional differences in both the direction and the magnitude of the
sectoral change.
Regional differences in the direction of output change affect
the AGWOOD sector only.

In Virginia, the output level in this sector

increases, while in ROUS it decreases.

In the remaining four sectors,

output shifts in the same direction in both regions.
Regional differences in the magnitude of sectoral output

change were found in each of the five sectors.

Sectoral output change

is defined here as a ratio in which the numerator is the difference
between the solution value and the benchmark value of output for a

given region-sector combination; the denominator is the benchmark
value.

The greatest regional differences in sectoral output change

occurred in the MINING sector, followed by OMANUF, SERV, and AGWOOD.
Only in APPTEX was the sectoral output change the same in the two
regions.

Thus, the analysis in this study supports proposition one.
Of course, regional differences in sectoral output shifts may

result, in part, from regional differences in the product composition
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of each industry.

In the mining industry, for example, Virginia

output consists largely of coal, while ROUS output consists largely of
petroleum.

In this case, the extent of regional differences in

sectoral output change is probably overstated by the model results.
To eliminate product mix as a source of bias, greater disaggregation
of sectors would be required.

6.2.2

Proposition Two
The second proposition concerns differences in rural versus

non-rural response to macro-shocks.

No distinctly rural region was

included in the model because of data limitations, but the sectorization of the model allows relevant inferences to be drawn from the
model results.

Three industrial sectors were included because of

their prominence in rural Virginia.

These "rura1" sectors consist of

the following:

°

AGWOOD: agricultural, forestry, fishing, and basic wood
products

°

MINING: mining and petroleum products

°

APPTEX: apparel and textile products

The anticipation that rural areas may experience lower growth
than non-rural areas as a result of the foreign savings inflow is
based on the view that rural areas produce relatively fewer services
than non-rural areas (Bender, 1987) and that they depend to a greater
extent on the production of agricultural commodities and traditional

.
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manufactures, outputs that are highly sensitive to exchange rate

movements (Brown and Deavers, 1987, pp. 1-4).

,

The simulation results support the second proposition.

When

the foreign savings inflow is introduced without the federal fiscal
policy changes, value-added declines in the "rural" sectors and rises
in the "non—rural” sectors.
and ROUS.

This conclusion holds for both Virginia

Little regional difference is detected in the extent of the

"rural" value-added decline, while the rise in "non—rural” value-added
is somewhat higher in ROUS than in Virginia.
Valid conclusions concerning rural areas can be made only for
Virginia on the basis of the results for the chosen "rural" sectors in
the model.

A different, though likely overlapping, set of sectors

would need to be chosen in the model design to infer regional
conclusions from sectoral results for ROUS.
‘

The second proposition anticipates, further, that the decline
in value added in rural areas would be mitigated by the rise in
federal spending in the state.

This statement is evaluated by

comparing simulation results when the foreign savings shock is
introduced alone with results from the experiment involving both
macro-shocks.

The conclusion reached from this comparison is opposite

to the proposition.

The rise in federal spending leads to a further

decline in value added and output in the "rural" sectors.

The reason

is that the pressure of federal demands is considerably greater in the

"non—rural” sectors than in the "rural" sectors so that the former
draw labor resources from the latter.

Despite the increase in the

labor force in these scenarios, the intersectoral labor re·allocation

'
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.

is great enough that value added actually declines in the ”rural"
sectors.
It should be pointed out that the previous paragraph presents

a distinctly general equilibrium conclusion.

The intersectoral labor

re-allocation is an important economic adjustment process that would

likely be overlooked in a partial equilibrium analysis, which would
concentrate on one,

6.2.3

or at most,

several sectors.

Proposition Three

The third proposition, concerning changes in investment as a
result of the foreign savings inflow, is supported by the simulation
results.

First, in the experiment in which the foreign savings inflow

was introduced without federal fiscal policy changes, real investment
rose by over nineteen percent in both regions.

Second, when the two

macro-shocks were combined in a single experiment, the rise in real
investment was moderated by the competing use of loanable funds
(savings) by the federal government.

While the investment change

remained positive, it was curbed sharply by the federal borrowing
requirements.

It should be noted, further, that household consumption

increased little or not at all when the foreign savings shock was
introduced alone.

In Virginia, the nominal value of household

consumption remained the same, the real value declined, and the share
of nominal household consumptibn in gross regional product declined.
When the macro-shocks were combined in a single scenario, however,

consumption rose.

This suggests that the rise in consumption during
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the early 19806 was not a direct result of borrowing abroad, but was
rather the direct result of higher levels of net government transfers
and an earnings rise induced by the government demand stimulus.

6.2.4

Proposition Four
Partial support is found for the fourth proposition,

concerning the regional impacts of a tariff increase on the apparel
and textile commodity.

In Virginia, output and employment increased

in the apparel and textile sector, but in mining and "other manu-

facturing," output and employment declined.

This decline is the

result of intersectoral re·al1ocation of labor to the expanding
apparel and textile industry.
The conclusion in the previous paragraph applies to a full

4

employment economy.

Only limited inferences can be drawn for the

less-than-fully·employed economy which actually existed in Virginia
during the period of analysis.

With unemployment, it is possible that

total regional output would increase when the apparel and textile
industry expands.

6.3

Policy Implications
In this research, important differences were found in regional

responses to macroeconomic policies and to changes in the nati0n's
balance of trade.

This section discusses the policy implications of

the results of the study.

4

First, the results suggest that national policles are an

important source of regional economic change.

While this conclusion

1
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is not new or surprising, the critical implication is that costs of
adjustment to national policies may only be worth bearing if national
policies are sustainable.

National policies that imply imbalance in

the federal government account or the natfon's current account cannot
be continued indefinitely.

Sooner or later, the federal deficit and

the trade deficit will have to be reduced.

Regions and sectors of the

country will then face a costly re-allocation of resources.
Second, state and local governments face additional burdens
when federal policies induce regional economic change.

These burdens

involve excess demand or excess capacity in physical infrastructure,
unemployment insurance, re-training requirements of workers, changing

revenue and taxation levels, as well as other changes.

An important

question is whether sub-national governments are able to facilitate
economic adjustment in the lowest-cost manner from the standpoint of
the entire nation, given the recent cutbacks in financial resources
provided by the federal government.
Third, the issue of equity is raised by national policies that
distribute uneven costs of adjustment to rural areas.

Again, the

critical question concerns the sustainability of the national policies.

If the policies are sustainable and lead to an increase in

national output, in principle the gains from such policies could be

taxed and redistributed to afflicted areas.1

When national policies

induce macro imbalances that are unsustainable, there are likely to be

1Whether or not the citizenry would vote to do so does not need to
enter the discussion here. The fact that gains are produced and could
be taxed provides a basis for the discussion of equity.
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few or no long-run gains in private efficiency, while the federal
lbudgetary constraints associated with these imbalances make
compensation unlikely.
Fourth, regional output would increase little from trade
protection for a specific sector in a region that is near full
employment.

The extent to which the region gains depends upon the

level of unemployment and the mobility of resources across sectors.
If unemployment is relatively high and if resources are highly mobile
across sectors, the region as a whole may gain some output from a
sector·specific tariff.

6.4

Contributions to Regional Modelling

This section summarizes the contributions that this research
makes to the field of regional modelling.

These contributions are not

necessarily unique; some of them are also found in other recent inter-

regional models.

For simplicity, the abbreviation "ICGEM" will be

used in the following discussion to refer to the model.
First, ICGEM links multiple domestic regions to the
international economy.

Many previous interregional models have

assumed a national economy that is closed with respect to the rest of
the world.

Interregional input·output models often have an external

sector, but it is not causally tied to the domestic economy by an
equilibrating mechanism, such as an exchange rate, that eventually
restores the balance of payments.
Among previous interregional models, the Canadian

interregional CGE model by Jones and Whalley (1987, 1986, 1985) is

-
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most similar to ICGEM.

Several features, however, distinguish ICGEM

from the Jones and Whalley model.

.

Jones and Whalley appear to have a

pure consumption model with no private investment, while investment is
Given the simple specification of investment in

included in ICGEM.

a
ICGEM, it is not claimed that the inclusion of investment represents
radical advance.

Nevertheless, as a macroeconomic aggregate tied to

international markets, investment is important because it behaves

differently than consumption.

Furthermore, investment is the means by

which the stock of regional capital grows.

Even in a comparative-

static model, investment provides useful information concerning the
future growth potential of the economy by revealing the additions to
the existing capital stock.

Second, ICGEM incorporates regional resource stocks (labor
and capital) as a determinant of regional output levels.

While this

aspect of the model is not entirely new, it is one that is lacking in
the input-output model.

In the current research, the labor constraint

constraint
was altered as a part of the scenario, while the capital
—

was left unaltered.

However, the construction of the model would

permit changes to be made in either labor or capital stock.
Third, multiple levels of government are included in ICGEM

account.
and are linked to each other through the national savings
Intergovernmental transfers represent an important link between the
national economy and regional economies.

Furthermore, state-local

govgovernments provide different types of services than the federal
ernment and purchase different types of inputs.

In this dissertation,

consequences of a
the intergovernmental link was utilized to examine

·
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.

cutback in federal transfers to state and local governments.

In its

present form, ICGEM could be used to examine many other federal—state
or federal-local issues.

In addition, ICGEM could be used to examine

relationships among state governments.

For example, the incidence of

regional corporate income taxes could be examined (Mieszkowski and
Zodow, 1986).
Fourth, ICGEM contains a price-theoretic explanation of inter·

regional trade flows in the form of the Armington function.

This

function has been widely used in the analysis of international trade

but has been applied to domestic interregional trade only recently.
The Armington framework appears to offer a solution to Richardson's
(1972) major criticism of the interregional input-output model: the

lack of any explanation for interregional trade flows in a model that
emphasizes such flows.

6.5.

Limitations of the Research
There are several important limitations of ICGEM.

Some of

these limitations are related to the fact that the general equilibrium
implied by the model is, itself, a "partial” general equilibrium.
Though multiple input and output markets are endogenized in the model,
numerous critical variables, some specified and some lmplied, are
assumed fixed.

Among these are the regional and sectoral distribution

of capital, the regional location of labor, international prices, the
balance of payments, the savings rate, sectoral distribution of

investment, and other variables.

The following paragraphs discuss

first those model limitations that can be reduced or eliminated in

'
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further model development, and then those that are not likely to be
”
eliminated.
First, the assumption that international prices are fixed is

almost certain to bias the results of the model to some extent.

The

rationale for employing this assumption is that, in its first generation, it is important to ensure the conceptual and computational

soundness of the model, and that this obgective can be met best in
a model of relatively small dimensions.

This limitation can be

eliminated by enlarging the size of the model to include world markets
in which prices are determined endogenously.

In such a model, the

export and import responsiveness of producers and consumers would be
damped compared to the simulation results reported in Chapter Five.

—

This would occur because in both import and export markets, commodity
prices and terms of trade become functions of the quantity traded.
Second, as a comparative·static model, ICGEM cannot provide

information on the time path of the economy.

Additions to capital

stock are related to the economy only as final demand in the current
period but do not contribute to productive capacity.

Comparative-

static models have a long tradition in economics because their
relative simplicity allows the analysis to focus attention on a
smaller set of interactions than in most dynamic models (Powell and
Lawson, 1986, p. 3h).

Recently, however, a number of national-level

dynamic CGE models have been formulated.

The introduction of dynamic
.

elements would be a logical extension of ICGEM.
Third, the model incorporates a linear relationship between

levels of intermediate input use and the level of output.

Again, this
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is a simplification that allows the model to remain relatively small
and allows the user to focus on a smaller set of ”drIving" forces.
This specification does not violate general equilibrium efficiency
conditions for the economy as a whole (see Section 2.3), but It does

dampen substitution that Is likely to occur among Intermediate Inputs.
To eliminate this problem, Input usage could be specified using a
nonlinear functional form (Harrison and Rutström, 1984).

Fourth, the specification of regional labor markets does not
permit unemployment to exist.

From the standpoint of a region (or a

nation), one of the major objectives of many policies Is to increase
output.

Analysis with ICGEM is currently restricted largely to

Intersectoral resource allocation.

Many regional policies could be

evaluated with ICGEM only if it were extended to Incorporate the
possibility of regional unemployment.
Fifth, the relationship specified between Investment, the

federal budget, and foreign savings is simplistic.

In Its current

form, ICGEM implies "perfect crowding out" of private Investment when
government spending Increases.

While a tradeoff likely exists between

Investment and government spending, a one·to·one substitution is
somewhat extreme.
Sixth, the model Is highly aggregated In its currently form.
Valuable information, relating to both Industrial sectors and regions,
is thus lost.

It would have been useful to be able to Include a

distinctly rural sub-state area In the model to examine more closely
Qthe difference between rural and nonrural adjustment to macro-shocks.
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·However, data suitable for interregional CGE analysis of sub~states
areas is not currently prepared by government agencies in the United
States.

Preparation of a sub·state data set would require many more

assumptions and a greater amount of data manipulation, reducing the

reliability of the data, and making the undertaking costly.
In addition to the aforementioned limitations, there are
several determinants of economic structure that are missing from the

analysis, because they are difficult either to quantify or to explain
in a price-theoretic, general equilibrium framework.

Among these are

the existing pattern of industrial and residential location,
technological change,

institutions, and economies of agglomeration.

These are factors that shape the long·term evolution of markets, but
that are difficult to include in any type of economic analysis.

6.6

Suggestions for Further Research

Numerous extensions of the interregional CGE model would
greatly enhance its usefulness as a tool of applied economic analysis.
First, the link between world prices and domestic prices could be

improved by export-demand and import·supply specifications in which
the world price ls a function of the quantities traded by the United
States.

F

Second, the range of policies for which the model is
applicable could be extended considerably by a labor market specifi-

cation that permits regional unemployment.

This could be accomplished

by determining the regional wage rate in the national labor market,

-

'

l
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rather than the local labor market, and allowing regional excess

·

demand for labor to vary according to regional output.:
Third, the "perfect crowding out" of private investment by
government spending could be improved upon by an alternative macro-

economic closure.

lt may be useful, for example, to fix investment

exogenously and allow the regional price levels to adjust to restore
balance in macroeconomic aggregates.

Fourth, an intertemporal extension of the model would allow it
to trace out separate growth paths for each regional economy.

On the

consumption side, this could be done by introducing an interestbearing asset in which households place their savings.

On the

production side, investment could be specified as a function of the
interest rate and the rate of change of output.
Fifth, transportation costs may have an important effect
on the direction and magnitude of trade flows of certain commodities.
While adding a transportation sector to the interregional CGE model
would increase the dimensions of the model, the benefit gained
in analytical insight is likely worth the additional effort and
costs.
Sixth, further econometric evidence is needed for key
parameters of the model.

No estimates are currently available for

elasticities of domestic interregional substitution of commodities.
Also, estimates of regional wage rate elasticities of labor supply are

needed to improve the labor market specification.

2This is similar to the "wage transmission" hypothesis discussed in
Section &.5.l.

V
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eßecause the interregional CGE model is written in a general
mathematical form suitable for a high-level programing language that
is now available commercially, it should be relatively straightforward
for other researchers to take the model in its current form and extend
its formal structure or to apply it to other issues.

The other

nonlinearized interregional CGE models reviewed in Section 2.6.1 are
written for specific solution algorithms, making it difficult and
costly for researchers other than the initial creators to extend what
has already been accomplished.

In addition to the research topics which can be addressed by
extensions of the interregional CGE model, numerous important issues

concerning regional effects of macro~shocks require a different type
of analysis.

Such issues include the effects of monetary policy,

institutional changes in the allocation of federal aid to state and
local areas, foreign investment, technological change in transportation and comunications, and international product cycles.
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